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Preface

This tract provides a rigorous self-contained account of the mathematics of
sets of fractional and integral Hausdorff dimension. It is primarily
concerned with geometric theory rather than with applications. Much of
the contents could hitherto be found only in original mathematical papers,
many of which are highly technical and confusing and use archaic notation.
In writing this book I hope to make this material more readily accessible
and also to provide a useful and precise account for those using fractal sets.
Whilst the book is written primarily for the pure mathematician, I hope
that it will be of use to several kinds of more or less sophisticated and
demanding reader. At the most basic level, the book may be used as a
reference by those meeting fractals in other mathematical or scientific
disciplines. The main theorems and corollaries, read in conjunction with
the basic definitions, give precise statements of properties that have been
rigorously established.
To get a broad overview of the subject, or perhaps for a first reading, it
would be possible to follow the basic commentary together with the
statements of the results but to omit the detailed proofs. The non-specialist
mathematician might also omit the details of Section 1.1 which establishes
the properties of general measures from a technical viewpoint.
A full appreciation of the details requires a working knowledge of
elementary mathematical analysis and general topology. There is no doubt
that some of the proofs central to the development are hard and quite
lengthy, but it is well worth mastering them in order to obtain a full insight
into the beauty and ingenuity of the mathematics involved.
There is an emphasis on the basic tools of the subject such as the Vitali
covering theorem, net measures, and potential theoretic methods.
The properties of measures and Hausdorff measures that we require are
established in the first two sections of Chapter 1. Throughout the book the
emphasis is on the use of measures in their own right for estimating the size
of sets, rather than as a step in defining the integral. Integration is used only
as a convenient tool in the later chapters; in the main an intuitive idea of
integration should be found perfectly adequate.
Inevitably a compromise has been made on the level of generality
adopted. We work in n-dimensional Euclidean space, though many of the
vii
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ideas apply equally to more general metric spaces. In some cases, where the
proofs of higher-dimensional analogues are much more complicated,
theorems are only proved in two dimensions, and references are supplied
for the extensions. Similarly, one- or two-dimensional proofs are sometimes
given if they contain the essential ideas of the general case, but permit
simplifications in notation to be made. We also restrict attention to
Hausdorff measures corresponding to a numerical dimension 5, rather than
to an arbitrary function.
A number of the proofs have been somewhat simplified from their
original form. Further shortenings would undoubtedly be possible, but the
author's desire for perfection has had to be offset by the requirement to
finish the book in a finite time!
Although the tract is essentially self-contained, variations and extensions
of the work are described briefly, and full references are provided. Further
variations and generalizations may be found in the exercises, which are
included at the end of each chapter.
It is a great pleasure to record my gratitude to all those who have helped
with this tract in any way. I am particularly indebted to Prof Roy Davies for
his careful criticism of the manuscript and for allowing me access to
unpublished material, and to Dr Hallard Croft for his detailed suggestions
and for help with reading the proofs. I am also most grateful to Prof B.B.
Mandelbrot, Prof J.M. Marstrand, Prof P. Mattila and Prof C.A. Rogers
for useful comments and discussions.
I should like to thank Mrs Maureen Woodward and Mrs Rhoda Rees for
typing the manuscript, and also David Tranah and Sheila Shepherd of
Cambridge University Press for seeing the book through its various stages
of publication. Finally, I must thank my wife, Isobel, forfindingtime to read
an early draft of the book, as well as for her continuous encouragement and
support.

Introduction

The geometric measure theory of sets of integral and fractional dimension
has been developed by pure mathematicians from early in this century.
Recently there has been a meteoric increase in the importance of fractal sets
in the sciences. Mandelbrot (1975,1977,1982) pioneered their use to model
a wide variety of scientific phenomena from the molecular to the
astronomical, for example: the Brownian motion of particles, turbulence in
fluids, the growth of plants, geographical coastlines and surfaces, the
distribution of galaxies in the universe, and even fluctuations of price on the
stock exchange. Sets of fractional dimension also occur in diverse branches
of pure mathematics such as the theory of numbers and non-linear
differential equations. Many further examples are described in the scientific,
philosophical and pictorial essays of Mandelbrot. Thus what originated as
a concept in pure mathematics has found many applications in the sciences.
These in turn are a fruitful source of further problems for the mathematician. This tract is concerned primarily with the geometric theory of such
sets rather than with applications.
The word fractal' was derived from the latin/racfws, meaning broken, by
Mandelbrot (1975), who gave a 'tentative definition' of a fractal as a set with
its Hausdorff dimension strictly greater than its topological dimension, but
he pointed out that the definition is unsatisfactory as it excludes certain
highly irregular sets which clearly ought to be thought of in the spirit of
fractals. Hitherto mathematicians had referred to such sets in a variety of
ways - 'sets of fractional dimension', 'sets of Hausdorff measure', 'sets with
afinestructure' or 'irregular sets'. Any rigorous study of these sets must also
contain an examination of those sets with equal topological and Hausdorff
dimension, if only so that they may be excluded from further discussion. I
therefore make no apology for including such regular sets (smooth curves
and surfaces, etc.) in this account.
Many ways of estimating the 'size' or 'dimension' of 'thin' or 'highly
irregular' sets have been proposed to generalize the idea that points, curves
and surfaces have dimensions of 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Hausdorff
dimension, defined in terms of Hausdorff measure, has the overriding
advantage from the mathematician's point of view that Hausdorff measure
is a measure (i.e. is additive on countable collections of disjoint sets).
ix

x
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Unfortunately the Hausdorff measure and dimension of even relatively
simple sets can be hard to calculate; in particular it is often awkward to
obtain lower bounds for these quantities. This has been found to be a
considerable drawback in physical applications and has resulted in a
number of variations on the definition of Hausdorff dimension being
adopted, in some cases inadvertently.
Some of these alternative definitions are surveyed and compared with
HausdorfT dimension by Hurewicz & Wallman (1941), Kahane (1976),
Mandelbrot (1982, Section 39), and Tricot (1981, 1982). They include
entropy, see Hawkes (1974), similarity dimension, see Mandelbrot (1982),
and the local dimension and measure of Johnson & Rogers (1982). It would
be possible to write a book of this nature based on any such definition, but
Hausdorff measure and dimension is, undoubtedly, the most widely
investigated and the most widely used.
The idea of defining an outer measure to extend the notion of the length
of an interval to more complicated sets of real numbers is surprisingly
recent. Borel (1895) used measures to estimate the size of sets to enable him
to construct certain pathological functions. These ideas were taken up by
Lebesgue (1904) as the underlying concept in the construction of his
integral. Caratheodory (1914) introduced the more general 'Caratheodory
outer measures'. In particular he defined 1-dimensionaF or 'linear' measure
in n-dimensional Euclidean space, indicating that s-dimensional measure
might be defined similarly for other integers s. Hausdorff (1919) pointed out
that Caratheodory's definition was also of value for non-integral s. He
illustrated this by showing that the famous 'middle-third' set of Cantor had
positive, but finite, s-dimensional measure if 5 = log 2/log 3 = 0.6309....
Thus the concept of sets of fractional dimension was born, and Hausdorff's
name was adopted for the associated dimension and measure.
Since then a tremendous amount has been discovered about Hausdorff
measures and the geometry of Hausdorff-measurable sets. An excellent
account of the intrinsic measure theory is given in the book by Rogers
(1970), and a very general approach to measure geometry may be found in
Federer's (1969) scholarly volume, which diverges from us to cover
questions of surface area and homological integration theory.
Much of the work on Hausdorff measures and their geometry is due to
Besicovitch, whose name will be encountered repeatedly throughout this
book. Indeed, for many years, virtually all published work on Hausdorff
measures bore his name, much of it involving highly ingenious arguments.
More recently his students have made many further major contributions.
The obituary notices by Burkill (1971) and Taylor (1975) provide some idea
of the scale of Besicovitch's influence on the subject.
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It is clear that Besicovitch intended to write a book on geometric measure
theory entitled The Geometry of Sets of Points, which might well have
resembled this volume in many respects. After Besicovitch's death in 1970,
Prof Roy Davies, with the assistance of Dr Helen Alderson (who died in
1972), prepared a version of what might have been Besico vitch's 'Chapter 1'.
This chapter was not destined to have any sequel, but it has had a
considerable influence on the early parts of the present book.
In ourfirstchapter we define Hausdorff measure and investigate its basic
properties. We show how to calculate the Hausdorff dimension and
measure of sets in certain straightforward cases.
We are particularly interested in sets of dimension s which are s-sets, that
is, sets of non-zero but finite 5-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The
geometry of a class of set restricted only by such a weak condition must
inevitably consist of a study of the neighbourhood of a general point. Thus
the next three chapters discuss local properties: the density of sets at a point,
and the directional distribution of a set round each of its points, that is, the
question of the existence of tangents. Sets of fractional and integral
dimension are treated separately. Sets of fractional dimension are necessarily fractals, but there is a marked contrast between the regular 'curvelike' or 'surface-like' sets and the irregular 'fractal' sets of integral
dimension.
Chapter 5 introduces the powerful technique of net measures. This
enables us to show that any set of infinite 5-dimensional Hausdorff measure
contains an 5-set, allowing the theory of 5-sets to be extended to more
general sets as required. Net measures are also used to investigate the
Hausdorff measures of Cartesian products of sets.
The next chapter deals with the projection of sets onto lowerdimensional subspaces. Potential-theoretic methods are introduced as an
alternative to a direct geometric approach for parts of this work.
Chapter 7 discusses the 'Kakeya problem, of finding sets of smallest
measure inside which it is possible to rotate a segment of unit length. A
number of variants are discussed, and the subject is related by duality to the
projection theorems of the previous chapter, as well as to harmonic
analysis.
The final chapter contains a miscellany of examples that illustrate some
of the ideas met earlier in the book.
References are listed at the end of the book and are cited by date. Further
substantial bibliographies may be found in Federer (1947, 1969), Rogers
(1970) and Mandelbrot (1982).

Notation

With the range of topics covered, particularly in the final chapter, it is
impossible to be entirely consistent with the use of notation. In general,
symbols are defined when they are first introduced; these notes are intended
only as a rough guide.
We work entirely in rc-dimensional Euclidean space, Un. Points of R",
which are sometimes thought of in the vectorial sense, are denoted by small
letters, x, y, z etc. Occasionally we write (x, y) for Cartesian coordinates.
Capitals, £, F, F, etc. are used for subsets of Un, and script capitals, ^ , 1T, </,
for families of sets. We use the convention that the set-inclusion symbol
c allows the possibility of equality. The diameter of the set E is denoted by
|E|, though, when the sense is clear, the modulus sign also denotes the
length of a vector in the usual way, thus |x — y\ is the distance between the
points x and y. Constants, b, c, q , e, <5, and indices, ij, k, are also denoted by
lower case letters which may be subscripted.
The following list may serve as a reminder of the notation in more
frequent use.
Sets
Un
Br(x)
S r (x,0,
Cr(xJ)
R(x9y)
Gn,k

Lfab\
£, int E

H-dimensional Euclidean space.
closed disc or ball, centre x and radius r.
sector of angle (j> and radius r.
double sector.
common region of the circle-pair with centres x and y.
Grossmann manifold of /c-dimensional subspaces of IR".
line sets.
topological closure, respectively interior, of E.
the <5-parallel body to E.

Mappings

n
f°g

orthogonal projection onto the line in direction 6, resp.
the plane n .
Fourier transforms of the function / and measure \i.
composition of the mappings, g followed by/.
Xlll
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Measures etc.

dim£

5-dimensional Hausdorff measure or outer measure.
^-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
s-dimensional comparable net measure.
(5-outer measures used in constructing 3/f* and Jis.
length of the curve F.
Hausdorff dimension of E.
f-potential, capacity, energy.

Densities
density of E at x.
Ds(E,x)
DS(E9 x), DS(E, x), lower, upper densities.
DSC(E, x)
upper convex density.
lower angular density, etc.

1
Measure and dimension

1.1 Basic measure theory
This section contains a condensed account of the basic measure
theory we require. More complete treatments may be found in Kingman &
Taylor (1966) or Rogers (1970).
Let X be any set. (We shall shortly take X to be n-dimensional Euclidean
space Un.) A non-empty collection ¥ of subsets of X is termed a sigma-field
(or o-field) if 9* is closed under complementation and under countable
union (so if Es9, then X\Ee9 and if £ t , E2,.. .€&, then (JJL x EpSf\ A
little elementary set theory shows that a a-field is also closed under
countable intersection and under set difference and, further, that X and the
null set 0 are in Sf.
The lower and upper limits of a sequence of sets {Ej} are defined as

!im£,= U C\EJ
j^oo

k=lj

=k

and

Thus lim Ej consists of those points lying in all but finitely many Ej9 and
lim Ej consists of those points in infinitely many E}. From the form of these
definitions it is clear that if Ej lies in the a-field Sf for each j , then Hm Ej,
limEjE^. If lim Ej = lim Ej, then we write lim Ej for the common value;
this always happens if {Ej} is either an increasing or a decreasing sequence
of sets.
Let # be any collection of subsets of X. Then the d-field generated by #,
written Sf (#), is the intersection of all c-fields containing #. A straightforward check shows that Sf {%>) is itself a a-field which may be thought of as the
'smallest' c-field containing (€.
A measure \i is a function defined on some a-field Sf of subsets of X and
taking values in the range [0, oo] such that

M0) = o
and

(1.1)
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for every countable sequence of disjoint sets {£,} in $f.
It follows from (1.2) that \i is an increasing set function, that is, if E c E'
and £ , £ ' e ^ , then
Theorem 1.1 (continuity of measures)
Let pi be a measure on a o-field Sf of subsets of X.
(a) IfEt c: E2 <=... is an increasing sequence of sets in </*, then
/i(lim Ej) = lim fi(Ej).
j->ao

j-*co

(b) IfFx =) F2 =>... is a deereasing sequence ofsets in Sf and iitfi) < co,then

ti(\imFj)= lim fi(Fj).
(c) For any sequence of sets {Fj} in Sf,
ftPim Fj) < Mm p(Fj\
Proof, (a)

We

u7j-1)-

may

express

U"=i^

as

^e

disjoint

Thus

= Um /i(£v).

(b) If £^ = FAF7., then {£,.} is as in (a). Since f)/j = F , \ U A '

union
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= lim fi(Fj).
j->co

(c) Now let Ek = f]JLkFj. Then {Ek} is an increasing sequence of sets in
so by (a),

M lim Fj) = J (J Ek ) = lim /*(£*) < Urn M*>
J-+00

\k=l

/

k-+ao

D

j-+oo

Next we introduce outer measures which are essentially measures with
property (1.2) weakened to subadditivity. Formally, an outer measure v on a
set X is a function defined on all subsets of X taking values in [0, oo] such
that
v ( 0 ) = O,
v(A)<v(A')

(1.3)
if A c A'

(1.4)

v( Q Aj ) < f v(Aj) for any subsets {Aj} of X.

(1.5)

and

Outer measures are useful since there is always a d-field of subsets on
which they behave as measures; for reasonably defined outer measures this
(j-field can be quite large.
A subset E of X is called v-measurable or measurable with respect to the
outer measure v if it decomposes every subset of X additively, that is, if
v(A) = v(A n E) + v(A\E)

(1.6)

for all 'test sets' Acz X. Note that to show that a set E is v-measurable, it is
enough to check that
v(A)>v(AnE) + v(A\E\

(1.7)

since the opposite inequality is included in (1.5). It is trivial to verify that if
v(E) = 0, then E is v-measurable.
Theorem 1.2
Let v be an outer measure. The collection M of v-measurable sets forms a afield, and the restriction ofvtoJt
is a measure.
Proof. Clearly, 0eJt, so Jt is non-empty. Also, by the symmetry of (1.6),
AtM if and only if X \AeJt. Hence M is closed under taking complements.
To prove that Ji is closed under countable union, suppose that
El9E29...eJt and let A be any set. Then applying (1.6) to El9E2,...in turn

4
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with appropriate test sets,
= v(AnEt

Hence

v(A)>

Zv([A\[ji
j=i

\ \

»=i

for all k and so
j=

On the other hand,
7-1

so, using (1.5),

n 0 i)

^_0

by (1.8). It follows that \}^XE^M, so ^ is a a-field.
Now let E 1 ,£ 2 ,... be disjoint sets of M. Taking ^ = UJ = I £ J

and combining this with (1.5) we see that v is a measure on Jt.

in

•

We say that the outer measure v is regular if for every set A there is a vmeasurable set E containing A with v(A) = v(E).
Lemma 1.3
If v is a regular outer measure and {Aj} is any increasing sequence of sets,
lim v(Aj) = v( lim Aj).
j-*oo

j-*oo

Proof. Choose a v-measurable Ej with Ej =5 Aj and v^^) = v(Aj) for each/
Then, using (1.4) and Theorem l.l(c),
v(lim Aj) = vfljm>47) < v(HmEj) <\jmV{EJ) = limv(A7).
The opposite inequality follows from (1.4).

•
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Now let (X, d) be a metric space. (For our purposes X will usually be ndimensional Euclidean space, Un9 with d the usual distance function.) The
sets belonging to the (r-field generated by the closed subsets of X are called
the Borel sets of the space. The Borel sets include the open sets (as
complements of the closed sets), the Fa-sets (that is, countable unions of
closed sets), the Gd-sets (countable intersections of open sets), etc.
An outer measure v on X is termed a metric outer measure if
F)

(1.9)

whenever E and F are positively separated, that is, whenever
d(E,F) = inf{d{x9y):xeE,yeF}

> 0.

We show that if v is a metric outer measure, then the collection of vmeasurable sets includes the Borel sets. The proof is based on the following
version of 'Caratheodory's lemma'.
Lemma 1.4
Let v be a metric outer measure on (X,d). Let {Aj}f

be an increasing

sequence of subsets ofX with A = lim Aj9 and suppose that d(Aj9A\Aj+

x)

>0

j-oo

for each j . Then v(A) = lim v(Aj).
j->co

Proof It is enough to prove that
v(A) < lim v(Aj),

(1.10)

j-*ao

since the opposite inequality follows from (1.4). Let B1=Al
and Bj =
Aj\Aj_! for j > 2. If j + 2 < i, then Bj c Aj and Bt c A\Ai_1 c A\Aj+ x, so
B£ and Bj are positively separated. Thus, applying (1.9) (m - 1) times,

k=l

We may assume that both these series converge - if not we would have
lim v(Aj) = oo, since (J™= lB2k_l and \J™= x B2k are both contained in A2m.
J-+CC

Hence

X v(Bk)
k=j+i

6
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<limv(Ai)+
i-*oo

f v(Bk).
k=j+l

Since the sum tends to 0 as j -> oo, (1.10) follows.

•

Theorem 1.5
Ifv is a metric outer measure on (X,d)9 then all Borel subsets of X are vmeasurable.
Proof. Since the v-measurable sets form a tr-field, and the Borel sets form
the smallest <7-field containing the closed subsets of X, it is enough to show
that (1.7) holds when E is closed and A is arbitrary.
Let Aj be the set of points in A\E at a distance at least l/j from E. Then
d{AnE,Aj)>l/j9 so
v(AnE) + v(Aj) = v((AnE)vAj)<v(A)

(1.11)

for each 7, as v is a metric outer measure. The sequence of sets {Aj} is
increasing and, since E is closed, A\E= (J°°=i Ay Hence, provided that
d(Ay A\E\Aj+ i)>0 for all;, Lemma 1.4 gives v(A\E) < lim v(Aj) and (1.7)
there exists zeE with d{x,z)<
follows from (1.11). But if xeA\E\Aj+l
1/(7+ l),soif^€A J thend(x,j;)>rf(>;,z)-d(x,z)> 1 / / - l / ( / + l)>0.Thus
> 0, as required.
•
d(ApA\E\Aj+1)
There is another important class of sets which, unlike the Borel sets, are
defined explicitly in terms of unions and intersections of closed sets. If (AT, d)
is a metric space, the Souslin sets are the sets of the form

* = u n*M,...fc.
where Eiih ik is a closed set for each finite sequence {il9i2,. • -Jk} of
positive integers. Note that, although E is built up from a countable
collection of closed sets, the union is over continuum-many infinite
sequences of integers. (Each closed set appears in the expression in many
places.)
It may be shown that every Borel set is a Souslin set and that, if the
underlying metric spaces are complete, then any continuous image of a
Souslin set is Souslin. Further, if v is an outer measure on a metric space
{X,d\ then the Souslin sets are v-measurable provided that the closed sets
are v-measurable. It follows from Theorem 1.5 that if v is a metric outer
measure on (X,d), then the Souslin sets are v-measurable. We shall only
make passing reference to Souslin sets. Measure-theoretic aspects are
described in greater detail by Rogers (1970), and the connoisseur might also
consult Rogers et al. (1980).

Hausdorffmeasure
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1.2 Hausdorff measure
For the remainder of this book we work in Euclidean w-space, IRn,
although it should be emphasized that much of what is said is valid in a
general metric space setting.
If U is a non-empty subset of Un we define the diameter of U as
\U\ = sup{\x-y\:x,yeU}.
If £ c \JtUt and 0<|ir f |<<5 for each i, we
say that {t/J is a S-cover of £.
Let £ be a subset of !Rn and let 5 be a non-negative number. For 8 > 0
define

JT5(£) = i n f f |l/,r,

(1.12)

where the infimum is over all (countable) ^-covers {Ut} of £. A trivial check
establishes that Jf J is an outer measure on R".
To get the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure of £ we let <5 -• 0. Thus
JT(£) = lim Jf J(E) = sup JT J(£).
£->0

(1.13)

<5>0

The limit exists, but may be infinite, since MPsd increases as 8 decreases. Jfs is
easily seep to be an outer measure, but it is also a metric outer measure. For
if 8 is less than the distance between positively separated sets E and F, no set
in a <5-cover of £ u F can intersect both £ and F, so that
leading to a similar equality for Jfs. The restriction of Jfs to the a-field of
j^-measurable sets, which by Theorem 1.5 includes the Borel sets (and,
indeed, the Souslin sets) is called Hausdorff s-dimensional measure.
Note that an equivalent definition of Hausdorff measure is obtained if the
infimum in (1.12) is taken over ^-covers of E by convex sets rather than by
arbitrary sets since any set lies in a convex set of the same diameter.
Similarly, it is sometimes convenient to consider ^-covers of open, or
alternatively of closed, sets. In each case, although a different value of Jt?*d
may be obtained for S > 0, the value of the limit Jfs is the same, see Da vies
(1956). (If however, the infimum is taken over ^-covers by balls, a different
measure is obtained; Besicovitch (1928a, Chapter 3) compares such
'spherical Hausdorff measures' with Hausdorff measures.)
For any E it is clear that 3tfs(E) is non-increasing as s increases from 0 to
00. Furthermore, if s < t, then
which implies that if Jf \E) is positive, then Jf S(E) is infinite. Thus there is a
unique value, dim £, called the Hausdorff dimension of £, such that
oo if 0 < s < d i m £ , j H £ ) = 0 i f d i m £ < 5 < o o .
(1.14)

8
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If C is a cube of unit side in (Rn, then by dividing C into kn subcubes of side
l//c in the obvious way, we see that if 3 ^ k~ ln± then Jf%C) < k^k' lri*)n
< n±\ so that ^n(C) < oo. Thus if s > n, then Jfs(C) = 0 and #"(RH) = 0,
since Un is expressible as a countable union of such cubes. It follows
that 0<dim E<n for any £czRw. It is also clear that if £<=£' then
dim£<dimF.
An Jf 5-measurable set £ c R " for which 0 < J^\E)< oo is termed an
s-set; a 1-set is sometimes called a linearly measurable set. Clearly, the
Hausdorff dimension of an s-set equals s, but it is important to realize that
an s-set is something much more specific than a measurable set of Hausdorff
dimension s. Indeed, Besicovitch (1942) shows that any set can be expressed
as a disjoint union of continuum-many sets of the same dimension. Most of
this book is devoted to studying the geometric properties of s-sets.
The definition of Hausdorff measure may be generalized by replacing
| (7,1s in (1.12) by h(\ Ut\), where h is some positive function, increasing and
continuous on the right. Many of our results have direct analogues for these
more general measures, though sometimes at the expense of algebraic
simplicity. The Hausdorff'dimension' of a set E may then be identified more
precisely as a partition of the functions which measure E as zero or infinity
(see Rogers (1970)). Some progress is even possible if | £/f|s is replaced by
h(Ut), where h is simply a function of the set Ui (see Davies (1969) and
Davies & Samuels (1974)).
We next prove that Jtfs is a regular measure, together with the useful
consequence that we may approximate to s-sets from below by closed
subsets. This proof is given by Besicovitch (1938) who also demonstrates
(1954) the necessity of the finiteness condition in Theorem 1.6(b).
Theorem 1.6
(a) / / E is any subset of Un there is a Gs-set G containing E with 3tfs{G) =
34?S(E). In particular, Jf?s is a regular outer measure.
(b) Any 3^s-measurable set of finite 3tfs-measure contains an Fa-set of equal
measure, and so contains a closed set differing from it by arbitrarily small
measure.

Proof (a) If 3tfs(E)= oo, then Un is an open set of equal measure, so
suppose that Jts(E) < oo. For each i = 1,2... choose an open 2/7-cover of £,
{U^j, such that

Then E c G, where G = ( X i Ui°= i utjis a G a" set s i n c e { u v h i s a 2I1'
cover of G, M^iiG) ^Jf^E)
+ 1/i, and it follows on letting i-> oo that
Jfs(E) = Jf 5(G). Since G^-sets are Jf s-measurable, Jfs is a regular outer
measure.
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(b) Let E be Jf s-measurable with J f S(E) < oo. Using (a) we may find open
sets O 19 O 2 ,...containing F, with Jtrs(f)?L1Oi\E)= J H f ) £ i < > , • ) - Jfs(E)
= 0. Any open subset of Un is an F^-set, so suppose O t = ( J ^ F ^ . f° r
each i, where {F^}; is an increasing sequence of closed sets. Then by
continuity of 3tfs,
lim Jts(E n Ftj) = 3tfs(E n Ot) = «^fs(£).
Hence, given s > 0, we may find y,. such that
JT'(£\/ r U l )<2-'£
If F is the closed set f ^

(i = l,2,...).
FiJt, then

^fs(F) > Jf s (£n F) > Jfs(E) - f Jfs(E\Fijt) > Jfs(E) - e.
Since F c z f ) , " ^ , then Jfs(F\E) < Jfs(f]T=i O(\E) = 0. By (a) F \ £ is
contained in some G^-set G with JfS(G) = 0. Thus F\G is an Fff-set
contained in E with

tf\F) - Jts(G) > Jfs(E) - e.
Taking a countable union of such F^-sets over e = ^ , | , i , . . . gives an Fff-set
contained in E and of equal measure to E.
•
The next lemma states that any attempt to estimate the Hausdorff
measure of a set using a cover of sufficiently small sets gives an answer not
much smaller than the actual Hausdorff measure.
Lemma 1.7
Let E be Jtif*-measurable with J^S{E) < oo, and let e be positive. Then there
exists p > 0, dependent only on E and e, such that for any collection ofBorel
sets { l / j £ x with 0 < | Ut\ <p we have

Proof. From the definition of Jfs as the limit of Jt
p such that

s
d

as S -> 0, we may choose

J H £ ) < D ^ - | s + i£
(1-15)
for any p-cover {Wt} of E. Given Borel sets {Ut} with 0 < | Ut\ < p, we may
find a p-cover {[/.} of £\U l -I/ f such that

Since { t / J u j ^ . } is then a p-cover of F,

10
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by (1.15). Hence

Ut\ = *?%E) - W E\\) v

Finally in this section, we prove a simple lemma on the measure of sets
related by a 'uniformly Lipschitz' mapping

Lemma 1.8
Let i//:E—>F be a surjective mapping such that
Mx)-t(y)\£c\x-y\
(x,yeE)
s
for a constant c. Then Jf (F) < <?3tfs(E).
Proof. For each i, \^(UtnE)\ < c\ Ut\. Thus if {C/J is a <5-cover of E, then
is a c<5-cover of F. Also ^ ^ ( l ^ n E ) ! 5 ^ L l ^ l * s o t h a t
J(JE), and the result follows on letting <5-»0.
•
1.3 Covering results
The Vitali covering theorem is one of the most useful tools of
geometric measure theory. Given a 'sufficiently large' collection of sets that
cover some set E, the Vitali theorem selects a disjoint subcollection that
covers almost all of E.
We include the following lemma at this point because it illustrates the
basic principle embodied in the proof of Vitali's result, but in a simplified
setting. A collection of sets is termed semidisjoint if no member of the
collection is contained in any different member.
Lemma 1.9
Let ^ be a collection of balls contained in a bounded subset ofUn. Then we
may find a finite or countably infinite disjoint subcollection {Bt} such that

U
Be*

where B\ is the ball concentric with Bt and of five times the radius. Further,
we may take the collection {B'i} to be semidisjoint.
Proof. We select the {Bt} inductively. Let d0 = sup{ |B|: Be<#} and choose
Bx from # with 11*!| >£</<>• V Bu...9 Bm have been chosen let dm =
sup{|B|: BeW, B disjoint from \J™Bt}. If dm = 0 the process terminates.
Otherwise choose Bm+1 from # disjoint from (j7B f with \Bm+1\>$dm.
Certainly, these balls are disjoint; we claim that they also have the required
covering property. If Be<£9 then either B = Bt for some i, or B intersects
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some Biv/ith2\Bi\>\B\.
If this was not the case B would have been selected
in preference to the first ball Bm for which 2 | B J < | £ | . (Note that, by
summing volumes, X | £ f | 2 < oo so that \Bt\ ->0 as i-+ oo if infinitely many
balls are selected.) In either case, B c B j , giving (1.16). To get the {BJ}
semidisjoint, simply remove Bt from the subcollection if B\ c= B) for any; ^ i
noting that B\ can only be contained in finitely many B).
•
A collection of sets V is called a Vitali class for £ if for each xeE and
5 > 0 there exists 17 e f with xe£/ and 0 < | U\ < 5.
Theorem 1.10 (Vitali covering theorem)
(a) Let E be an ^-measurable subset of Un and let V be a Vitali class of
closed setsfor E. Then we may select a (finite or countable) disjoint sequence
{Ujfrom r such that either £ | Ut\s = oo or ^ s ( £ \ ( J i Ut) = 0.
(b) IfJts(E) < oo, then, given s > 0, we may also require that

Proof Fix p > 0; we may assume that | U\ < p for all Uef". We choose the
{C/J inductively. Let U1 be any member of y. Suppose that Ul,..., Um
have been chosen, and let dm be the supremum of | U | taken over those U in
-T which do not intersect Ux,..., Um. If dm = 0, then E c (J7 l/^ so that (a)
follows and the process terminates. Otherwise let Um+l be a set in V
disjoint from (JT^/ such that | Um+11 > \dm.
Suppose that the process continues indefinitely and that Y^\Ui\s < °°For each i let Bt be a ball with centre in I/, and with radius 311/.|. We claim
that for everyfc> 1

I
fc+1

For if x e £ \J\ Ui there exists t/ef^" not intersecting Ul9...,Uk with xe(7.
Since | Ut | -> 0, | U \ > 21 Um \ for some m. By virtue of the method of selection
of {L/J, U must intersect C/f for some/ with k< i <mfor which \U\ <2\Ut\.
By elementary geometry U c B f , so (1.17) follows. Thus if ^ > 0,

provided k is large enough to ensure that \Bt\<S for i>k. Hence
*KE\ U T ui) = 0 for all £ > 0, so ^ s ( £ \ (J f I/.) = 0, which proves (a).
To get (b), we may suppose that p chosen at the beginning of the proof is
the number corresponding to s and E given by Lemma 1.7. If £ | Utf = oo,
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then (b) is obvious. Otherwise, by (a) and Lemma 1.7,
()

+ JT(En |J Ut)
i

Covering theorems are studied extensively in their own right, and are of
particular importance in harmonic analysis, as well as in geometric measure
theory. Results for very general classes of sets and measures are described in
the two books by de Guzman (1975, 1981) which also contain further
references. One approach to covering principles is due to Besicovitch
(1945a, 1946, 1947); the first of these papers includes applications to
densities such as described in Section 2.2 of this book.
1.4 Lebesgue measure
We obtain n-dimensional Lebesgue measure as an extension of the
usual definition of the volume in Un (we take 'volume' to mean length in R1
and area in IR2).
Let C be a coordinate block in Un of the form
C = [_alybx) x [a2,b2)

x ••• x

[an,bn\

where a{ < bt for each i. Define the volume of C as
in the obvious way. If E c W let

£

(1.18)

i

where the infimum is taken over all coverings of £ by a sequence {C^ of
blocks. It is easy to see that <£n is an outer measure on IR", known as
Lebesgue n-dimensional outer measure. Further, 3?n{E) coincides with the
volume of E if E is any block; this follows by approximating the sum in
(1.18) by a finite sum and then by subdividing E by the planes containing the
faces of the Q . Since any block Ct may be decomposed into small subblocks
leaving the sum in (1.18) unaltered, it is enough to take the infimum over Scovers of E for any S > 0. Thus S£n is a metric outer measure on Un. The
restriction of <£n to the if-measurable sets or Lebesgue-measurable sets,
which, by Theorem 1.5, include the Borel sets, is called Lebesgue ndimensional measure or volume.
Clearly, the definitions of JS?1 and «# 1 on U1 coincide. As might be
expected, the outer measures <£n and 3tfn on IRn are related if n > 1, in fact
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they differ only by a constant multiple. To show this we require the
following well-known geometric result, the 'isodiametric inequality', which
says that the set of maximal volume of a given diameter is a sphere. Proofs,
using symmetrization or other methods, may be found in any text on
convexity, e.g. Eggleston (1958), see also Exercise 1.6.
Theorem 1.11
The n-dimensional volume of a closed convex set of diameter d is, at most,
n*n(jd)n/(^n)\, the volume of a ball of diameter d.
Theorem 1.12
/ / E c i " , then &n(E) = cnJ^\E\
cx = \ and c2 = n/4.

where cn = n*n/2n(±n)l In particular,

Proof Given s > 0 we may cover E by a collection of closed convex sets
{J7J such that £ | Ut\n < Jtfn(E) + e. By Theorem 1.11 ^"(l/,) < cn\ Ut\\ so
<?n(E) <^n(Ui)
< cnJTn(E) + cne, giving JS?-(JE) <cnJfn(E).
Conversely, let {C^ be a collection of coordinate blocks covering E with
(1.19)
We may suppose these blocks to be open by expanding them slightly whilst
retaining this inequality. For each i the closed balls contained in Cf of radius,
at most, 8 form a Vitali class for Ct. By the Vitali covering theorem,
Theorem 1.10(a), there exist disjoint balls {£ 0 } 7 in C, of diameter, at most, 6,

with Jf "(QUJL i BtJ) = 0 and so with ^ ( Q l J J L ^ = °- S i n c e ^
Borel measure, £" = ^"(By) = &n{\Jf= xBtj) < X*(Ct). Thus

i=l

i=l

£ = 1 j =1
00

\

i s

a

j-1

00

^ c;» J if"(C,.) < c; 'if"(£) + c;
i=l

by (1.19). Thus cnJ^nd(E) < &n(E) + e for all 6 and <5, giving

D
One of the classical results in the theory of Lebesgue measure is the
Lebesgue density theorem. Much of our later work stems from attempts to
formulate such a theorem for Hausdorff measures. The reader may care to
furnish a proof as an exercise in the use of the Vitali covering theorem.
Alternatively, the theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.2.

14
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Theorem 1.13 (Lebesgue density theorem)
Let E be an ^-measurable subset ofUn. Then the Lebesgue density ofE at x,
r-0

<?»(EnBr(x))
y? \pr\x))

exists and equals 1 ifxeE and 0 ifx^E, exceptfor a set ofx of ^"-measure 0.
(Br(x) denotes the closed ball of centre x and radius r, and, as always, r tends to
0 through positive values.)
1.5 Calculation of Hausdorff dimensions and measures
It is often difficult to determine the Hausdorff dimension of a set
and harder still to find or even to estimate its Hausdorff measure. In the
cases that have been considered it is usually the lower estimates that are
awkward to obtain. We conclude this chapter by analysing the dimension
and measure of certain sets; further examples will be found throughout the
book. It should become apparent that there is a vast range of s-sets in Un for
all values of s and n, so that the general theory to be described is widely
applicable.
The most familiar set of real numbers of non-integral Hausdorff dimension is the Cantor set. Let Eo = [0, 1], Ex = [0, 1/3] u [2/3, 1], E2 =
[0, 1/9] u [2/9, 1/3] u [2/3, 7/9] u [8/9, 1], etc., where Ej+ x is obtained by
removing the (open) middle third of each interval in Ej; see Figure 1.1. Then
Ej consists of 2 J intervals, each of length 3~ J . Cantor's set is the perfect
(closed and dense in itself) set E= [)™=0Ej. (The collection of closed
intervals that occur in this construction form a 'net', that is, any two such
intervals are either disjoint or else one is contained in the other. The idea of
a net of sets crops up frequently in this book.) Equivalently, E is, to within a
countable set of points, the set of numbers in [0, 1] whose base three
expansions do not contain the digit 1. We calculate explicitly the Hausdorff
dimension and measure of E; this basic type of computation extends to
rather more complicated sets.
Fig. 1.1
o

I1
Theorem 1.14
The Hausdorff dimension of the Cantor set E is s = log 2/log 3 = 0.6309
Moreover, Jtfs(E)=l.
Proof Since E may be covered by the 2j intervals of length 3 " j that form
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Ej9 we see at once that Jfs3-j(E)<2i3~sj

= 2j2~j =1. Letting

15
j-+oo,

To prove the opposite inequality we show that if J is any collection of
intervals covering E, then

' i < I ms.

(1.21)

By expanding each interval slightly and using the compactness of £, it is
enough to prove (1.21) when J is afinitecollection of closed intervals. By a
further reduction we may take each / e / to be the smallest interval that
contains some pair of net intervals, J and J\ that occur in the construction
of E. (J and J' need not be intervals of the same Ej.) If J and J' are the largest
such intervals, then / is made up of J, followed by an interval K in the
complement of E, followed by J'. From the construction of the Ej we see
that
\J\,\J'\<\K\.

(1.22)

Then

using the concavity of the function f and the fact that 3 s = 2. Thus replacing
/ by the two subintervals J and Jf does not increase the sum in (1.21). We
proceed in this way until, after a finite number of steps, we reach a covering
of E by equal intervals of length 3~\ say. These must include all the
intervals of Ej9 so as (1.21) holds for this covering it holds for the original
covering J.
•
There is nothing special about the factor ^ used in the construction of the
Cantor set. If we let Eo be the unit interval and obtain Ej+ x by removing a
proportion I —2k from the centre of each interval of Ej9 then by an
argument similar to the above (with (1.22) replaced by \J\, \J'\<
= 1, where s = Iog2/log(l//c).
\K\k/(l - 2k) we may show that jes(f]fEj)
We may construct irregular subsets in higher dimensions in a similar
fashion. For example, take Eo to be the unit square in U2 and delete all but
the four corner squares of side k to obtain Ex. Continue in this way, at the
jth stage replacing each square of Ej_ t by four corner squares of side kJ to
get Ej (see Figure 1.2 for thefirstfew stages of construction). Then the same
sort of calculation gives positive upper and lower bounds for Jf s(f]fEj)9
where s = Iog4/log(l/fe). More precision is required to find the exact value
of the measure in such cases, and we do not discuss this further.
Instead, we describe a generalization of the Cantor construction on the
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real line. Let s be a number strictly between 0 and 1; the set constructed will
have dimension 5. Let Eo denote the unit interval; we define inductively sets
E0^E1=>E2...9 each a finite union of closed intervals, by specifying
EJ+1nI for each interval / of Ej. If / is such an interval, let m > 2 be an
integer, and let Jl9J2,...9Jm be equal and equally spaced closed
subintervals of / with lengths given by

ws=-ms,

(i.23)

and such that the left end of Jx coincides with the left end of/ and the right
end of Jm with the right end of /. Thus
where d is the spacing between two consecutive intervals Jt. Define Ej+ x by
requiring that EJ+lnI = (J7«A- Note that the value of m may vary over
different intervals / in Ej9 so that the sets E} can contain intervals of many
different lengths.
The set E = C\JL0Ej is a perfect nowhere dense subset of the unit interval.
The following analysis is to appear in a forthcoming paper of Davies.
Theorem 1.15
If E is the set described above, then 3^S(E) = 1.

Proof. An interval used in the construction of E9 that is, a component
subinterval of some Ej9 is called a net interval. For F a E let
(1.25)
where the infimum is taken over all possible coverings of F by collections J
of net intervals. Then \i is an outer measure (and, indeed, a Borel measure)
on the subsets of E. Note that the value of \i is unaltered if we insist that J be
a 5-cover of F for case S > 0, since using (1.23) we may always replace a net
interval / by a number of smaller net intervals without altering the sum in
(1.25).
Let J be a cover of E by net intervals. Tofinda lower bound for £
|/ | s
we may assume that the collection J isfinite(since each net interval is open
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relative to the compact set E) and also that the intervals in J are pairwise
disjoint (we may remove those intervals contained in any others by virtue of
the net property). Let J be one of the shortest intervals o{J\ suppose that J
is a component interval of Ej9 say. Then J c= / for some interval I in Ej_1.
Since J is a disjoint cover of E, all the other intervals of E} n / must be in«/.
If we replace these intervals by the single interval /, the value of £ | / | s is
unaltered by (1.23). We may proceed in this way, replacing sets of net
intervals by larger intervals without altering the value of the sum, until we
reach the single interval [0,1]. It follows that ]T /6/ | /| 5 = | [0,1] | s = 1, so, in
particular,
In exactly the same manner we see that if J is any net interval, then
li(JnE) = \J\s.

(1.26)

Next we show that
li(JnE)<\J\s

(1.27)

for an arbitrary interval J. Contracting J if necessary, it is enough to prove
this on the assumptions that J c [0,1] and that the endpoints of J lie in E,
and, by approximating, coincide with endpoints of net intervals contained
in J. Let / be the smallest net interval containing J; say / is an interval of Ej.
Suppose that J intersects the intervals Jq,Jq+1,...,Jr among the component intervals of Ej+ x n / , where 1 < q < r < m. (There must be at least
two such intervals by the minimality of /.) We claim that
| j €n j r + | j €+ 1 r + - + | j r . 1 r + | j r n j r ^ u r .

(1.28)

If Jqn J is not the whole of Jq or if Jrn J is not the whole of Jr9 then on
increasing J slightly the left-hand side of inequality (1.28) increases faster
than the right-hand side. Hence it is enough to prove (1.28) when J is the
smallest interval containing Jq and Jr. Under such circumstances (1.28)
becomes
fc|Jf|s < |J\s = (k\Jt\ + (k - \)d)\

(1.29)

where k = r — q+l. This is true ifk = m by (1.23) and (1.24), and is trivial if
k=l, with equality holding in both cases. Differentiating twice, we see that
the right-hand expression of (1.29) is a convex function ofk, so (1.29) holds
for 1 <k <m, and the validity of (1.28) follows.
Finally, if either JqnJorJrnJis
not a single net interval, we may repeat
the process, replacing JqnJ and Jrn J by smaller net intervals to obtain an
expression similar to (1.28) but involving intervals of Ej+2 rather than of
Ej+ x . We continue in this way tofindeventually that | J\s is at least the sum
of the sth powers of the lengths of disjoint net intervals covering JnE and
contained in J. Thus (1.27) follows from (1.26) for any interval J.
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As (1.25) remains true if the infimum is taken over ^-covers J for any
5 > 0, jes(E) < fi(E). On the other hand, by (1.27),

for any cover {Jj of E, so n(E)< Jf s (£). We conclude that Jfs(E) =

Similar constructions in higher dimensions involve nested sequences of
squares or cubes rather than intervals. The same method allows the
Hausdorff dimension to be found and the corresponding Hausdorff
measure to be estimated.
The basic method of Theorem 1.15 may also be applied to find the
dimensions of other sets of related types. For example, if in the construction
of E the intervals J t , . . . , Jm in each / are just 'nearly equal' or 'nearly equally
spaced', the method may be adapted to find the dimension of E. Similarly, if
in obtaining Ej+ x from E. equations (1.23) and (1.24) only hold 'in the limit
as j-+ oo', it may still be possible to find the dimension of E.
Another technique useful for finding the dimension of a set is to 'distort' it
slightly to give a set of known dimension and to apply Lemma 1.8. The
reader may wish to refer to Theorem 8.15(a) where this is illustrated.
Eggleston (1952) finds the Hausdorff dimension of very general sets
formed by intersection processes; his results have been generalized by
Peyriere (1977). Recently an interesting and powerful method has been
described by Da vies & Fast (1978). Other related constructions are given by
Randolph (1941), Erdos (1946), Ravetz (1954), Besicovitch & Taylor (1954),
Beardon (1965), Best (1942), Cigler & Volkmann (1963) and Wegmann
(1971b), these last three papers continuing earlier works of the same
authors. A further method of estimating Hausdorff measures is described in
Section 8.3.
Exercises on Chapter 1
1.1

Show that if /x is a measure on a a-field of sets M and E^J({\

< y < oo),

then ju(fim Ej) > fim n(Ej) provided that n(\JfEj) < oo.
1.2
1.3

1.4

Let v be an outer measure on a metric space (X, d) such that every Borel set
is v-measurable. Show that v is a metric outer measure.
Show that the outer measure Jf s on Un is translation invariant, that is,
Jf s (x + E) = M\E\ where x + E = {x + y :yeE}. Deduce that x + E is
Jfs-measurable if and only if E is Jf s-measurable. Similarly, show that
Jfs{cE) = csJfs(E), where cE = {cyiyeE}.
Prove the following version of the Vitali covering theorem for a general
measure \i\ let E be a /x-measurable subset of Un with fi(E) < oo. If TT is a

Exercises

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8
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Vitali class of (measurable) sets for E, then there exist disjoint sets
UliU29...e'T
such that fi(E\\JiUi) = 0.
Use the Vitali covering theorem to prove the Lebesgue density theorem.
(Consider the class of balls r = {Br(x):xeE,r <p and &n(Br(x)nE) <
<x£en{Br{x))} for each a < 1 and p > 0.)
Prove that the area of a plane convex set U of diameter d is, at most, \ n d 2.
(For one method take a point on the boundary of U as origin for polar
coordinates so that the area of U is \ Jr((/>)2d</>, and observe that r(0) 2
+ r(<p + ^TT)2 < d2 for each 0.)
Use the Lebesgue density theorem to deduce the result of Steinhaus, that if
£ is a Lebesgue-measurable set of real numbers of positive measure, then
the difference set {y — x :x, yeE} contains an interval (— h, h). Show more
generally that if £ and E' are measurable with positive Lebesgue measure,
then {y-x:xeE,yeE'}
contains an interval.
Let /x be a Borel measure on U" and let £ be a ^-measurable set with
0 < / / ( £ ) < oo. Show that
(a) if llmr~sii(Br(x)nE) < c < oo for xeE, then Jfs(E) > 0,
r->0

(b) if Enr~sfi(Br(x)nE)>

c> 0 for xeE, then J^S(E) < oo.

r-0

1.9

(For (a) use the definition of Hausdorff measure, for (b) use the version of
the Vitali covering theorem in Exercise 1.4.)
Let E be the set of numbers between 0 and 1 that contain no odd digit in
their decimal expansion. Obtain the best upper and lower estimates that
you can for the Hausdorff dimension and measure of E. (In fact E is an s-set
where s = log 5/log 10. This example is intended to illustrate some of the
difficulties that can arise in finding Hausdorff measures, being a little more
awkward than the Cantor set. One approach to such questions is
described in Section 8.3.)

2
Basic density properties

2.1 Introduction
Recall that a subset E of Un is termed an s-set (0 < 5 < n) if E is Jfsmeasurable and 0 < J4fs(E) < oo. In general we exclude the case of 5 = 0 as
this often requires separate treatment from other values of 5. However, since
0-sets are simply finite sets of points their properties are straightforward.
The next three chapters are concerned with local properties of s-sets, in
particular with questions of density and the existence of tangents. As
measure properties carry over under countable unions, some of the results
may be adapted for measurable sets of (j-finite JP-measure (i.e. sets formed
as countable unions of s-sets). Sets of dimension s of non-a-finite Jf s measure are difficult to get any sort of hold on except by finding subsets of
finite measure, and this is discussed in Chapter 5.
Usually, s will be regarded as fixed and, where there is no ambiguity,
terms such as 'measure', 'measurable' and 'almost all' (i.e. 'except for a set of
measure zero') refer to the measure Jf s .
First we define the basic set densities that play a major role in our
development. These densities are natural analogues of Lebesgue density
(1.20), though their behaviour can be very different. The densities are
indicative of the local measure of a set compared with the 'expected'
measure.
Let Br(x) denote the closed ball of centre x and radius r so that
\Br(x)\ = 2r. The upper and lower densities (sometimes called upper and lower
spherical or circular densities) of an s-set £ at a point xe Un are defined as

and

respectively. If DS(E, x) = DS(E9 x) we say that the density of E at x exists and
we write Ds(E9x) for the common value.
A point xeE at which /)*(£, x) = DS(E, x) = 1 is called a regular point of E;
otherwise x is an irregular point. An s-set E is said to be regular if ^
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all of its points are regular and irregular if almost all of its points are
irregular.
Characterizing regular s-sets and obtaining bounds for the densities of ssets are two important aims of this book. There is no analogue of the
Lebesgue density theorem; it is not in general true that an s-set has density 1
at almost all of its points. In fact one of the main results of the subject is that
an s-set cannot be regular unless s is an integer. If sis integral, however, an sset decomposes into a regular and an irregular part. Very roughly speaking,
a regular s-set looks like a measurable subset of an s-dimensional manifold
in Un, whereas an irregular set might behave as a Cartesian product of n
Cantor-like sets chosen so that the resulting set is of the required dimension.
Whilst we are mainly concerned with spherical densities, it is also
convenient to introduce the upper convex density of an s-set E at x, defined
as
DSC(E9 x) = Urn i sup —-1
(2.1)
S
r-ol
\U\
J
where the supremum is over all convex sets U with xeU and 0 < | U\ < r.
Any set is contained in a convex set of equal diameter, so this is equivalent
to taking the supremum over all sets U with xeU and 0 < |U\ <r.
Since Br(x) is convex and since if xe U, then U c Br(x) where r = | U |, we
have the relations
2-sDsc(E9 x) < D*{E, x) < DSC(E9 x).

(2.2)

Before we prove the basic results on densities, it may be of value to
enunciate some general principles that are frequently applied.
First, we often need to know that sets of points defined in terms of metric
or measure properties are measurable with respect to an appropriate
measure. In practice in this subject, checking measurability is nearly always
a formality. The sets encountered can usually be expressed in terms of
known measurable sets using combinations of Hm, lim, countable unions
and intersections, etc. Or again, we may wish to consider f]p>0Ep, say, but
find on examining the definition of the sets Ep that this is the same as the
countable intersection C\peQ+Ep over positive rational values of p. Some
demonstrations of measurability are given in Lemma 2.1 but, subsequently,
when a routine check suffices, we often assume without explicit mention
that the sets involved are measurable.
Second, many proofs involve showing that a set of points defined by a
property such as a density condition has measure zero. Typically, we need
to show that the set E = {x: ij/(x) > 0} has Hausdorff measure zero, where ijj
is some real-valued function. A standard approach is to show that for each
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a > 0 the set {x :\jj(x) > a} has measure zero and to point out that the same
must then be true of the countable union E = [JJL t {x :\j/(x) > 1/j}. Thus it
is enough to prove that Jfs{x :\jj{x) > a} < e for all <x,e > 0.
Third, we mention the idea of'uniformization'. If we require a property to
hold at almost all points of a set E, it is enough to show that, for all e > 0,
there is a subset F of E with the measure of E\F less than e and with the
property holding throughout F. The advantage of this is that F can often be
chosen to behave much more regularly than E. For example, F can
generally be taken as a closed set using Theorem 1.6, and might also be
chosen so that various densities, for example, converge uniformly on F.
Throughout the book, we generally use the letter F to denote this 'working
set', obtained by stripping E of its most violent irregularities. Very often if a
result can be proved for a set under reasonable topological and uniformity
assumptions it is a purely technical matter to extend the result to full
generality.
2.2 Elementary density bounds
In this section we commence our study of fundamental density
properties of s-sets by proving some results which are valid for all values of
s. Such results were first given for linearly measurable sets by Besicovitch
(1928a, 1938), the latter paper containing improved proofs. There is no
difficulty in generalizing this work to s-sets in Un for any s and n, as was
indicated by Besicovitch (1945a), Marstrand (1954a) and Wallin (1969).
First we check the measurability of the densities as functions of x. It is
sometimes simpler to talk about the measurability of a function rather than
of sets defined by that function. The function/: Un -* R is measurable (resp.
Borel-measurable, upper semicontinuous) if the set {x :f(x) < c) is a measurable (resp. Borel, open set for every c); an equivalent definition of
measurability is obtained if' < ' is replaced by ' < ' , ' > ' or ' > ' . It follows
from the open set definition of continuity that continuous functions on R"
are Borel measurable.
Lemma 2.1
Let E be an s-set.
(a) Jt?s(Er\Br(x)) is an upper semicontinuous and so Borel-measurable
function of x for each r.
(b) Ds(E,x) and Ds(E,x) are Borel-measurable functions of x.
Proof (a) Given r, a > 0 write

F={x:JTs(EnBr(x))<(x}.
Let xeF. As e \ 0, then Br+e(x) decreases to Br(x), so by the continuity of
Jfs from above,

J>rs(EnBr+e(x))

\Jfs(EnBr(x)).
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Thus we may find e such that Jf s(EnBr+e(x)) < a, so if \y - x\ <e, then
Br(y) a Br+e(x) and J^s(EnBr(y)) < a. Hence F is an open subset of Un.
This is true for all a, so we conclude that / s (£nB r (x)) is upper
semicontinuous in x.
(b) Using part (a),
{x:Jrs(EnBr(x))<<x(2r)s}
is open, so, given p > 0,
Fp = {x:Jf?s(E n Br(x)) < <x(2rf for some r<p}
is the union of such sets and so is open. Now
{x:Ds(E,x)<<x}=

f]Fp;
p>0

since Fp increases as p decreases, we may take this intersection over the
countable set of positive rational values of p. Hence {x :DS(E, x) < a} is a Gd-,
and so a Borel set for each a, making DS(E, x) a Borel-measurable function
of x. A similar argument establishes the measurability of DS(E, x).
•
This lemma enables us to assert that sets such as {x :DS(E, x) > a} are Jfsmeasurable for any s-set E. A further consequence of the proof is that sets of
the form
{x: J4?S(E n Br(x)) < 0L(2rf for some r<p)
are ^-measurable (as open sets); a minor variation allows 'some' to be
replaced by 'all'.
We obtain bounds for upper densitiesfirstin the case of convex densities,
and then use (2.2) to deduce the corresponding results for circular densities.
The following theorem is obvious if £ is a compact set, but is true more
generally.
Theorem 2.2
IfE is an s-set in Un, then Dsc(E,x) = Ofor Jtf'-almost all x$E.
Proof. Fix a > 0; we show that the measurable set
F = {x$E:Dsc(E,x)><x}
has zero measure. By the regularity of Jfs we may, given 8 > 0,finda closed
ExczE with Jf s (£\£ 1 ) < S. For p > 0 let
TT = {U: U is closed and convex, 0 < | U\ < p, UnE1 = 0
and^s(£n[/)>a|l/|s}.
(2.3)
Then 'V is a Vitali class of closed sets for F, using (2.1) and the closure of Ex,
and so we may use the Vitali theorem, Theorem 1.10(a), to find a disjoint
sequence of sets {I/J in r with either ^ | t / f | s = oo or 3e\F\\j I/.) = 0.
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But by (2.3),

I I U,\' < -£.*"(£n Ut) = -^ s (£n (J Ut)
a

a

,-

s

<-jr (£\£,)<-<oo,
a
a

as the {l/J are disjoint and are disjoint from Et. We conclude that
J = 0, so that
%(*•) < JTJ(f\U [/,.) + ^ ( F n (J I/.)
a
This is true for any S > 0 and any p > 0, so Jf (F) = 0, as required.
S

•

Theorem 2.3

/ / £ is aw s-sef in Rn, then Dsc(E,x) = 1 a* Jf'-almost all xeE.
Proof, (a) We use the definition of Hausdorff measure to show that
Dsc(E,x) > 1 almost everywhere in E. Take a < 1 and p > 0 and let
F = { x e £ : ^ s ( £ n U) < <x| (7|s for all convex

lTwithxel7and|Ln<p}.
(2.4)
Then F is a Borel subset of £. For any e > 0 we may find a p-cover of F by
convex sets {l/J such that
Hence, assuming that each Ut contains some point of F, and using (2.4),
S

(F n l/4) < X ^ s ( ^ n I/,)

Since a < 1 and the outer inequality holds for all e > 0, we conclude that
Jf?s(F) = 0. We may define such an F for any p > 0, so, by definition,
D5C(E, x)>cc for almost all xeE. This is true for all a < 1, so we conclude that
Dsc(E,x) > 1 almost everywhere in E.
(b) We use a Vitali method to show that Dsc(E,x) < 1 almost everywhere.
Given a > 1, let F = {xeE :DSC(E, x) > a}, so that F is a measurable subset of
£. Let F 0 = {XGF:5 S C (£\F,X) = 0}. Then Jf s (F\F 0 ) = 0 by Theorem 2.2.
Using the definition of convex density, D5C(F, x) > DSC(E, x) - DSC(E\F, x) > a
if xeF 0 .
Thus
iT = {U: U is closed and convex and
jP*(Fn U) >*\U\S}

(2.5)
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is a Vitali class for F o , so by Theorem 1.10(b) we may, given e > 0, find a
disjoint sequence of sets {1/J, in TT with ^r s (F 0 ) < £ | l/,.|s + e. By (2.5)
Jfs(F) = JTS(FO) <-Y,Jfs (Fn

Ut) + e <-JPs(F) + &

(X

(X

S

This inequality holds for any a > 0, so Jf (F) = 0 if a > 1, as required.

•

Results akin to Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 have been obtained by Freilich
(1966) and Davies & Samuels (1974) for surprisingly general measures of
Hausdorff type.
The analogues of these two theorems for circular densities, which are
rather more important in our development, follow immediately using (2.2).
Corollary 2.4

IfE is an s-set in R", then Ds(E9x) = 0at Jfl'-almost all x outside E.
Corollary 2.5
If E is an s-set in Un, then
2-s<Ds(E,x)<l
at almost all xeE.
Corollary 2.4 has a number of important consequences. Thefirstof these
is that the densities of a measurable subset of an s-set coincide with the
densities of the original set at almost all points of the subset. This result is
often used in a preparatory manner; thus when examining a subset with a
certain density property we can discard the remainder of the set leaving the
density property holding almost everywhere.
Corollary 2.6
Let F be a measurable subset of an s-set E. Then DS(F9 x) = /)*(£, x) and
Ds(F,x) = Ds(E,x) for almost all xeF.
Proof

Writing H = E\F we have from Corollary 2.4 that DS(H, x) = 0 at almost all
x in F. For such x
DS(E, x) = V(F, x) + D*(H9 x) = DS(F, x) and
DS(E9 x) = DS(F, x) + D*{H9 x) = DS(F9 x).

•

Corollary 2.7
Let E = \JjEj be a countable disjoint union ofs-sets with 2tf\E) < oo. Then
for any k,
D*{Ek9 x) = DS(E9 x) and Ds(Ek9 x) = D*(E9 x).
at almost all xeEk.
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•

Corollary 2.8
Let E be an s-set. IfE is regular resp9 irregular then any measurable subset of
E of positive measure is regular resp. irregular.
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.6 and the definition of
regularity.
•
Corollary 2.9
The intersection of a regular resp. irregular set and a measurable set is a
regular resp. irregular set. The intersection of a regular set and an irregular
set is of measure zero.
Proof The first pair of statements follow from Corollary 2.8. The final
statement holds since such an intersection must be both regular and
irregular.
•
The next corollary enables us to treat the regular and irregular parts of an
s-set independently.
Corollary 2.10 (decomposition theorem)
If E is an s-set, the set of regular points of E is a regular set, and the set of
irregular points of E is an irregular set.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 the sets of regular and irregular points are both
•
measurable, so this corollary follows from Corollary 2.6.
We can also obtain bounds for the upper angular densities of s-sets in
Un(n > 2). Angular densities were introduced by Besicovitch (1929, 1938) to
study tangential properties of s-sets. If 0 is a unit vector and </> an angle, let
S(x,0,(l)) be the closed one-way infinite cone with vertex x and axis in
direction 0 consisting of those points y for which the segment [x, y] makes
an angle of, at most, <j> with 0. Write Sr(x,0,(f)) = 5 r (x)nS(x,0,0) for the
corresponding spherical sector of radius r. Angular densities are defined
analogously to spherical densities, but with Sr(x9 0, </>) replacing Br(x). Thus

and

are the upper and lower angular densities of E at x. A routine check (see
Lemma 2.1) establishes all the desirable measurability properties for the
angular densities and the sets associated with them.
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Comparing the diameter of a spherical sector with its radius, it follows
from the definitions that
DS(E,x,0,<t>)

<2-*!^(x,0,(t>)\sDsc(E,x).

We deduce immediately from Theorem 2.3 that, given 0 and 0,
5 s (£,x,0,(/>)<2- s |S 1 (x,0,0)| s
for almost all xeE. On calculating the diameters of the sectors, this becomes
(2s
D*(E, x, 0,4>) << (sin <t>)s

(O<0<^)
(in<cl><

\n)

We may obtain a positive lower bound for the upper angular densities if
<t> > \n by modifying part (a) of the proof of Theorem 2.3, see Exercise 2.3.
Then

Estimates for lower densities are somewhat harder to derive, and will be
considered later in certain cases in connection with tangency properties.
Morgan (1935), Gills (1935), Besicovitch (1938) and Dickinson (1939) give
some constructions of sets for which the densities and angular densities take
extreme values.

Exercises on Chapter 2
2.1
2.2

If £ is the Cantor set, show that Ds(E,x)<2~* for all x, where s =
Iog2/log3. Deduce that E is irregular.
Define the upper cubical density at x of an s-set E in Un as
Em 3fs(EnSr(x))/\Sr(x)\s,
where here Sr(x) denotes the cube of side r
r-*

2.3

2.4

2.5

QO

centred at x with sides parallel to the coordinate axes.
Show that at almost all xsE the upper cubical density of E lies between
2-*n-s/2 and 1.
Show that if E is an s-set in Un(n > 2) and 0 is a unit vector, then
2~s ^Ds(E9x,0,$n) for almost all xeE. (Follow the proof of Theorem
2.3(a); you will need to use the regularity of Jfs to obtain a closed set to
work with.) Deduce that 2" s <Ds(E9x9O9<t>) if <l>>\n.
Let \ff: R" -• Un be a continuously differentiable transformation with nonvanishing Jacobian. If E is an s-set show that 5*(^(£), ^(x)) = DS(E, x) for
all x, with a similar result for lower densities.
Use Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 1.12 to prove the Lebesgue density
theorem, Theorem 1.13.

3
Structure of sets of integral
dimension
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the density and tangency structure of ssets in W when s is an integer. We know from Corollary 2.10 that an s-set
splits into a regular part and an irregular part, and we find that these two
types of set exhibit markedly different properties. One of our aims is to
characterize regular sets as subsets of countable unions of rectifiable curves
or surfaces, and thus to relate the measure theoretic and the descriptive
topological ideas.
We present in detail the theory of linearly measurable sets or 1-sets in IR2.
This work is almost entirely due to Besicovitch (1928a, 1938), the latter
paper including some improved proofs as well as further results. Most of his
proofs seem hard to better except in relatively minor ways and, hopefully, in
presentation. Certainly, some of the geometrical methods used by
Besicovitch involve such a degree of ingenuity that it is surprising that they
were ever thought of at all. Some of the work in this chapter is also described
in de Guzman (1981).
3.2 Curves and continua
Regular 1-sets and rectifiable curves are intimately related. Indeed,
a regular 1-set is, to within a set of measure zero, a subset of a countable
collection of rectifiable curves. This section is devoted to a study of curves,
mainly from a topological viewpoint and in relation to continua of finite
linear measure. Here we work in Un as the theory is no more complicated
than for plane curves.
A curve (or Jordan curve) F is the image of a continuous injection
^:[a,6]->R", where [a,6]c:|R is a closed interval. Any curve is a
continuum, that is, a compact connected set. This follows since the
continuous image of any compact connected set is compact and connected.
In particular, any curve is a Borel set and so is ^-measurable. Moreover, a
continuous bijection between compact sets has a continuous inverse, so
that a curve may be defined as a homeomorphic image of a closed interval.
The length of the curve T is defined as
-*(*,_!)!

(3.1)
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where the supremum is taken over all dissections a = t0 < tl < ... < tm = b
of [a, b]. If if (F) < oo (that is, if \j/ is of bounded variation), then F is said to
be rectifiable.
Note that our definition excludes self-intersecting curves, which are
covered by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1
Let ^:[a,6]-*R" be a continuous mapping, with \l/{a)±\jj{b). Then \jj[a,b]
contains a curve joining \j/(a) to ij/(b).
Proof. For each multiple point x of [a, b~] let Ix be the largest (closed)
interval \_tl,t2] with i / ^ ) = il/(t2) = x. Let J denote the collection of such
intervals that are contained in no others. Then J consists of countably
many disjoint proper closed intervals. Thus we may construct a continuous
surjection / : [a, b] -> [0,1] such that f(a) = 0, f(b) = 1, and such that if
tx < t2, then/(t x ) <f(t2) with equality if and only if tx and t2 lie in a common
interval of J. Define il/o:[0,1] -• 1R" by \j/o(u) = x iff~l(u) = IX for some
/ X G / and by ij/0(u) = il/(f~l(u)) otherwise. It is easy to check that ij/0 is a
continuous injection with ^ 0 (0) = ij/(a) and i^0(l) = ij/(b).
•
The sum in (3.1) does not decrease with the introduction of additional
dissection points. It is clear that if \jj[a, b~\ is split into two curves ^[a, c] and
\jj [c, b] where a<c<b9 then the sum of the lengths of the new curves equals
the length of the original curve, i.e. 5£ is additive on curves with a common
endpoint.
It is always possible to parametrize a rectifiable curve F by arc length,
that is, to represent F as the image of a function ij/0: [0, J^(F)] -> R in such a
way that the length of ij/0 [0, t] is t. This may be achieved by letting il/0(t) be
the unique point \l/(u) for which ^{^\_a,u\) = t. If if/ represents the
rectifiable curve F by arc length we see from (3.1) that
In particular, this implies that {// is an absolutely continuous function.
For a further discussion on the definition of curves see Burkill & Burkill
(1970, p. 246) or Pelling (1977).
Lemma 3.2

ifT is a curve, then J^\T)
Proof. Let F be a curve joining z and w. If proj denotes orthogonal
projection from Rn onto the straight line through z and w, then
|proj x - p r o j >>|<|x-j>| if x,yeRn. By Lemma 1.8 J f ^ F ) ^
'
[z,W]) = £e\[z,W]) = \z - w\, since proj F => [z,W].
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Now suppose that F is defined by ^:[a,6]-*R". By the above
remark, J^l(^[tyu\) > \\j/(t) - \j/(u)\ for any t and u. Then if a = t0 < tx <
...<tm = bis any dissection of [a,6],

since the arcs ^ [ ^ _ l 5 ^ ] of T are disjoint except for endpoints. Thus
Finally, assume that ££(T) < oo and let i// parametrize T by arc length.
Since ^ is a surjection from [0, j£?(r)] to F with (3.2) holding, Lemma 1.8
implies that j f X(D < Jf H[0,J^(F)]) = J&?(F).
D
One consequence of this lemma is that if F is a rectifiable curve, then
Jf S(F) is infinite if s < 1 and zero if 5 > 1 (see (1.14)).
Corollary 3.3
Let ifr parametrize the rectifiable curve F by arc length. IfE is any Lebesguemeasurable subset of[0, S£(F)], then i//(E) is an Jf1-measurable subset ofUn
and J
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 the additive set functions Jf l(i//(.)) and J^1^) agree
on closed intervals, so by the usual process of extension of measures (see, for
example, Kingman & Taylor (1966)) they agree on the Lebesgue•
measurable subsets of [0, J^f(F)].
This corollary allows all the usual results on Lebesgue measure on the
line to be transferred to curves. For example, it follows from the Lebesgue
density theorem, Theorem 1.13, that if E is an #?x-measurable subset of a
curve T, then at almost all xeE we have 3^\Er\I)/3^l(l)^\
as
3tf\T)^>% where / is a subarc of Y containing x.
We do not make further use of this corollary.
We have frequent recourse to the next lemma:
Lemma 3.4
Let Ebea continuum containing x and y. If\x — y\ = p, then Jf?1(EnBp(x))
> p. In particular, Jfx(E)^\El
Procf. Let/:R"-*[0,oo) be defined by/(z) = | z - x | . T h e n / is a continuous mapping such that
| z - w\
(z9weU»).
(3.3)
The set f(EnBp(x)) contains the interval [0,p], otherwise, for some
r (0 < r < p\ E = (E n Br(x)) u (E\Br(x)) would be a decomposition of E into
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disjoint closed sets. Applying Lemma 1.8 to the mapping /

JTl(EnBp(x))>

^{f{EnBp{x)))
1

> ^ ( [ 0 , p ] ) = J^ 1 ([0,p]) = p.

D

We may now deduce the basic density property of rectifiable curves.
Lemma 3.5
A rectifiable curve is a regular 1-set.
Proof. If T is rectifiable, J&?(F) < oo, so by Lemma 3.2, Jfl(T) < oo. As F
contains at least two distinct points, Lemma 3.4 implies Jf1(T)> 0, so F is
an 1-set.
Let x be a point of F other than an endpoint, and suppose x divides F into
two rectifiable subcurves F_ and F+. By Lemma 3.4, Jf? 1(T_ nBp(x)) > p
and ^(T+.nB^x^p
if p is sufficiently small, giving J^l{TnBp{x))
> 2p. Thus at all points of F other than the endpoints, Dl(T9 x) > 1. Taken
together with Corollary 2.5 this implies that D^F, x) exists and equals 1 at
almost all xeF.
•
Next we discuss the existence of tangents to rectifiable curves. We say
that an s-set E in Un has a tangent at x in the direction ± 0 if DS(E, x) > 0 and
for every angle (/> > 0,
Urn r-*JH£n(5 r (x)\S r (x,0,<£)\S r (x, - 0,0))) = 0

(3.4)

r->0

(the line through x in the direction ± 0 is of course the tangent line). Clearly,
an s-set can have, at most, one tangent at each of its points.
We give Besicovitch's (1944) elementary proof that a rectifiable curve has
a tangent at almost all of its points. An alternative approach would be to
appeal to standard results on the differentiability of functions of bounded
variation, see Kingman & Taylor (1966, Section 9.1).
Lemma 3.6
Let T be a rectifiable curve with endpoints x and y, and let §be a positive
angle. Let E be the set of points on F that belong to pairs of arbitrarily small
subarcs of Fsubtending chords that make an angle of more than 2<f> with each
other. Then tf\E)< (JSP(F) - |x - y\)/(l - cos </>).
Proof Let L denote the line through x and y and let f be the collection of
closed subarcs of F subtending chords that make angles of more than (/>
with L. By the conditions of the lemma, "K is a Vitali class for E. Hence using
the covering theorem, Theorem 1.10(fc), we may, for any e > 0, find a finite
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collection Tt,...,

F m of disjoint subarcs of F belonging to if such that

M\E) < £ |r,| + e < £ Sf(rt) + e.

(3.5)

If TQ, T i , . . . , r^, are the (possibly null) complementary arcs, then projecting orthogonally onto L and using the fact that projection does not increase
length, we see that

Since £ J?(r,) + £ i?(r,') = if (D we get, using (3.5),
i

The observation that e is arbitrary completes the proof.

•

Corollary 3.7
Ifcf) > 0 and £ is the set ofpoints on a rectifiable curve F that belong to pairs of
arbitrarily small subarcs ofT subtending chords that make an angle of more
than 2cj) with each other, then Jf1(E) = 0.
Proof Given s > 0 we may by (3.1) find points x 0 , xt,..., xm on T (in that
order and with x 0 and xm the endpoints of F) such that

Write r f for the portion of T between x-_ x and xt. Then applying Lemma
3.6 to each Tf in turn gives

i= 1

- f |x,. - x,_! |)/(1 - cos ^) < e/(l - cos <

r1(^) = o.

n

Theorem 3.8
A rectifiable curve T has a tangent at almost all of its points.
Proof Since the continuum T has at least two points, Lemma 3.4 implies
that DS(E, x) > \ at all xeT.
Let i//: la, b] -+ Un be a defining function for F. It follows from Corollary
3.7 that for almost all xeT we may find a unit vector 0 such that, given
i//(u)eS(x, 0,
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if \u — t\<s, where <p(i) = x. Moreover, if p is positive, i//(u)$Bp(x) if
\u — t\ > e (otherwise choose a sequence of numbers {wj with |w.• — t\ > e
and ^ ( M - ) ^ X ; then using sequential compactness there exists u with
11* - t\ > e and \jj(u) = x = \j/{t) giving a double point of T). Thus
rn(B,(x)\S p (x, 0, <l>)\Sp(x9 - 0, (/>)) = 0 ,
with (3.4) as a trivial consequence.

•

Tangents to curves are often thought of in terms of differentiability. A
minor variant of the proof of Theorem 3.8 shows that a rectifiable curve
defined by a function \jj has a tangent at i//(t) provided the derivative \jj\t)
exists and is non-vanishing.
Besicovitch (1934a, 1956,1957,1960) also considers how the definition of
a tangent can be adapted for curves and sets of infinite linear measure.
A 1-set contained in a countable union of rectifiable curves is called a
Y-set.
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 have counterparts for Y-sets.
Corollary 3.9
A Y-set is a regular 1-set.
Proof. A 1-set contained in a rectifiable curve has density 1 almost
everywhere, applying Corollary 2.8 to Lemma 3.5. The same is true of a Yset by Corollary 2.7.
•
Corollary 3.10
A Y-set has a tangent at almost all of its points.
Proof. By Corollary 3.9, a Y-set has positive lower density almost
everywhere. By Corollary 2.6 applied to Theorem 3.8 a 1-set contained in a
rectifiable curve satisfies (3.4) almost everywhere, so by Corollary 2.7 a Y-set
has a tangent at almost all of its points.
•
Eventually we shall show that a regular 1-set is a Y-set, together with a set
of measure zero, and it will follow from Corollary 3.10 that any regular 1-set
has a tangent almost everywhere.
A set with the property described in the next lemma is a sometimes called
a Lipschitz set.
Lemma 3.11
Let Ebea bounded subset ofUn such that ifx, yeE the segment [x,)>] makes
an angle of at most, (jx^n with a fixed line L. Then E is a subset of a
rectifiable curve.
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Proof. We may assume that E is closed. Let n(f) be the hyperplane
perpendicular to L at distance t from some origin, and let a and b be the
extreme values of t for which Il(t) intersects E. Then Il(f) can contain, at
most, one point of E for each t; let {//(t) denote this point if it exists, otherwise
if a < t < b let \j/(t) be the point ofH(t) on the line segment joining the points
of E nearest to 11(0 o n either side. The segment [^(^1X^(^2)] makes an
angle of,at most, <f> withLif tx =^ t 2 > so 'l^(*i)~~ ^{t2)\ <\tx — £ 2 |/cos0. By
(3.1), \\t defines a rectifiable curve.
•
Next we show that a continuum of finite J f ^measure is, to within a set of
measure zero, a countable collection of rectifiable curves and is therefore
regular. Following Besicovitch (1938) we use arcwise connectivity as an
intermediate stage. Recall that a set E is arcwise connected if, given z, weE,
there is a curve lying inside E that joins z and w. A compact arcwise
connected set is easily seen to be a continuum. We require the following
converse.
Lemma 3.12
A continuum E with Jf X(E) < 00 is arcwise connected.
Proof. This is essentially a consequence of Lemma 3.4. Take z, we E. As E is
connected, E is chain connected, so that for each e > 0 we may find a chain of
points z = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x m = w in E with \xt — x ^ J < e for 1 <i <m. (This
follows by showing that the set of points chain connected to z is both open
and closed in E.) By deleting intermediate points of the chain if necessary we
may assume that |xf — x^| > e if \i — j \ > 2. Thus no point of Un lies in more
than two of the balls B±e(xt)9 so, assuming that m > 2 and using Lemma 3.4,
2Jf1(E) > f Jf ^EnB^x,)) >\mz.
i=O

Hence if Te denotes the polygonal curve (necessarily not self-intersecting)
obtained by joining x 0 , x1,..., x m,

^(r.)= i|x i -x f _ 1 |<m €<4^ 1 (£).

(3.6)

For 0 < t < 1 let il/e(t) be the point on Te a proportion t along its length, so
that the part of Tt lying between z = i^e(0) and \jtt(t) has length tS£(Te). Then
if 0<t1<t2<l,
l i M ' i ) " <M'2)I < XWJLh,tj)

< 112 - tx \W\E\
n

(3.7)

by (3.6). The curves {Te}e^ t all lie in a bounded subset of U , so the family of
functions {^J c ^i from [0,1] to Un is uniformly bounded and, by (3.7), is
equicontinuous. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem (see, for example, Dunford &
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Schwartz (1958, Section iv 6.7)), such a family is sequentially compact, that
is, there is a sequence e(/)-*0 and a continuous function ^:[0,1] -+ Rn such
that \jtE{S) converges to i// uniformly on [0,1]. Let i/f[0,1] = T. Clearly, ^(0)
= z and i/f (1) = w. Also, if x e F , then, given S > 0, we may find e(j) < \d such
that Teij) meets the ball B±8(x). Thus there is some point of £ (that is, a vertex
of F £0) ) in £j(x). As E is closed we conclude that xeE, and so T cz £. If ^ is
injective, then T is a curve. Otherwise we may reduce T to a curve joining z
and w by Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.13
Any compact arcwise connected set E with Jtf1(E)<oo consists of a
countable union ofrectifiable curves, together with a set of ^-measure zero.
Proof. We define a sequence of curves {Tj} inductively. Let T 1 be a curve in
E joining two of the most distant points of E. Suppose that the curves
F\ , F 2 , . . . ,F k have been defined. Let x be a point of E at maximum distance,
dk say, from \J\Tj (this maximum is attained as the sets involved are
compact). If dk = 0 the process terminates and the result follows. Otherwise
let Fk+ x be a curve in £ joining x to \J\Tj with Tk+1 disjoint from \J\Tj
except for an endpoint. By Lemma 3.4,
jr\Tk+l)>dk.

(3.8)

Then

f

E)<^,

(3.9)

so that dj->0. IfxeE and the distance d from x to (J J° Tj is positive, then
dj < d for some y, and x would have been chosen as the endpoint of Tj+19
a contradiction. We conclude that E is the closure of [j J0 Tr By Lemma 3.2,
j
j < Jf X(E) < oo, so that Tj is a rectifiable curve for each j .
Finally, for each value offc,\J\Fj is closed, so
and B r (x)n \Jrj =
is a Vitali class of balls for E\\J \ T}. Let x be the centre of some Bei^. Since
x lies in the closure of (j£°+ x T^. there are points of this union arbitrarily close
to x. Such points must be connected via a sequence of arcs in \JkX)+l Tj to a
point of \J\Tj necessarily outside B, so, by Lemma 3.4,

for any Bei^. Thus, given £ > 0, we may use the Vitali theorem, Theorem
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1.10(b), to choose a disjoint sequence of balls {2?J from 'V such that

Hence

By (3.9) the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero asfc->oo so that
tfx(E\[)" Tj) = 0, as required.
Q
The above lemma appears to have been proved by Wazewski (1927)
independently of Besicovitch.
Theorem 3.14
Let Ebe a continuum with J^?1(E) < oo. Then E consists of a countable union
of rectifiable curves, together with a set of 3tfl-measure zero.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13.

•

Corollary 3.15
Let Ebe a continuum with Jif1(E) < oo. Then E is regular and has a tangent at
almost all of its points.
Proof. By Theorem 3.14, £ is a Y-set, together with a set of measure zero,
so the result is immediate from Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10. (A set of measure
zero does not affect the value of the densities and angular densities.)
•
Several other results on enclosing regular 1-sets in curves have been
formulated. For example, the exceptional set of points in Theorem 3.14
may be regarded as a subset of length 0 of a possibly self-intersecting
rectifiable curve. Similarly, any continuum E of finite measure may be
enclosed in a (self-intersecting) rectifiable curve of length, at most, 2Jf 1(E)
(see Exercise 3.5).
We complete this section by proving a theorem originally due to Gol$b
on the semicontinuity of the linear measure of continua. This result is of
considerable importance in geometric measure theory and is used in
geometrical problems to assert the existence of continua or curves of
maximal measure with specified properties. We employ the well-known
selection theorem of Blaschke (1916); this theorem is discussed in a wider
setting in Rogers (1970).
If E c 1R", the 5-parallel body of E is the closed set of points within
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distance S of E, that is,
yeE

The Hausdorff metric S is defined on the collection of all non-empty
compact subsets of IR" by
5{E,F) = inf {5:E c [F]^ and F c [£],,}.
It is a simple exercise to show that S is a metric.
Theorem 3.16 (Blaschke selection theorem)
Let <& be an infinite collection of non-empty compact sets all lying in a bounded
portion BofU". Then there exists a sequence {Ej} of distinct sets of <&
convergent in the Hausdorff metric to a non-empty compact set E.
Proof First we produce a Cauchy sequence of sets from <&. Let {£ ls J f be
any sequence of distinct sets of <£. For each k > 1 we define an infinite
subsequence {£ M }, of {Ek_ li}i as follows. Let Stk be a finite collection of
closed balls of diameter, at most, 1/fc covering B. Each Ek_lt intersects
some specific combination of these balls so there must be an infinite
subcollection {Ekti}t of {Ek_lti}( which all intersect precisely the same balls
of @k, by the pigeon-hole principle (only a finite number of different
combinations are available). If F is the union of the balls of &k in this
particular combination, then Eki c f c LEki']l/k for all i so that d(Eki,F)
< 1/fc, giving d(Eki, Ekj) < 2/fc for all ij. Letting Et = Eti we see at once that
SiE^Ej) <2/min{i,j},

(3.10)

so {£.}. is a Cauchy sequence.
Now

is a non-empty compact set, being the intersection of a decreasing sequence
of non-empty compact sets. (A bar denotes closure.) By (3.10), {j^=jEi
c [Ej]2/j9 soEcz [Ejlyj for all j . On the other hand, ifxeE 7 ,then by (3.10)
xe[£J 2 / J .if i > j , so x e [ | J ^ f c £ J 2 / i i ffc> j . Choose yke (jr=/c £ , w i t h I* ~ yk\
< 2/j. By sequential compactness a subsequence of {yk} converges to some
yeUn with \x-y\< 2/j. But ye f]k= 1 [JZ^i = E> so xe[E]2lj. We conclude that Ej c [E]2/j and hence that S(E9 Ej) < 2/j. Thus {Ej} converges to
E in the Hausdorff metric.
•
Notice that the latter half of the above proof is essentially a demonstration that S is a complete metric.
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A continuum in which every pair of points is joined by a unique
rectifiable path is called a tree. The next lemma allows us to prove the
semicontinuity theorem for a sequence of trees, and we extend the result to
general continua by approximation.
Lemma 3.17
Let FczRn be a tree with Jtf?1(F)< oo. Then, given <5>0, we can write
F = (J *= j F f , where the F( are continua such that
(b) \Fi\<S for alii,
(c) k<

Proof. If|F|<<5wemaytake/c = landFj = F, so assume that \F\ > 3. Let
x be any point of F, and let m denote the supremum of the path-distances of
points of F from x; then by Lemma 3.4 m < Jf l(F) < oo, while m >\d
because, otherwise, \F\ < 8. Let y be a point of F at path-distance greater
than m-^S from x, and let z be the point on the unique path joining y to x
at path-distance m — \6 from x. The point z determines a dissection of F
into two subtrees F t and F' with z as their only common point, where Fl
consists of those points of F whose joins to x pass through z, see Figure 3.1.
Every point of Fx is within path-distance\5 of z,so |FX | < S. By Lemma 3.4,
|F t | < Jf ^ F J, and also Jf l(Fl) is greater than the path-distance from >> to
z, which is at least (m — ^S) — (m — \5) = ^S.
If | Ff | > <5 we repeat this process with the tree F' to break off a subtree F 2 ,
and so on, until we are left with a tree Fk of diameter, at most, 5. Parts (a) and
(b) of the conclusion are immediate, while (c) follows from (a) since jd <
l
l<i<k-l
•
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Theorem 3.18
Let {Ej} be a sequence of continua in Rn convergent in the Hausdorff metric to
a compact set E. Then E is a continuum and
3tf\E) < Jjm

^(Ej).

j->oo

Proof. If E is not connected, then there is a disjoint decomposition E =
G1uG2, where Gx and G2 are non-empty closed sets, with the distance
8 between Gx and G2 strictly positive. Then for j large enough, EjC
[ G i]±a u [ G 2]±a> where [ G J i a and [G 2 ] i<5 are disjoint parallel bodies
containing points of Ej9 and this contradicts the connectedness of Ej. Thus
£ is a continuum*
To prove the inequality we may assume that JtfPl(Ej) < c < oo for all /.
For each j choose a finite subset Sj of Ej in such a way that Sj also converges
to E in the Hausdorff metric. (Let 5i -> 0, and take a finite set Sj such that
every point of Ej lies within 5j of some point in Sj.) By Lemma 3.12 the sets
Ej are arc wise connected, so we may find trees Fj with Sj c Fj c £,.. (Build
up Fj by adding successive 'branches', to join each point of Sj by an arc in Ej
to the part of Fj already constructed.) Then Fj -• E in the Hausdorff metric.
Fix S > 0. Using Lemma 3.17 we may decompose each tree Fj so that F ,
= |Jf= i^ji, where |F,,| ^ 5 for all /,;, and where £* = x |F i f | < JT^Fj) for all
7. (We may certainly use the same value of fc<3<5~1c+ 1 for each j.)
Applying the Blaschke selection theorem, Theorem 3.16, to {Fjf}y. for each
i in turn, we may assume, by taking subsequences and renumbering, that
{Fj^j converges in the Hausdorff metric to a non-empty compact set Ht
for 1 < i <k. Certainly, \Ht\ < S for all i, and also E c Q j H , . Thus

l = Km
and the result follows on letting <5->0.

}

p
D

The following selection result is often useful in geometrical problems.
Corollary 3.19
Let <& be an infinite collection of continua, all of Jtf1-measure, at most, c and
lying in a bounded portion ofRn. Then there exists a sequence of distinct sets
in <£ convergent in the Hausdorff metric to a continuum E with 2tfx{E)< c.
Proof. We use Theorem 3.16 to obtain a sequence {Ej} from %> convergent
to a non-empty compact set E. Theorem 3.18 ensures that £ is a continuum

with Jffl{E)<c.

•

Besicovitch (1938) employs Theorem 3.18 and its corollary without full
justification in his development of the theory of 1-sets, although such results
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had already been proved by GoJ^b (1929). The above proof is given by
Faber, Mycielski & Pedersen (1983) in connection with the problem of
finding the shortest curve that meets all lines cutting a circle.
Some remarks on analogues of these theorems for higher-dimensional
sets are included in Section 3.5.
3.3 Density and the characterization of regular 1-sets
We now restrict attention to subsets of the plane. In this section we
derive an essential upper bound for the lower densities of an irregular 1-set
and hence characterize regular and irregular 1-sets.
A 1-set is called a Z-set if its intersection with every rectifiable curve is of
J f ^measure zero.
It follows from Corollary 3.9 that an irregular set is a Z-set. We shall
show that the converse is also true.
Lemma 3.20
The intersection of a Z-set with a continuum of finite J^1-measure is of
measure zero.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.14 and the definition of a Z-

set.

•

The major part of this section is devoted to showing that a Z-set has
upper density strictly less than 1 almost everywhere, and so is irregular. To
this end we use Besicovitch's (1938, Section 15) idea of 'circle-pairs'. (A
circle-pair is a figure formed by two discs of equal radii, each with its centre
on the perimeter of the other.) The proof is complicated but rather
remarkable. We follow the version of Besicovitch's proof given in the
generalization of Morse & Randolph (1944, Section 9). We first require a
topological result on the removal of the interiors of discs from continua.
Recall that a collection of discs is semidisjoint if no member of the collection
is included in any other.
Lemma 3.21
Let E be a continuum in U2. Suppose that {B{}f is a countable semidisjoint
collection of closed discs each contained in E and such that \Bi\> dfor only
finitely many ifor any d>0. Then ifrt is the perimeter of B(,

is a continuum.

Proof. Note that F = (£\(J.int£.)u(J,r,, so to show F is closed it is
enough to show that (J.r,. c F. If xelJ^^E^^ntB^c
(J 4 intB,, then
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xe int Bk, say. Let d > 0 be the distance from x to the perimeter of Bk. If F,
intersects B±d(x), then not only does B} meet B±d(x) but it also meets U2\Bk,
since Bj <fi Bk. Thus \Tj\>^d, so onlyfinitelymany circles I\can cut B±d(x).
Since xe ( J ^ . we conclude that for some k, xe (Jf= x r 4 = (Jf= x F, cz F, as
required.
To prove that Fis connected, suppose that F = F 1 u F 2 , where F1 and F 2
are disjoint closed sets. Let
Ex=FtU

U

{i:ri<=Fi>

«!> ^2 = ^

U ««•

{i:r|CF2}

Every F ( is contained in either Ex or E2 so that £j u £ 2 = £. Since the
discs {Bt} are semidisjoint and F n 5 f c U j ^ ^ o r e a c ^ ^ ^ ^s e a s y t o
check that £ ^ £ 2 = 0 . The set Ex is closed, for if
X6

U(rrcF}^»» t ' i e n x ^S e ^ h e r ^ e ^™ t °f a sequence of points in (J * Bf for
some k, or else the limit point of a sequence of discs with boundaries in the
closed set Ft and radii tending to 0. In either case xeFx. Similarly, E2 is
closed, so E = Ex uE2 is a disjoint decomposition of E into closed sets.
Since E is connected either Ex or E2 is empty, and thus either Ft or F2 is
empty.
•
The substance of the proof of the upper bound for the lower densities of a
Z-set is contained in the next lemma. We let R(x,y) denote the common
region of the circle-pair with centres x and y, so that R(x,y) =
int(B\x_y\(x)nB\x_y\(y)). Roughly speaking, we show that if the common
regions of the circle-pairs with centres in a 1-set E contain very much of E,
then it is possible to join up the various components of £ by curves which lie
to an appreciable extent in E.
Lemma 3.22
Let Ebe a 1-set in U2 and suppose that a > 0. Let Eo be a compact subset ofE
with Jf?1(Eo)>0, such that J f 1 ( £ n K ( x 1 , x 2 ) ) > a | x 1 - x 2 | if x 1 ,x 2 e£ 0 .
Then there exists a continuum H such that 0 < Jf ^HnE) <Jfl(H) < 00.
Proof By the usual process of uniformization we may, using Corollary 2.5,
find Pi > 0 and a compact set F c Eo with Jf l(F) > 0 such that
3tf\BJ(x)^E)<2'2r ifxeF

andO<r<p 1 .

(3.11)

Further, by Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5, there exists a point yeF and a number p
with 0 < p < TQpx such that
Jfl((E\F)nBr(y))

<2r-l(T 3 a

(0<r<3p)

(3.12)

and
\'2p = \p.

(3.13)
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By reducing p if necessary, we may also assume that the perimiter T of the
disc Bp(y) contains some point of F.
Let # be the family of closed discs
<€= {Br(x):xeFnBp{y\
i

0<r<2p

and Jf ((E\F)nBr(x))>ar}.

(3.14)

By Lemma 1.9 we may find a null, finite or countable disjoint collection of
closed discs {Bt} in # such that [jBe^B c {JtBfi9 where B\ is the closed disc
concentric with Bt and offivetimes the radius. Further, we may take the
discs {B1.} to be semidisjoint. Write r( for the perimeter of B[.
Letting

we define
(3.15)
see Figure 3.2. The remainder of the proof, which is divided into six stages,
checks that H is a continuum with the stated properties.
(a) G is closed: since F n Bp(y) and T are closed, it is enough to show that
(J fB; CZ G. But if ze (J iBI, then either ze (J f= x B[ c G for somefe< oo, or
else z is the limit of points from a subsequence of the discs {£•},-. On
summing areas, £ f | £,. | 2 < oo, so | B\ \ -• 0 as i -> oo, thus, z is the limit point
of the centres of these discs which all lie in the closed set FnBp(y).
(b) G is connected:we suppose that G = Gx uG 2 , where Gx and G2 are
non-empty disjoint closed sets, and derive a contradiction. Any connected

Fig. 3.2
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subset of G must be contained in either Gt or G2, so assume that F <^G1.
Each B\ has centre in Bp(y\ so if B\ contains points on or outside T it must
meet T and therefore be contained in Gx. Thus G2 c int Bp(y).
Let G\ be the set obtained by adjoining U2\Bp(y) to Gl9 so that G[ is
closed, connected and disjoint from G2. Since both G\ and G2 contain
and x2eFnG2 be points that minimize the
points of F, let xleFnG[
distance r = \x1 — x2\. This infimum is attained and is positive. As T a G[
contains a point of F, 0 < r < 2 p. The common region R(xx, x 2 ) is disjoint
from F, otherwise r could be further reduced, so from the hypotheses of the
lemma
<J(r1((E\F)nBr(x2)).
and r<2p,Br(x2)
is a member of # and so
Since x2eFnBp(y)
Br(x2) c (J.£; C G. Thus Br(x2) = (B r (x 2 )nG;)u(B r (x 2 )nG 2 ) is a decomposition of Br(x2) into disjoint closed sets with xx in the first and x2 in
the second. Clearly, this is absurd, since Br(x2) is connected.
(c) H is a continuum:by (a) and (b) G is a continuum, so by Lemma 3.21
H is also a continuum.
(d) £ f | £ - | ^ 8 P : u s i n 8 (3-14), t h e disjointedness of the Bi9 and (3.12),
we see that

i

<-^1((£V7)nB3(,(y))<-a
a
(e) ^ ( t f ) < oo: since H a £ u T u (J^., we have, using (d),

(f) Jfl(HnE)

> 0: from the definition of H

using (3.11) (note that \B't\ < 20 p < 2px\ with (3.13) and (d) providing the
final estimates.
Q
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The proof of the theorem on the lower densities of Z-sets is now an easy
consequence of the geometry of circle-pairs. We exploit the fact that a circlepair with centres at points of high lower density and normal convex density
must contain a subset of positive measure in its common region.
Theorem 3.23
Let E be a Z-set in U2. Then Dl{E,x) <\at almost all xeE.
Proof. Suppose that for some a > 0 the set Et = {x:Dl(E,x)>f
+ a} has
positive measure. Then, using Theorem 2.3, we may, in the usual way, find a
compact 1-set E2a Et and p > 0 such that
(i + <x)2r (xeE2,0<r<p)

(3.16)

and
3t?\Er^U)<{\+a)\U\ (xeE2nU, 0<\U\<3p).

(3.17)

l

Let Eo be a compact subset of E2 with 0 < 3tf (E0) < oo and | £ 0 | < p. If
xx, x2eEO9 then r = \xx — x21 < p, so noting that any circle intersects £ in a
set of measure 0,

> 2 ( | + a)2r - (1 + a)3r = ocr = a | x t - x 2 |,
using (3.16) and (3.17) with U = B r (x 1 )nB r (x 2 ). Hence applying Lemma
3.22 to Eo c: £, we deduce that there exists a continuum H with
0 < Jf1 (HnE)<3tfl(H)<
oo. Since £ is a Z-set this is impossible by
Lemma 3.20. We conclude that #\E^ = 0 if a > 0, as required.
•
Corollary 3.24
Let E be an irregular 1-set in U2. Then Dl(E,x) < | at almost all xeE.
Proof. By Corollary 3.9 no subset of E of positive measure is contained in
any rectifiable curve. Thus £ is a Z-set and the result follows immediately
•
from Theorem 3.23.
We have shown that, as far as lower density is concerned, regular and
irregular 1-sets are of a very different nature, regular sets having lower
density 1, and irregular sets having lower density of, at most, f almost
everywhere. It is not possible to construct a 1-set with lower density strictly
between f and 1 on a set of positive measure.
The exact essential upper bound of Dl(E9x) is still unknown. Whilst f is
the best value obtained to date, it is generally believed that \ is the correct
answer; certainly sets may be constructed with D1(E,x) = j almost
everywhere. It is amusing to note that Besicovitch's (1928 a) first estimate of
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the bound was 1 - 10~ 2 5 7 6 , before he reduced this to f in his subsequent
(1938) paper.
Besicovitch (1938) also developed his circle-pair method to show that the
density of an irregular set fails to exist almost everywhere, see also
Besicovitch & Walker (1931), Gillis (1934fe) and Morse & Randolph (1944).
We can now characterize regular and irregular l-sets.
Theorem 3.25
An irregular 1-set is a Z-set. A regular 1-set consists ofa Y-set9 together with a
set of Jif1-measure zero.
Proof If E is irregular, then E intersects every rectifiable curve F in a set of
measure zero, for otherwise EnT would be a Y-set and so would be regular.
If E is regular, then D1(E,x) = 1 almost everywhere, so Theorem 3.23
with Corollary 2.6 implies that any measurable subset of E of positive
measure intersects some rectifiable curve in a set of positive measure. We
use this fact to define a sequence of rectifiable curves {Tj}. Choose Tt so that
J f ^T,nE)>|sup{j^l(TnE):T

is rectifiable}.

If F \ , . . . , Tk have been selected and Ek — E\\J\ Tj is of positive measure, let
Tk+l be a rectifiable curve with
Jf1(rfc+!

nE k ) >\sup{jTl(TnEk):T

is rectifiable} > 0 .

(3.18)

The process terminates only if for sonje k the curves
{F,}* cover almost all of £, in which case the conclusion is clear. Otherwise,
k

1

so that Jf (r k + I n£ k )-»O. If 3Pl{E\{J?r,)>0,
then we may find a
rectifiable curve V with jfr1(rn(E\\J?rj))
= d>0. But
Jfl(rk+lnEk)
<\d for some k, and T would have been selected in preference t o r k + 1 ,
according to (3.18). Hence J f ! ( £ \ ( J f ^ = 0, so E consists of the
y-set \Jj (EnTj) and a set of measure zero.
•
An irregular 1-set, as a Z-set, intersects every rectifiable curve in a set of
measure 0. However, Besicovitch (1928a, Section 43) shows that an
irregular set may be enclosed in a countable union of non-rectifiable curves.
Finally in this section we indicate the 'broken' nature of irregular sets.
Recall that a set is totally disconnected if no two of its points lie in the same
connected component. Thus, given any pair of points in the set, there is a
decomposition into two disjoint closed subsets, each containing one of the
points.
Corollary 3.26
An irregular lset E is totally disconnected.
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Proof. If x and y both lie in the same closed connected subset F of £, then
\x - y\<J^x(F) < oo by Lemma 3.4. But £ is a Z-set and so J f 1(F) =
J f * (E n F) = 0 by Lemma 3.20. Thus in fact x = y.
•
3.4 Tangency properties
As with the density properties, the tangency properties of regular
sets and irregular sets are very different. Recalling the definition of a tangent
(3.4), the result for regular sets is already clear:
Theorem 3.27
A regular 1-set E in Un has a tangent at almost all of its points.
Proof. By Theorem 3.25, E is made up of a Y-set and a set of measure zero,
and by Corollary 3.10 any Y-set has a tangent at almost all of its points.

•
To investigate the tangency properties of irregular sets in the plane we
use an ingenious argument of Besicovitch (1938, Section 10). We first
require a geometrical lemma.
Lemma 3.28
Let Obea unit vector in U2 perpendicular to a line L. Let Pbea parallelogram
with sides making angles (f> to directions ± 0 and let y and z be opposite
vertices ofP, as in Figure 3.3. Then \y — z\< d/sin </>, where d is the length of
projection of P onto L.
Fig. 3.3

Proof. Let w be a third vertex of P. Then \y - z\ < \y - w\ + |w - z\ and
d = (\y- w\ + \w- z|)sin(/>, leading to the result.
•
The next theorem is essentially Besico vitch's tangency result for irregular
sets. The idea of the proof is to reduce an irregular set of points to a subset of
a rectifiable curve which necessarily has zero measure.

Tangency
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Theorem 3.29

Let E be an irregular 1-set in U2. Then, given 0 and 0 < (f> < n/2,
Dl{E,xA<l>) + Dl{Eyx,-O,(l))>^m<t>

(3.19)

for almost all xeE.
Proof. Takep,8 + ,S_ >0,andletF o = F 0 (<5 + ,(5_,p)bethesetofxin£for
which both

]

and

\

(3.20)

1

Jtr (EnSr(x,-0,(t>))<2rd_\
for all r < p. As usual, F o is measurable; we shall show that if Fo has positive
measure, then 8+ + <5_ cannot be too small.
lfj^l(F0) > 0, then by regularity of Jf71 we mayfinda compact subset Fx
of F o with positive measure. Further, from Theorem 2.3, or directly from the
definition of Jf *, we may, given rj > 0, find a closed convex set U with
0<\U\<p
and
^1(F)>(l-f/)|C/|,

(3.21)

where F = FlnU. From now on we work inside I/.
As F is closed, we may choose yx and z t to be (among) the most distant
pair of points in F which have their connecting segment at an angle of not
/ with 0, so that
more than <>
rt=\yt

-zx\

= sup{\y-

z\ :zeFnS(y,09(t))

and

where S(y,O,(t)) denotes the infinite sector. The maximality of rt ensures
that
and
Since rl < p and F a E we conclude from (3.20) that
and

Let Pj be the closed parallelogram

(3.22)
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Fig. 3.4

and let Qx be the open region
see Figure 3.4. From (3.22)
The set U\QX is compact and has, at most, two components, so provided it
contains a pair of points of F in the same component with joining segment
at an angle of at most 0 to 0, we may in the same way obtain a parallelogram
P2 outside Ql9 and an open region Q2. Thus for) = 1,2,... we find points y .
and Zj of F lying in the same component of U\{j{Z J Q{, with r,. = | y.. — z71 as
large as possible, and with
jri(FnQj)<2rj(8+

+<5_),

(3.23)

where
and
This process either continues indefinitely or until no suitable pair of points
is left.
Let L be a line perpendicular to 0. If j > i, then P. is disjoint from Qi9 so the
projections of the parallelograms {Pj} onto L are segments with disjoint
interiors. An easy check using Lemma 3.28 sees that
(3.24)
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the '3' allows for the possibility of up to two of the P. overlapping either side
of [/.
Let y and z be distinct points of FS\jt Qt. If y and z lie on opposite sides of
some Qj, then [y, z] makes an angle of at least (j> with 0. If not, and if [y, z]
makes an angle of less than </> with 0, then y and z would have been
candidates for y} and Zy at each stage, so the process of selection could not
have terminated and \y — z\ < \y. — Zj\ for all j . This is impossible as (3.24)
implies \yj — z;-|->0. We conclude that the angle made with L by the
segment joining any pair of points of F\\JiQi is, at most, ^n — </>. By Lemma
3.11 FWJiQt is a subset of a rectifiable curve. Thus as F\[JiQi is a subset of
E, which is a Z-set by Lemma 3.25,

Hence, using (3.23), (3.24) and (3.21),

Given any n > 0 there is some F with J f X(F) > 0 for which this holds, so
Thus if (5 + + ^ _ < i sin 0 the set F0(d +, (5 _, p) defined by (3.20) must have
measure zero, and the proof is complete.
•
Corollary 3.30
Let E be an irregular l-set in U2. Then.for almost all xeE,
1

(£,x,-0,(/>)>isin0>^0

(3.25)

for all 0 and all 0 < (fx \n.
Proof. By Theorem 3.29, inequality (3.19) holds for some countable dense
subset of {(0, (j))} for almost all x. Thus, by approximation, (3.19) holds for
all 0 and (/> for almost all x.
•
The coefficient on the right-hand side of (3.19) or (3.25) can certainly be
improved. In fact Besicovitch's proof, which uses slightly better estimates
than those of Lemma 3.28 and (3.24), yields | sin 0, and indeed \ sin (f> in case
(j) > \n. Besicovitch conjectures that the best possible coefficient may be as
large as 2 " * (an example in Besicovitch (1982a, Section 11) shows it cannot
be larger than this). However, any positive value leads to the main tangency
result.
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Corollary 3.31

At almost all points of a plane irregular l-set no tangent exists.
Proof This is immediate from Corollary 3.30 and the definition (3.4) of a
tangent.
•
As we have seen, regular 1-sets may be obtained as subsets of rectifiable
curves. Examples of irregular sets are perhaps less obvious, so we now give a
simple construction of an irregular l-set.
Theorem 3.32
There exist irregular 1-sets in U2.
Proof Let / be the real function on [0, 1) defined by
where .xlx2... and .yly2. • • are written to base 4 (with the convention that
the x{ are not ultimately all equal to 3) so that y., = 5 — xt (mod 4). (See
Figure 3.5.) Let

Fig. 3.5
y
1

-> x
1

E is a Borel set and, since the projection of E onto the x-axis has unit length,
it follows that 1 <3fl(E). On the other hand, E may be covered by 4*
squares of side 4~k for everyfc,so that J f 1(E) < yjl. Thus E is a l-set. It is
easy to see that any rectifiable curve (which has a tangent almost
everywhere) intersects E in length zero. Hence £ is a Z-set and is irregular.
Alternatively, irregularity follows from the fact that E projects onto sets of
Lebesgue measure zero in the two directions ±45° to the x-axis; see
Corollary 6.14.
•
3.5 Sets in higher dimensions
Generalization of the theory to integral-dimensional subsets of Un
(n > 3) was not completed until some 47 years after the publication of
Besicovitch's first fundamental paper (1928a). This was because of the
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considerable technical difficulties that had to be overcome; for example, the
theorem that a continuum of finite J f s -measure is a union of rectifiable
curves has no analogue if 5 is an integer greater than 1.
An s-set in R" is called countably rectifiable if it is of the form
\Jfj(Ej)uG9
7=1

where J f S(G) = 0 and where each f. is a Lipschitz function from a bounded
subset Ej of Us to Un. (A Lipschitz function / requires that \f(t) - f(u)\ <
c\t — u\ for some constant c.) This is a direct analogue of Besicovitch's
'Y-set, together with a set of measure zero'.
An 5-set E in Un has a tangent at x if Ds(E,x)>0 and there is an
s-dimensional plane n through x such that for all cj) > 0,
lim r-sJfs(En(Br(x)\S(x, n, 0))) = 0,

(3.26)

where S(x, II, (j>) denotes the set of ye Un with [y, x] making an angle of at
most (f> with n . If DS(E, x)>0 and lim' in (3.26) is replaced by Tim', then we
say E has a weak tangent at x.
Theorem 3.33
Let E be an s-set in M" where s is an integer. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) E is regular.
(b) E is countably rectifiable.
(c) E has a tangent at almost all of its points.
As we have seen, Besicovitch (1928a, 1938) showed this for 1-sets in 1R2.
Federer (1947) demonstrated the equivalence of (b) and (c) in an enormously
complicated paper, and it follows from this and the definition of the tangent
that (b) implies (a). (Federer's concept of restrictedness is equivalent to the
existence of a tangent.) Moore (1950) completed the proofs for 1-sets in Un,
Marstrand (1961) for 2-sets in IR3, and finally Mattila (1975a) for s-sets in
Un. Results of this nature have also been obtained for more general
measures fi. Here we must define regularity simply as the existence of the
density lim r~sfi(Br(x)) /i-almost everywhere, without reference to the
I--+-00

actual value of the limit. The papers of Federer and Moore mentioned
above consider such generalizations, as do Morse & Randolph (1944), for
subsets of U2 with 5 = 1 , and Marstrand (1964) in the general case. In
particular, Marstrand shows that for general measures, regularity implies
that weak tangents (defined in the obvious way) exist almost everywhere; it
is natural to conjecture that the word 'weak' can be omitted.
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Many of these proofs are intimately connected with higher-dimensional
analogues of the projection properties discussed in Chapter 6.
There are considerable difficulties in extending the theory of curves to sdimensional surfaces in R" if 5 is an integer and 1 < s < n. The theory is far
more complicated than for curves; indeed great care is required with the
precise meaning that is attached to terms such as 'surface' and 'area'.
Surfaces in 1R3 have been studied for many years, and for a long time the
accepted definition of surface area was the Lebesgue-Frechet definition as
the supremum of the areas of inscribed polyhedra, by analogy with the
definition of the length of a curve. It was Besicovitch (1945b) who
demonstrated that this definition was hopelessly inadequate, not even
possessing the basic additive properties of a measure. He proposed that the
most satisfactory definition of area was the Hausdorff^f 2-measure, and set
about tackling a variety of problems on surface area from this standpoint.
One question that arises is how to generalize Go/^b's semicontinuity
theorem, Theorem 3.18, to surfaces. Clearly, there is no direct analogue,
since it is possible to approximate to any surface in the Hausdorff metric by
a sequence of rectifiable curves which must surely have zero area.
Besicovitch (1949) showed that Jf 2 (£) < Hm J^2(Ej) if {£,} is a sequence of
parametric surfaces convergent to the parametric surface E, provided that
the limiting surface E satisfies reasonable smoothness conditions. A more
recent generalization of Go/^b's theorem to higher-dimensional sets is due
to Vitushkin (1966), see also Ivanov (1975). We define the variations of a
compact subset E of R" as follows. Let VS(E) be the number of connected
components of E, so that if VS(E) = 1 then £ is a continuum. For 1 < s < n
let VS(E) = c\V°{Enn)dll,
where II is an (n-s)-dimensional plane and
integration is with respect to the natural invariant measure on the space of
all such planes (as occurs in integral geometry). The normalizing constant c
depends only on n and s and is chosen so that if E is an 5-dimensional cube
then VS(E) is its volume. Then, for a sufficiently smooth, or polyhedral
surface, Vs is simply s-dimensional volume. Originally these variations were
used in the study of convex sets, but they may be applied with advantage to
general compact sets. Vitushkin's semicontinuity theorem states that if {£,.}
is a sequence of compact sets in Un convergent to E in the Hausdorff metric,
then VS(E) < Urn Vs(Ej) provided that the numbers { V^Ej)} are uniformly
j-00

bounded for 0 < i < s. If 5 = 1 this reduces to Goj^b's theorem.
A problem of special interest is to find 'minimal surfaces', that is, surfaces
of minimum area that span a closed curve in R3. A careful definition of
'surface' is required and then the problem lends itself to treatment using
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Hausdorff measures. The 'Plateau problem' of whether a surface of
minimum area always exists was finally solved in the affirmative by
Reifenberg (1960). (This paper also lists earlier references.) A survey of some
of these topics is given by Besicovitch (1950).
If £ is a bounded Lebesgue-measurable subset of Un with S£n(E) > 0, the
density boundary dE of E consists of those points in Un at which the
Lebesgue density of £ either fails to exist or else takes a value other than 0 or
1. The Lebesgue density theorem, Theorem 1.13, implies that &n(dE) = 0.
However, in the other direction, it is possible to show that jftt~ 1{dE) > 0 a
non-trivial result if E has a highly irregular boundary.
A variety of other surface measures have been devised. As well as those
already mentioned, those in common use include the integral-geometric
measures and the de Gorgi perimeter; see Federer (1969) where such
measures are defined and examined in detail.

3.1

Exercises on Chapter 3
Let \p: [a, b] -+ Un be a (not necessarily continuous) function of bounded
variation, that is, with
i l

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7
3.8

where the supremum is over all dissections a —10 < tx < • • • < tm = b of
la, b~\. Show that i/f[a,/>] is contained in a (possibly self-intersecting)
rectifiable curve. (Hint: Use var [a, r] to define a continuous function from
[0,var[>,fc]] to Rn.) Deduce that JT 1(^[a,fe])< oo.
Prove that any arcwise connected set is connected. Exhibit a continuum in
IR2 that is not arcwise connected. (Compare Lemma 3.12.)
Verify that the Hausdorff metric is a metric.
Give an example of a sequence of continua {Ej} in U2 convergent to E in
the Hausdorff metric, such that Jf 1 (£,)-• oo but with Jt^E) < oo.
Let £ be a continuum with Jf * (E) < oo. Show that there exists a tree F c £
with Jt? * (E\F) as small as desired. Deduce that E is contained in a (possibly
self-intersecting) curve of length at most 23tfl(E),
Let £ be an irregular 1-set. Given e,c>0, show that there exists <50>0
such that JT\En [F]a) < s if 0 < d < So for any continuum F with jfl(F)
< c, where [F], is the ^-parallel body of F.
Prove that there exists a compact set F c IR2 of Hausdorff dimension 2
such that every 1-set contained in F is irregular.
Construct a totally disconnected regular 1-set in U2. (Compare Corollary
3.26.)

4
Structure of sets of non-integral
dimension
4.1 Introduction
This chapter examines local properties of s-sets in Un for nonintegral 5. The fundamental result is that any such set is irregular, that is, has
lower circular or spherical density strictly less than 1 at almost all of its
points. Indeed, the stronger result that its density fails to exist at almost all
of its points has also been established. As before, we also examine the
existence of suitably defined tangents, and show that the set of points at
which such tangents exist must have measure zero.
For the case of subsets of the plane, the work is entirely due to Marstrand
(1954a, 1955), the former paper providing a very complete account. As with
sets of integral dimension, higher-dimensional analogues present formidable difficulties; the natural generalizations were eventually proved by
Marstrand (1964).
4.2 5-sets with 0 < s < 1
First we consider s-sets in Un for s strictly less than 1. In this case
the basic properties, including non-existence of the density almost everywhere, are relatively easy to obtain.
The following topological observation about such sets is sometimes
useful.
Lemma 4.1
An s-set E in Un with 0 < 5 < 1 is totally disconnected.

Proof. Let x and y be distinct points in the same connected component of
E. Define a mapping /:(Rw -»[0, oo) by f(z) = \z-x\. Since / does not
increase distances it follows from Lemma 1.8 that Jt?s(f(E)) < J^S(E) < oo.
As 5 < 1 it follows that/(£) is a subset of U of Lebesgue measure zero and, in
particular, has dense complement. Choosing a number r with r£f(E) and
0 < r <f(y) we have
E = {zeE:\z - x| <r}u{ze£:|z - x|> r}.
This is an open decomposition of E with x in one part and y in the other,
contradicting the assumption that x and y belong to the same connected
component of E.
•
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The following proof of the density property is a slightly shortened version
of that of Marstrand (1954a).
Theorem 4.2
IfE is an s-set with 0<s<lthe
point of E.

density Ds(E9 x) fails to exist at almost every

Proof. If the conclusion is false, E has a measurable subset of positive
measure where the density exists and is at least 2~s > j , by Corollary 2.5.
Choosing p small enough we may find an 5-set F c E such that if xeF, then
Ds(E,x) exists and
J4?s(EnBr(x))>U2ry

(4.1)
s

for all r < p. By regularity of Jf we may further assume that F is closed. Let
y be an accumulation point of F and let 77 be a number with 0 < rj < 1. If Ar n
denotes the annular region Br(l + rl)(y)\Br(l_ri)(y), then
riy-(l-riy)

(4.2)

as r -> 0. On the other hand, for arbitrarily small values of r we mayfindxeF
with \x — y\ = r. Then
so (4.1) gives

Fig. 4.1
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for arbitrarily small values of r (see Figure 4.1). Using (4.2) we conclude that
2-< s + 1 V < D*(E, y)((l + if - (1 - rjf) = D*(E, y)(2sn + 0(rj2))
as j/->0. This is impossible if s < 1 and the theorem follows from this
contradiction.
•
Corollary 4.3
Any s-set with 0 < 5 < 1 is irregular.
The following result of Marstrand (1954a) on lower angular densities has
a proof in some ways akin to that of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.4
Let 0 be a unit vector and let (jx\n. Then ifE is an s-set with 0 < 5 < 1 we
have DS(E, x, 09 (j>) = 0 at almost all xeE.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary. Then in the usual way we may find p 0 ,
a > 0 and a closed s-set F c E such that if xeF and r <p0,
jrs(EnSr(x,6,<t>))>«rs.

(4.3)

By Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 we may certainly choose yeF such that
DS(E\F,y) = 0 and DS(E,y) = c2~s, where 0 < c < oo. Consequently, given
e > 0, there exists p1<p0 such that if r < pt,
JTs((E\F)nBr(y))<ers

(4.4)

Jfrs(EnBr(y))<(c + ey.

(4.5)

and
In addition, choose p<^px
s

s

such that

(c-e)p <Jtf (En B(y)).
Fig. 4.2

(4.6)
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Let x be a point of FnBp(y)
Figure 4.2. Then

that maximizes the scalar product x-0, see

with the union disjoint except for the point x. Thus
JfS(F n Bp{y)) + jf'(F n Sr(x, 0,0)) < J T ( F n Bp+r(y)),
so
f s ( £ n Sr(x, 0, (/>))

If r < p, then p + r ^ ^ s o w e may use (4.3)-(4.6) to see that
(c - e)ps + (xr* < (c + s)(p + r)s + 2e(p + r) s.
On writing y = r/p this becomes
c - e + a f < (c -h 3e)(l + y)s,
true for 0 < y < 1. This holds for all e > 0, so
c + ocys <c(l +y)s <c + csy
for 0 < y < 1. This contradicts the positivity of a.

•

This result remains true for (j)=jn provided that the densities are
calculated taking Sr(x,0,^n) as the open semicircle. Da vies has observed
that this follows as a direct n-dimensional analogue of the result on onesided densities in U9 elegantly proved by Besicovitch (1968) in his
penultimate paper.
The question of tangents to s-sets where 0 < s < 1 is not of particular
interest as the sets are so sparse as to make any idea of approximation by
line segments rather meaningless.
In one sense it is possible for a tangent to exist at all points. Let F be a
smooth curve in Un defined by a smooth bijection \fj: U -> Un and let E be an
s-set in U. It is easy to see that \j/(E) is an s-set in Rn and that for almost all
XGI//(E) the tangent to F at x is a tangent to \jj{E) at x in the sense of (3.4).
4.3 s-sets with s > 1
If s > 1 the density and tangency properties of s-sets are much more
complicated, and we restrict detailed exposition to subsets of the plane.
We deal with tangency questions first. One approach is to repeat
Besicovitch's proof of Theorem 3.29 to deduce that the sum of the upper
angular densities of a plane s-set (1 < s < 2) in any opposite pair of angles is
strictly positive almost everywhere. Besicovitch's proof depends on the
intersection of the set under consideration with any rectifiable curve having
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measure zero; this is certainly true if s > 1 by the remark following Lemma
3.2. Thus it follows from the definition of a tangent (3.4) that a plane s-set
with 1 < s < 2 fails to have a tangent almost everywhere. However, it is easy
to prove a stronger result, and when it comes to questions of circular
density, we require this more delicate information on tangential behaviour.
We follow Marstrand (1954a) in defining a weak tangent. An s-set E has a
weak tangent in direction 0 at x if Ds(x9E) > 0 and if for every </> > 0,
Urn r~'Jtr s(En(Br(x)\Sr(x,0,0)\Sr(x,

- 0, 0))) = 0.

(4.7)

(Recall Sr(x, 0,0) is the sector consisting of those points in Br(x) which make
an angle of, at most, 0 at x with the half-line from x in direction 0.)
Unlike the tangent defined in (3.4) it is possible in principle for a set to
have many weak tangents at a point. However, this does not usually
happen.
Lemma 4.5
Let E be an s-set in U2 with 1 < 5 < 2. Then for almost all xeF,
D s (£,x,0,</>)< 4.10s</>*-*

for all 0 and all (j) <\n.
Proof. Fix p > 0 and let
F = {xeE:Jfs(EnBr(x))

< 2S+ Vs for all r <p}.

(4.8)

Choose xeF and any 0 and 0 with 0 < </> <\n. For i = 1,2,...let At be the
intersection of annulus and sector

so that Sr(x, 0, cj)) c ( J 7 ^ i u {*} f° r a n integer m less than 2/0. The diameter
of each set At is at most lOrcp < p if r < p/20, so applying (4.8) to each Ai that
contains points of F and summing,
Jifs(FnSr(x,

0,

or
if r < p/20. Thus DS(F, x, 0, (f>) < 4- 10s <ps~x at almost all x e F , so, since by
Corollary 2.6 DS(E\F9 x) = 0 at almost all x e F , the conclusion of the lemma
holds at almost all xeF. By Corollary 2.5 almost all points of £ lie in such an
F for some p > 0, hence the result.
•
Corollary 4.6
i/*F is an s-set in U2 with 1 < s < 2, then at almost all points of E no weak
tangent exists.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.5,
Mm(2rysjrs(En(Br(x)\Sr(x,O,cl>)\Sr(x,
r->0

-0,

> Ds(E,x) - Ds(E9x9O,<t>) -

for all 0 and (jx^n for almost all x e £ . At such points either DS(E, x) = 0 or
(4.7) fails to hold for (j> sufficiently small, so no weak tangent exists.
•
To show that an s-set is irregular if 1 < s < 2, we first consider angular
densities rather than circular densities.
Theorem 4.7
Let E be an s-set in U2 with 1 < s < 2. Then if (jx^n the lower angular
density D%E, x, 0, </>) is zero for some Ofor almost all xeE.
Proof. Fix positive numbers a and p and let
F o = {x:Jfs(EnSr(xA<t>)) > «^ for all
r < p and for all 0}.

(4.9)

S

We show that J? (FO) = 0. Suppose not, then by Corollary 2.5 we may find
Pi<p and a set F c F o of positive measure such that if xeF and r<pl9
then
Jf S(E n B r ( x ) ) < 2 s + V .

(4.10)

5

By regularity of Jf we may also assume F to be closed.
Let y be a point of F at which the circular density of E\F is zero; by
Corollary 2.6 almost any point of F will suffice. Thus, given s > 0, we may
find p2^Pi such that
JP((E\F)nBr(y))<&'

(4.11)

if r < p2. We now work inside the disc Bp2(y). First we show that there are
points in B±P2(y) relatively remote from the set F. Suppose that for some
7 ^iPi a ^ points of B±P2(y) are within distance y of F. Then if xeB±P2(y\
there is a point z of F inside By(x). By (4.9) for any 0,
ocf < tfs{E n S7(z, 0,0)) < <?H£ n fly(z))
<JH£nB2y(x)).

(4.12)

2

If y < i p 2 , then Bp2(y) contains (p2/y) /16 disjoint discs with centres in
B±P2(y) and radii 2y. Thus, summing (4.12) over these discs,
( P 2 / 7 ) V / 1 6 < JTs(EnBp2(y))

<2s+1ps2,

by (4.10), so y > cp2, where c depends only on a and s. Thus if y < cp2 there is
a disc of radius y contained in Bp2(y) and containing no points of F. Hence
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we may find a disc Bp3(w) c Bp2(y) with no points of F in its interior but with
its boundary containing a point v of F o , with
P2>p3^p2.

(4.13)

Let 0 be the inward normal direction to Bp3(w) at u, and let p 4 be half the
length of the chords of Bp3(w) through v that make angles (j> with 0 (see
Figure 4.3). By elementary geometry,
p 4 = p 3 cos (j>.

(4.14)

As the sector Sp4(v, 0, </>) lies in Bp3(w) it contains no points of F other than v.
Thus

<sps2
<eclP%,

(4.15)

by (4.11), (4.13) and (4.14), with ct dependent only on 0, a and s. Hence for
any e > 0 we may find veF0 and p 4 with 0 < p 4 < p and 0 for which (4.15)
holds. This contradicts the definition (4.9) of Fo, so we conclude that
J^S(FO) = 0. The observation that we may do this for any a, p > 0 completes
the proof.
•
Corollary 4.8
Let E be an s-set in U2 with 1 < s < 2. Then at almost every point ofE the
lower angular density Ds(E,x,0,^n) is zero for some 0.
Proof. Take a sequence {^>J increasing to ^n. By Theorem 4.7 we
may, for almost all xe£, find a sequence of directions {0J such that
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DS(E, x, 0f, </>,) = 0 for each i. Extracting a convergent subsequent, we may
assume that 0, -• 0. It follows that Z)s(£, x, 0,0) = 0 for any 0 < |TT. Thus,
provided x is also not one of the exceptional points for Lemma 4.5, we see
that D s (£,x, 0 , ^ = 0
•
We next examine lower angular densities of regular s-sets in U2 for
1 < s < 2, as a step towards proving that such sets do not exist. The
following ingenious argument of Marstrand (1954a) shows, roughly
speaking, that if such a set is sparse to one side of a line through one of its
points, then it must also be sparse on the other side.
Lemma 4.9
Let E be an s-set in (R2, where 1 < s < 2. Let xbea regular point ofE at which
the upper convex density equals 1, and suppose that DS(E, x, — 09^n) = 0 for
some 0. Then E has a weak tangent at x perpendicular to 0.
Proof.
Since DS(E, x)=l and DSC(E, x) — 1 we may, given any n > 0, find arbitrarily small values of p such that
J^s(EnBr(x))>2srs{l-rj)
s

s

jr (EnU)<(l+n)\U\

if r<p,
if xeU and 0 < \U\ <2p

(4.16)
(4.17)

and
Jfs(EnSp(x, - e^n)) < 2snps.

(4.18)

Take 0 < <f) < \n, let L be the line through x perpendicular to 0, and let M
and M' be the half-lines from x at angle 0 to 0. For a fixed positive integer m,
we construct inductively a sequence of m + 1 semicircles Sr. of radius r,, each
with centre x and based on L, where p = r0 > rx > . . . > rm. For each i the
semicircle Sr. will have ends yt and y\ on L and cut M and M ' at zt and z\.
Suppose Sr. has been constructed. Then Sr. + i is specified by taking yi+ x to
be the point on [x, y J such that its distance from y[ equals the sum of its
distances from yt and z-. (A straightforward continuity argument shows
Fig. 4.4
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that such a point exists.) Draw an arc with centre yi + {through z\ to meet L
at y'i+1. By symmetry the arc with centre y'i+, through zt meets L at yi+ x (see
Figure 4.4). We denote the (shaded) convex part of Sr. cut off by these arcs by
Ut. Then
|tf,l = 2rf + 1 .

(4.19)

We estimate the measure of E contained between two consecutive sectors
bounded by M and M'.

so
tf\E n Sr|(x, 0 , 0 ) ) " ^ s ( £ n Sri + , (x, 0, 0))

x, - 0,\n))

using (4.16)-(4.19). Summing this estimate over all m sectors,
Jtrs(E n Sp(x, ^, (/>)) < 2 s + 2
by (4.17). By virtue of the construction, rjp depends only on <j> and m, and
this ratio tends to zero as m tends to infinity. Thus, given e > 0, we may find
m independent of rj such that
This holds for arbitrarily small values of p for any rj > 0, so DS(E, x,0, </>) = ()
if (j> < \n. Since DS(E, x, - 0, \n) = 0, it follows from (4.7) that E has a weak
tangent at x in a direction perpendicular to 0.
•
Corollary 4.10
Let £ be an s-set in R2 with 1 < 5 < 2. 77iew £ is irregular.
Proof. At almost all points of £ the upper convex density equals 1, by
Theorem 2.3, and DS(E, x, 0, \n) = 0 for some 0, by Corollary 4.8. Hence by
Lemma 4.9 the set E has a weak tangent at almost all of its regular points.
This is inconsistent with Corollary 4.6 unless the set of regular points has
measure zero, in which case E is an irregular s-set.
•
Shortly after publishing the above result, Marstrand (1955) extended
the method to prove the stronger fact that the density of an s-set in
R 2 (l < s < 2) fails to exist at almost all of its points.
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For the sake of completeness we gather together the main results of this
chapter.
Theorem 4.11
A plane s-set is irregular unless s is an integer.
Proof. This combines Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.10.

•

4.4 Sets in higher dimensions
The principal higher-dimensional result is similar to Theorem 4.11.
Theorem 4.12
An s-set in Rn is irregular unless s is an integer.
This has been proved for 0 < 5 < 1 in Theorem 4.2, and the proof of
Corollary 4.10 adapts to cover the case n -1 < s < n. However, for
intermediate values of s, substantial new ideas were required, and the
theorem was eventually proved by Marstrand (1964). Indeed, Marstrand's
work goes much farther than this, not only in that it applies to more general
measures, but also in that it shows that the density fails to exist almost
everywhere if s is non-integral. The proof involves a much deeper study of
weak tangential properties of regular sets.

4.1
4.2

4.3

Exercises on Chapter 4
Adapt the proof of Theorem 4.2 to show that if £ is an s-set with 0 < s < 1,
then DS{E, x) <(1 + 2S/(S" l))s~l for almost all x.
Let E be an s-set (0 < s < 1). Deduce from Theorem 4.4 that for any unit
vector 0 the lower hemispherical density Ds(E,x,0i%n) = 0 at almost all
xeE provided that the density is calculated using the open semicircle or
hemisphere. Give an example to show that this is false for the closed
semicircle.
Prove the following special case of Theorem 4.12: let £ be an s-set in IR3
lying in a smooth (infinitely differentiate, say) surface. Then E is irregular
unless s is an integer.

5
Comparable net measures

5.1 Construction of net measures
Comparable net measures are an extremely useful tool in the study
of Hausdorff measures. Net measures behave much more conveniently than
Hausdorff measures but can nevertheless be constructed to be equivalent
for many purposes. First used by Besicovitch (1952) in his demonstration
that closed sets of infinite Jfs-measure contain subsets of positive but finite
measure, they were later employed by Marstrand (1954b) in work on the
Hausdorff measure of Cartesian products of sets. In this chapter we are
particularly concerned with these two applications.
We restrict attention here to a basic form of net measure on Euclidean
space. For a wider ranging discussion see Section 2.7 of Rogers (1970)
describing the work of Davies and Rogers.
Net measures are constructed in a similar manner to Hausdorff measures
but using a restricted class JV of covering sets in the definition rather than
the class of all sets. The class Jf is chosen to be a 'net' of sets, with the
essential property that if Ut, U2EJV, then either UlnU2 = 0 or Ulcz U2
or U2c:U1. Moreover, we assume that each set of Jf is contained in finitely
many others. In particular, given any collection of sets in Jf, it is possible,
by removing those sets contained in any others, to find a disjoint
subcollection with the same union. As we shall see, we may construct net
measures 'comparable' to Hausdorff measures, that is, with the ratio of the
measures bounded above and below.
To construct the s-dimensional net measure Ms on W let Jf be the
collection of all n-dimensional half-open binary cubes, specifically, sets of
the form
[ 2 - V . 2 - V + 1)) x [2-*m 2 ,2-*(m 2 + 1))
x . . . x [ 2 - * m n , 2 - * K + l)),
where k is a non-negative integer and m1,..., mn are integers. (If n = 1 or 2
the net JV consists of half-open binary intervals or squares.) If E c: Rn
and S > 0 define
00

^ ( £ ) = inf£|S ( | s ,

(5.1)

1=1

where the infimum is over all countable ^-covers of E by sets {SJ of Jf. By
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the net property it is sufficient to consider covers of E by disjoint collections
of sets of Jf. Then Msd(E) is an outer measure on Un that isfiniteon bounded
subsets of IR". Letting
Jts{E) = lim M\(E) = sup Jisd{E)
<5->0

<5>0

we obtain a metric outer measure Ms on Un. By Theorem 1.5 the Borel sets
are ^-measurable (as indeed are the Souslin sets). A proof similar to that of
Theorem 1.6 shows that Jts is a regular outer measure.
We demonstrate that Ms and ^fs are indeed comparable measures; this is
essentially the work of Besicovitch (1952).
Theorem 5.1
There exist constants bn dependent only on the dimension n such that for every

ifO<S< 1, and
3tfs{E) < Jt\E) < bnJe\E\

(5.3)

Proof. It is immediate from the definitions of the outer measures that
<&ss(E) < J(\{E\ (For Hausdorff measures the infimum is taken over a
larger class of covering sets.)
If U is any set with 0 < | U\ < 5, let k be the integer such that
2-*-1<|£/|<2-*,

(5.4)

and let S be a binary cube of side 2 " * that intersects U. Then U is contained
in the collection of 3" binary cubes of side 2~k and diameter 2~kn1/2
consisting of S and its immediate neighbours. Subdividing each of these
cubes into 2n2 smaller cubes, U is contained in bn = 3n2"2 binary cubes of
diameter
2-knl/22-n<21-nn1/2\U\<\U\<3,

(5.5)

using (5.4). Now let {Ut} be a (5-cover of E by arbitrary sets. For each i we
have Ui a (J^L X Stj, where {5^}^ 1 is a collection of bn cubes of diameter, at
most, \Ui\Kd.
Thus Ea [JilJjSij and
00

bn

i=l7=1

00

i=l

so the right-hand inequality of (5.2) follows from the definitions of M\ and
Inequality (5.3) follows on letting S-+0.

•
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We conclude this section by proving two technical lemmas on monotonic
sequences of sets which we will require later in the chapter.
Lemma 5.2
Let {Ej} be a decreasing sequence of compact subsets of Un. Then, for any
S>0.
2sJTsd( lim Ej) > lim Jtr2a(Ej).
j -*• oo

(5.6)

j -*• oo

Proof. Let {C/J be any <S-cover of lim Ej. For each i let V{ be an open set
containing \}i with |V.\ <2\Ut\ and let V denote the open set (Jf V(. We
claim that Ejcz V for some integer j . Otherwise, {Ej\V} is a decreasing
sequence of non-empty compact sets, which, by an elementary consequence
of compactness, has a non-empty limit set (lim Ej)\V. Then
> £ | Vt\s > JTs2d(Ej) > lim

X'JEfr

j

and (5.6) follows by considering all such ^-covers of lim Ej.

D

If {Ej} is any increasing sequence of subsets of (Rn, then lim Jts{Ej) =
j-*oo
j

Ej) by Lemma 1.3. However, this conclusion also holds for the
j->co

outer measures M\. This is a particular case of the 'increasing sets lemma'
which is of considerable importance in the theory of Hausdorff measures
and is discussed in detail in Rogers (1970, Section 2.6), Da vies (1970) and the
references contained therein. We require the following special case.
Lemma 5.3
Let {Ej} be an increasing sequence ofsubsets ofUn and suppose that each Ej is
a finite union of binary cubes. Then
Ji\( lim Ej) = lim Jfsd(E}).
j-*ao

j-*ao

Proof. Write E= lim £ , = [jjEj. Since Jt\{E^<Ji\(E)

for all ;, it is

./-•oo

enough to prove that Jt%E) < lim Ji\{E^ on the assumption that the rightj->oo

hand side isfinite.As Ej is a finite union of binary cubes, the infimum in the
definition of JK'6(Ej) is attained by some finite disjoint collection of binary
cubes. Suppose for each j that Sfj is such a finite <5-cover of Ej9 so that
Jtl(Ej)

(5.7)
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and assume that Sfj is one of the numerically smallest collections of cubes
with this property. If SeSf^ then S must contain a point of Ej. This point
also lies in Ej+ x and thus in some Te&?j+1. By the net property either S is a
subset of T or T is a subset of S. If T is a proper subset of 5, then we may
either replace S by the cubes of SfJ+1 that are contained in S to reduce
Z c e ^ l C| s > or e l s e replace the cubes of y j + x that are contained in 5 by the
single cube S to reduce either £ce^ J+1 1 C\s or the number of terms in this
sum. We conclude that if SeSfj there exists TeSfJ+ x with 5 c T.
Let {C x, C 2 ,...} be the set of cubes obtained from (J JL x Sf^ by excluding
any cube contained in some other cube of the collection. Then Ej c (J !*L l Ct
for each j so that E <= (J £ x Cf and
But each cube Ct belongs to Sfi for all sufficiently large j , from the
conclusion of the previous paragraph. Thus, givenfc,we mayfindj(k) such
that the cubes Cl9.. .,Ck all lie in $fm. Using (5.8) and (5.7),

= lim ^ ( £ J ( k ) ) < lim
k-KJO

as required.

Jt\(Es\

j-*ao

•

5.2 Subsets of finite measure
One consequence of the results of this section is that there is an
abundance of s-sets, that is, sets of positive/mite Jf s-measure. In fact, given
any topologically respectable set E with Jfs(E) > 0, we can find a compact
subset F of E with 0 < Jfs(F) < oo. If E is not of ^-finite Jf s-measure this is
far from trivial. (A a-flnite set is one that may be expressed as a countable
union of sets of finite measure.) Such results were first obtained by
Besicovitch (1952) for closed sets, and were immediately extended to
Souslin sets by Davies (1952b).
Theorem 5.4
Let Ebe a closed subset of Un with Jf?s(E) = oo.
(a) Let cbea positive number. Then there is a compact subset F ofE such that
3^S(F) = c.
(b) There is a compact subset F of E such that Jts(F) > 0 and
J^5(Br(x) nF)<br5

(xe Un, r < 1)

for some constant b.
Proof. To keep the notation relatively simple we present the proof for
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n= 1. For higher-dimensional cases the procedure is identical but with
binary cubes replacing binary intervals. We may assume that E is bounded.
As M\E) = oo we may find an integer m such that
J(2-m{E)>2scbl,
where b1 is the constant of Theorem 5.1.
We define inductively a decreasing sequence {Ek} ™ of closed subsets of E.
Let Em = E. For k > m we define Ek+l by specifying its intersection with
each binary interval of length 2~k. Let / be such an interval. If
M\-(k + i)(Eknl)<2~sk, simply take Ek + lnI = EknL Then
^2-(^u(£k+1n/) = #2-k(£kn/)<2-sk,

(5.9)

since using / as a covering interval in calculating M\ -k gives an estimate at
least as large as taking intervals of smaller length. On the other hand, if
Jts2-(k+x)(EknI)>2~sk
choose Ek+1nl
to be a compact subset of
Eknl
with J?s2-{k + i)(Ek+1nI) = 2~sk. Such a subset exists as
JfS2-(k+i)(Ek+lnIn(oo,w]) is continuous in u. Since Ms2-k(Ekc\l)
sk
— 2~ , (5.9) again holds. We now sum (5.9) over all binary intervals / of
length 2 " k. Any covering intervals for calculating Jt\ - k and M\ - (k +1, must
be contained in some such /, so this gives

Iterating,
Jts2-k{Ek) = Jfs2-m{Em)

(k>m).

(5.10)

Let / b e a binary interval of length 2~k. If m < k < r , then Era Ek+1, so,
using (5.9),
Thus, in calculating Jts2-k(Er\ any interval / of length 2~k may be replaced
by intervals of lengths, at most, 2~ ( * + 1 ) without increasing the infimum
value. Hence
J?s2-<k+i)(Er)=Jt2-k(Er)

{m<k<r\

so, iterating and incorporating (5.10),
Ji\ -m(Er) = Jt\ -r(Er) = Jts2-m{Em)
Let F be the compact set F = f ) * £ * •

(r > m).

Then usin

(5.11)

8 Theorem 5.1 and (5.10),

) = lim M\ - k(F)
k->ao

]im M\.k(Ek) = Jfs2-m{Em) < oo.

(5.12)
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On the other hand, using Lemma 5.2, Theorem 5.1 and (5.11),
lim
k-KX)

>b~x Km Jt%-m{Ek)
fc->oo

=

b-lJts2.m{Em)>2sc.

Combining these inequalities,
If there is strict inequality on the left, a set of the form F n [u, oo) will have
measure exactly c, using the continuity of the measure Jfs from above and
below (Theorem 1.1).
A slight variant of the above method proves (b). Let J be a closed binary
interval of length 2~ r , where r>m. If we sum (5.9) over the binary
subintervals / of length 2 ~k that lie in J (k > r) and proceed as before, we get

J?s2-k(EknJ) = # 2 . m (£ m nJ)

(k>r>m)

in place of (5.10), and thus
Jfs{FnJ)<J{2-r(ErnJ)

< Ji\-r{J)

< \J\S

in place of (5.12). Any interval Jo may be enclosed in, at most six consecutive
binary intervals of lengths, at most, | Jo |, and this leads to the result. The full
details of (b) are left to the reader.
•
In view of Theorem 5.4 an obvious question to ask is whether such results
hold for more general classes of set. In his original paper, Besicovitch
extended the theorem to F^-sets. Davies (1952ft) took the work to its
natural conclusion by proving it for all Souslin sets, using the following
intermediate result.
Theorem 5.5
Let E be any Souslin subset qfUn with Jfs(E) = oo. Then E contains a closed
subset of infinite Jf*-measure.
Proof. See Davies (1952ft) or Rogers (1970).

•

Combining this with Theorem 5.4 we get:
Theorem 5.6
Let E be a Souslin subset of Un with J^S(E) = oo.
(a) For any positive constant c there is a compact subset F of E such that
= c.
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(b) There is a compact subset F of E such that <tfs{F) > 0 and
J*rs(Br{x) nF)<brs

(xe Un, r < 1)

for some constant b.

Finally in this section we mention a result of a more pathological nature,
namely that if £ is a compact set of non-d-finite Jf s-measure, then £ is so
large that it may be decomposed into continuum-many subsets, each of
non-(7-finite Jf s-measure. Davies (1968) and Rogers (1970, Section 2.8)
provide further details of this and related ideas.
5.3 Cartesian products of sets
For notational convenience we restrict our attention throughout
this section to subsets of the plane, though the work extends to higher
dimensions without difficulty. Here (x, y) represents Cartesian coordinates
in IR2. If £ is any subset of IR2 we denote by Ex the section consisting of those
points of E which have first coordinate equal to x.
If £ is a Lebesgue-measurable subset of IR2 an immediate consequence of
Fubini's theorem is that Ev is J*?1-measurable for almost all x and

where <£1 and S£2 are 1- and 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure. It is natural
to ask if any such results hold with Hausdorff measures of fractional
dimension replacing Lebesgue measures. For example, if A and B are
subsets of the two coordinate axes, are Jfs+\A x B) and J^S{A)J^\B) equal,
at least to within constant multiple? In fact, as a later example shows, such
results are far from true. A rudimentary attempt at a proof might involve
covering A and B by intervals of length 3, inducing a covering of A x B by
squares of side <5, and thus estimating the various Hausdorff measures.
Unfortunately, interval lengths that result in an 'efficient' cover of A may
give an 'inefficient' cover of B, making such estimates useless. (Of course, the
product measure Jfs x #fx need not be a Hausdorff measure.) It is,
however, possible to obtain inequalities such as
This was shown under certain conditions by Besicovitch & Moran (1945)
and other early proofs based on density ideas, were given by Moran (1946,
1949), Freilich (1950) and Eggleston (1950a, 19536); see also Eggleston
(19506). However, these proofs are rather technical and also impose
restrictions on A and B. The following very general and elegant approach
using comparable net measures is due to Marstrand (19546).
The proof depends on the following combinatorial lemma.
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Lemma 5.7
Let A be any subset of R, let {/J be a countable S-cover of A by binary intervals,
and let {at} be a sequence of positive numbers. Suppose c is a constant such that
I

at>c

(5.13)

{i:x6/|}

for all xe A. Then
^

A

)

.

(5.14)

Proof First assume that the collections {Jj and {at} arefinite.By reducing
the at slightly, we may take each at to be rational without losing (5.13), then
by multiplying through by a denominator-clearing factor we may further
assume that the at are integers. Thus taking a{ copies of the interval J. for
each i it is enough to assume a( = 1 for all i.
Under these assumptions (5.13) implies that each x in A lies in at least
|~c] of the intervals, where \c\ is the least integer greater than c. As
A c (J./. and as the {/J are binary intervals having the net property, we
may, by taking all those intervals not contained in any other intervals in the
collection, choose a non-overlapping set of intervals containing A, say
{Ii}ie<rl. The remaining intervals still cover A at least |"c] - 1 times over, so
in the same way we may choose a non-overlapping subcollection of these,
{/J ie ^ 2 , that also covers A. Proceeding in this manner we obtain [c~]
collections of non-overlapping intervals, {/J t e ^ for j = 1,2,...,|Y|, with
each collection covering A, and with the sets of indices Sfj pairwise disjoint.
As |/,.| <S for all i,

so that, summing over all;, we obtain (5.14) in the case where {/J is a finite
collection of intervals.
Finally, if {It}f is an infinite set of binary intervals, set

for each k. From the finite case,

But each Ak is a finite union of binary intervals, and the sequence {Ak} is
increasing with A c \JkAk = lim Ak. By Lemma 5.3,
* - 0 0

oo

Xa t \I t \ a > c lim JP6(Ak) = cJ?ss(Km Ak) >
1

fc-oo

*->oo

completing the proof in the infinite case.

•

cJt\(A\
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Theorem 5.8
Let Ebea plane set and let A be any subset of the x-axis. Suppose that ifxeA,
then rff\Ex) > c,for some constant c. Then
where b depends only on s and t.
Proof. In view of Theorem 5.1 it is enough to prove the result with 'Jf'
replaced by 'JC throughout.
Given 5 > 0,let {Sjf be a collection of binary squares forming a 2^-cover
of E. For each xeA,

so
1

If Ab — {xeA \Jib{Ex) > c}, then for xeAb,

' = 2-*
1

£

\S,\',

{i:xeproj5,}

where proj Sf is the binary interval, of length, at most, S, obtained by
projecting S. onto the x-axis. Thus

taking I( = proj S. and a{ = |S f | r in Lemma 5.7. But this is true for any 2*6cover of E by binary squares {SJ, so
where b = 2 i ( s + r ) . Since Ab increases to A as S decreases to 0,
Jf'6(Ap) < M\(Ab) <b~lc-

l

Jf*+\E)

if S < p. Thus for p > 0,

Jfs(Ap)<b-lc-lJ{s+t{E)
and, by the continuity of the measure Ms,

M%A)<b-lc-lJt*+\E\

•

Now take E to be the Cartesian product Ax B.
Corollary 5.9
For any subsets A and BofU,
J^S+\A xB)> btf'
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We may interpret this in terms of Hausdorff dimension:
Corollary 5.10
For any subsets A and BofU,
dim(A xB)>dimA
Notice that these results also hold if t = 0 when J^\EX) equals the
number of points in Ex. The value of the constant b is discussed by Ernst &
Freilich (1976).
In general, the inequalities in Theorem 5.8 and its corollaries may not be
reversed, though Besicovitch & Moran (1945) and Taylor (1952) provide
some sufficient conditions on A and B for equality in Corollary 5.10. The
following demonstration that inequality may be strict is offered as a simple
alternative to the example of Besicovitch & Moran (1945).
Theorem 5.11
There exist Borel subsets A and B of (R of Hausdorff dimension 0 such that
Jtl{AxB)>0.
Proof Let {Sj} be a sequence of numbers decreasing to 0 and let
0 = m o < m 1 < m 2 < . . . b e a sequence of integers increasing rapidly enough
to ensure that
*\
{my-mo) + (m3 - m2) + • • + (m2j_t -m2j_2)<sjm2j
sjmj2j+ ,.j
(m2 - m j + (m4 - m3) + • • • + (m2j - m2j_ l)<s
Let A be the subset of [0,1] consisting of those numbers with zero in the rth
decimal place if m^ + 1 < r < mj+ x and; is odd. Similarly, take B as the set of
numbers which have zeros in the rth decimal place ifnij+ 1 <r <mj+l and;
is even. Taking the obvious covers of A by 10* intervals of length 10~m2j,
where
k = (m1 - m0) + (m3 - m2) + • • • + (m2j_ x -

m2j_2\

s

it follows from (5.15) that if s > 0 , then Jf (A) = 0 and, similarly, that
jes{B) = 0.
Let proj denote orthogonal projection from the plane onto L, the line
y = x. Then proj(x,)>) is the point of L at (signed) distance 2~*(x + y) from
the origin. If we[0,1] we mayfindxeA and yeB such that u = x + y (some
of the decimal digits of u are provided by x, the rest by y). Thus proj(y4 x B)
is a subinterval of L of length 2~*. Using the fact that orthogonal
projection does not increase distances and so, by Lemma 1.8, does not
increase Hausdorff measures,
2~± = jfl(proj(A x B))<je\A

x B).

If desired, A and B may be made into compact sets by the addition of
countable sets of points.
•
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All the results of this section may be enunciated in a much more general
context; see Larman (1967a) and Wagmann (1969a, 19696, 1971a) who
consider products of sets in very general spaces. In particular, the higherdimensional analogue of Corollary 5.9, which may be proved in a similar
way, is:
Theorem 5.12
Let AczU" and Ba Um. Then
Jfs+t(A

xB)>

bJes(

for some constant b, where A x £ cz R n+m .
A cylinder set is a subset of U3 of the form E x /, where £ is a 1dimensional subset of IR2 and / c IR is the unit interval. A major problem,
proposed by Randolph (1936), is to determine when
that is, when 'area = base x height'. The interested reader is referred to
Besicovitch & Moran (1945), Freilich (1965), Ward (1967) and Larman
(1967c) for further details.

5.1
5.2

Exercises on Chapter 5
Let E a U be an s-set and / the unit interval. Show that E x / is an (s + 1)set in U2.
With notation as in Theorem 5.8 show that if £ is a Borel set in U2, then
JTs+t(E)7>b

5.3

5.4

Let E c IR be an s-set formed by a Cantor-like process, with E = f]f Ej9
where each Ej has a <5-cover of equal intervals {C/J such that £ | Ut\s <; c,
with <5->0 as;-* oo. Let F = {x-y:x,yeE} be the difference set for E.
Show that dim F < 2 dim E. (Hint: Consider the projection of E x E onto
the line x + y = 0.)
Deduce from Exercise 1.7 that the set
G = {(x, y):y — x is irrational} c U2
has full plane Lebesgue measure, but contains no subset Ax B, where A
and B are both Lebesgue measurable sets of positive measure.

6
Projection properties

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we establish results of the following nature: if E is an
s-set in the plane, then the orthogonal projection of E onto lines in almost
all directions has dimension t, where t = s if s < 1, and t = 1 if s > 1. More
generally, if II is a fe-dimensional subspace of IR" and if proj n denotes
orthogonal projection from Un onto n we investigate the Hausdorff
measure of proj n £ in terms of that of E. The following lemma gives the
obvious inequality in one direction.
Lemma 6.1
Let E be any subset of Un and let U be any subspace. Then

Proof. The projection mapping does not increase distances, i.e.
|proj n (x) — projn(>>)| <\x — y\ (x, yeE\ so the lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.8.
•
The major part of this chapter is concerned with estimates in the opposite
sense. The work divides naturally into a general case and a special case. For
a general s-set E we depart from the original geometric proofs of Marstrand
(1954a) and adopt an approach involving capacities of sets. In the special
case where E is an s-set with s integral, the results are delicately balanced;
strikingly different phenomena occur when E is regular and when E is
irregular, and here we follow the geometrical approach of Besicovitch
(1939).
6.2 Hausdorff measure and capacity
This section relates two apparently very different ideas in analysis,
as well as paving the way to studying orthogonal projection of s-sets.
The idea of the capacity of a set was originally developed for treating
electrostatic problems. The theory was extended to more general laws of
attraction in the branch of mathematics known as potential theory, much of
the early work being formulated in the famous thesis of Frost man (1935).
(For more recent accounts see Taylor (1961), Carleson (1967), Hayman &
Kennedy (1976) or Hille (1973).) It turns out that the Hausdorff dimension
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and the capacity of a set are related, and it is sometimes more convenient to
use the latter concept when studying dimensional properties.
The support of a Borel measure /z, sometimes written supp /x, is defined as
the smallest closed set S such that J/d/x = 0 for every continuous function/
that vanishes on 5; intuitively the support may be thought of as the set on
which \i is concentrated.
We quote for future reference a suitable version of the well-known Riesz
representation theorem which identifies measures with linear functionals.
(A complete treatment is given in Kingman & Taylor (1966, Section 9.5), or
Rudin (1970, Chapter 2).) Let S be a compact subset of R". If & is the space
of continuous functions on S we say that ipi^-^U is a positive linear
functional on & if

and
iA(/)>0

if/(x)>0forallxeS.

Clearly, the mapping \J/(f) = j s /d/z is a positive linear functional on 3F for
any finite Borel measure \i on 5. The Riesz representation theorem tells us
that the converse is also true.
Theorem 6.2 (Riesz representation theorem)
Let S be a compact subset qfUn and let ijj be a positive linearfunctional on the
space 3F of continuous functions on S. Then there exists a Borel measure fi
supported by S with fi(S) < oo such that

for
A Borel measure \i on Un, of compact support and with 0 < fi(Un) < oo, is
called a mass distribution. The t-potential at a point x due to the mass
distribution p, is defined as

The t-energy of /i is given by
(6.1)
If £ is a compact subset of Un the t-capacity of £, written as Ct(£), is defined

Hausdorff measure and capacity

11

by
Ct(E) = sup \ ——: E supports fx and //(E) = 1 I.

(6.2)

(Note that potentials and energies may be infinite; we adopt the convention
that l/oo =0.) For an arbitrary subset E of R", define
Ct(E) = sup {Q(F):F is compact, F c £}.

(6.3)

Some authors give slightly different definitions of capacity, though such
definitions are equivalent in the important sense that the same sets have
capacity zero. A basic result of potential theory is that (6.2) is equivalent to
sup ( sup {f-potential of \i at x})" 1 .

Ct(E)=

HiH(E)=l

jcesupp/i

Moreover, these various bounds are attained. We do not require such
results here; the details are contained in, for example, Hayman & Kennedy
(1976).
It is apparent that if E c E\ then Ct(E) < Ct(E') for any t. Also, if/i is any
mass distribution with It(p) = oo, then /s(/i) = oo for any s > t. Thus if Ct(E)

= 0, then CS(E) = Oifs>t.
We note from the definitions the fundamental fact that Ct(E) > 0 if and
only if there exists a mass distribution \i with support contained in E such
that It(fi) < oo.
Lemma 6.3
Let Ebea compact subset ofUn with Jfs(E) < oo. Let \ibea mass distribution
supported by E and let
Fo = {xeE:Mtx(Br(x))/rs

= 0}.

r->0

Thenfi(Fo) = 0.
Proof. Fix a, p > 0 and let
F = {xeE:^(Br(x))l^ < a for all r < p).
If {L/J is any <5-cover of F with 5 < p, then, assuming that each Ut contains
some point of F, there exist balls {Bt} centred in F with \B(\ <2| Ut\ < 2p
and with C/f c B. for each i. Thus

This holds for any <5-cover {l/J, so /i(F) < aJfJ(F), giving //(F) < aJf S(F)
E). Since p and a may be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that

0.

•

We now obtain the basic relationship between Hausdorff measures and
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capacities. Part (a) of Theorem 6.4 was proved by Frostman (1935) using an
early version of a comparable net measure, see also Wallin (1969). Part (b),
due to Erdos & Gillis (1937), has been further generalized by Ugaheri (1942)
and Kametani (1945).
Theorem 6.4
Let E be a subset of Un.
(a) IfE is a Souslin set with Ct(E) = 0, then J^S(E) = Ofor all s>t.
(b) lf#e\E) < oo, then CS(E) = 0.
Proof, (a) Suppose that £ is a Souslin set with tfS(E) > 0. We show that
Ct(E) > 0 if t < s by producing a mass distribution /x supported by a
compact subset of E such that It(fi) < oo.
By Theorem 5.6(b) there exists a compact set F <= E with 0 < 3tfs(F) < oo
such that

JTs(Br(x)nF)<brs

(xeUn,r<l)

for some constant b. Let \i be the restriction of ^ s to F, so that \i is a mass
distribution supported by F. Take xe IR" and let
m(r) = ii(Br(x)) = Jfrs(Br(x)nF)<brs

(r < 1).

(6.4)

Then

< I r-fdm(r)H-/x(R
Jo
= [r-f m(r)]£ ++H

Jo

"(t+1)m(r)dr

<b + bt\
t\ r s - t - 1 d r

Jo

after integrating by parts and using (6.4). Thus (j>t(x) is uniformly bounded
on Rn, so

w={</>,

(x)dfi(x) < oo,

as required.
(b) By (6.3) it is enough to prove the result when £ is a compact set. Let jn be
any mass distribution supported by E; we show that Is(fi) = oo. Let Eo be
the set
r->0

Hausdorff measure and capacity
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If xeE0 we may find a sequence {r,} decreasing to 0 such that
for some e > 0. Unless n( {x}) > 0 (in which case it is evident that Is(fi) = oo) it
follows from the continuity of ft that there exists qt with 0 < qt < r, and
where At is the annular region Br.(x)\Bqi(x). Taking subsequences if
necessary, we may assume that ri+1< qt for all i, making the {A^ disjoint.
Hence if xeE0,
:-y\s

By Lemma 6.3 the Borel set Eo contains /^-almost all of the points of E, so
jn(E0) > 0 and

As this is true for any mass distribution \i supported by E we conclude that
D
Cs(E) = 0.
Corollary 6.5
If E is a Souslin subset of Un, then
dimE = inf {t:Ct(E) = 0} = sup{r:C r(£) > 0}.
Proof. As Jfs(E) = oo for s < dim E and JfS(E) = 0 for s > dim £(see (1.14)),
the corollary follows immediately.
•
Corollary 6.5 is often used in the following form:
Corollary 6.6
Let E be a Souslin subset of Un.
(a) Iflt(fi) < oo for some mass distribution \i supported by E, then t < dim E.
(b) Ift < dim £, then there exists a mass distribution \i with support in E such
that It{pi) < oo.
Note that Hausdorff measure and capacity are not completely equivalent
concepts. If dim E = t there are various possibilities for the relative values of
Ct(E) and Jf'iE); see Garnett (1970) or Mattila (1984c) for some examples.
Nowadays, Fourier transforms play a vital part in potential theory (see
Rudin (1973) for a general treatment of transform theory). Here we merely
require the definition, and a consequence of Plancherel's result on
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transforms of square-integrable functions. If/ and fi are, respectively, an
integrable function and a mass distribution on R, their (1-dimensional)
Fourier transforms are given by

(PeU)

An elementary result (the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma) asserts t h a t / and p.
are bounded continuous functions
Lemma 6.7
Let fi be a mass distribution on R such that
0<
Then the support of \i has positive Lebesgue measure.
Proof. PlanchereFs theorem states that square-integrable Fourier transforms correspond to square-integrable functions. Hence [i is a Borel
measure such that, for any continuous function / that vanishes outside
some bounded interval,
(6.5)
where g is a Borel-measurable function with
.

(6.6)

If fi were supported by a compact set of zero Lebesgue measure, (6.5) would
imply that g(u) = 0 for almost all w, which is impossible by (6.6).
•
6.3 Projection properties of sets of arbitrary dimension
We now prove the most important result on the projection of sets
of general dimension. Results of this kind were first proved directly (without
the use of capacities) by Marstrand (1954a). The potential-theoretic proof
given here is essentially that of Kaufman (1968). So the basic ideas do not
become too clouded by notation, we give the proof in two dimensions and
mention generalizations later. In this case projfl denotes orthogonal
projection from U2 onto L 0 , the line through the origin making angle 0 with
some fixed axis. 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure on subsets of L0 will be
denoted by S£ * in the obvious way. Here, 'almost all 0' refers to Lebesgue
measure.
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Theorem 6.8
Let E be a Souslin subset of U2 with dimE = 5.
(a) Ifs < 1, then dimfrroj^) = sfor almost all 0e[O,7r).
(b) Ifs > 1, then ^(proj^E) > Ofor almost all 0E[O,TT).
Proof, (a) By Lemma 6.1, dim(proja£) < s for all 0. If £ < s < 1 we may,
using Corollary 6.6(b), choose a mass distribution /*, with support
contained in a compact subset of E, such that /,(/*) < oo. The mapping
/i—• j/(x-0)d)u(x) is a positive linear functional, so, by the Riesz representation theorem, Theorem 6.2, we may find a mass distribution \i0 on R for
each 0, such that
\>

= \f(x'O)dfi(x)

(6.7)

for continuous functions/. (Here 0 denotes the unit vector in direction 0 and
'•'is the usual scalar product, with x identified with the vector from the
origin to x.) By the usual approximation process using the monotone
convergence theorem for integrals, (6.7) holds for any non-negative
measurable function. Identifying ueU with the point u$ on Le we may
regard \i0 as a mass distribution on L0, with support contained in
Now,
r/ \
f rd^fl(w)d/ifl(y)
AN) =
—;
n—

l

JJ% \u-v\*

dfi(x)d fi(y)

ix-O-yOl*

Applying Fubini's theorem to [0, n) x U2 x U2, we see that It(fie) is a
measurable function of 9 and that

where c= $l\0-x\ r d0<oo (since t < 1 and this integral is independent of
the unit vector T). Thus It(n0) < oo for almost all 0, so we conclude from
Corollary 6.6(a) that dim (pro}0E) > t. This is true for all t<s9 so
dim (pro}eE) = s for almost all 0.
(b) If s > 1, then there exists a mass distribution \i supported by E with I^/i)
< oo, by Corollary 6.6(b). As in the proof of (a) we define mass distributions
fie on L0 by (6.7), but on this occasion we examine the Fourier transforms jx0
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of the measures fie.

using (6.7). Then

=i ff
so that

f

W = i-\

I \cos(p\x-y\cos6)dLi(x)dn(y)de,

since the definite integral is again independent of the argument of x — y.
Thus, using Fubini's theorem and the definition of the Bessel function,
J0(u) = (2n)~1jl7lcos(ucos6)d9,
we obtain

J \MP)\2M = \\ J0(p\x

- y\)dfi(x)dfi(y).

(The detailed theory of Bessel functions is described in Watson (1966). If
0 < m < oo Fubini's theorem gives

T

P"l&(p)l2d0dp= [ f T Jo(p\x-y\)dpdfi(x)dfi(y)

J ~m J O

J J J ~m

E

\x-y\

= -m\x-yl

J0(u)

l

-dudn(x)dii(y)
\x-y\

where Z> is independent of m. (The improper Riemann integral J ^ J0(w)dw
is convergent so that the definite integrals §1mJ0(u)du are uniformly
bounded as m varies.)
Letting m -> oo and again using Fubini's theorem (it is easy to see that
fie(p) is continuous in both 6 and p\
Pin poo

J 0 J -c

\[ie(p)\2dpde <blx{ii) <oo,

so that J-ool/Vp)l2d/> < oo for almost all 9 in [0,7i). By Lemma 6.7 the
support of fi0 has positive Lebesgue measure for any such 9. But the
support of fie is just the projection of the support of \i (the projection of a
compact set being compact) and this is contained in the Souslin set
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Hence pro)0E is measurable and has positive Lebesgue measure for almost
all 0.
•
Theorem 6.8 has various higher-dimensional analogues depending on
the dimension of the subspaces of projection. Denote by Gnk the
Grassmann manifold consisting of all /c-dimensional subspaces of Un. Gnk
may be endowed with a normalized rotation invariant measure in a natural
way, and when we speak of 'almost all YleGnk we refer to this measure.
Kaufman's method, using higher-dimensional Fourier transforms, and
the method of Marstrand (1954a) generalize without difficulty, see Mattila
(1975b).
Theorem 6.9

Let E be a Souslin subset ofUn with dim E = s.
(a) If s <k, then dim(projnE) = sfor almost all YleGnk.
(b) Ifs>k9 then proj n £ has positive k-dimensional Lebesgue measure for
almost all YleGnk.
An alternative method of obtaining such theorems is to integrate the
Fourier transforms of measures projected onto subspaces, using the
important expression for the energy of a measure \i in terms of its
n-dimensional Fourier transform,

where c depends only on n and t. Formally this equality is a consequence of
the convolution theorem in transform theory, but a rigorous derivation
requires some care (see Carleson (1967, p. 23)). Falconer (1982) uses such a
method to obtain non-trivial upper bounds on the Hausdorff dimension of
the exceptional sets in Theorems 6.8 and 6.9. (The exceptional sets are the
sets of 0, respectively n, for which the conclusion of the theorems fail.)
Kaufman's original proof and Mattila's (1975fc) generalization provide
other information on the size of the exceptional sets. The paper by Kaufman
& Mattila (1975) gives examples of sets in Un for which the exceptional set is
as large as possible, see Theorem 8.17.
Recent work of Mattila (19756) and Falconer (1982) is couched in terms
of capacities rather than Hausdorff measures and is consequently slightly
more general than that above.
Marstrand's (1954a) original enunciation of the projection theorem
includes a variation which is sometimes useful, and which may be adapted
to any of the results discussed. If E is an s-set in IR2 with 5 > 1, then, for
almost all 0, not only does projeE have positive Lebesgue measure but also,
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if F is any Souslin subset of E with J^S(F) > 0, then pvo]eF has positive
Lebesgue measure. In other words the exceptional set of 6 does not depend
on the subset F chosen.
Mattila's (19756) version of Theorem 6.9(b) has the stronger conclusion
= oo for almost all
that if dim E>k, then \uenJ^°{Enpro')^ju)du
IleGnk (J^° simply counts the number of points in the set). A further
consequence of Mattila's paper is that if 0 < t < dim £ — /c, the set of well
for which Jfft(EnproJnJu) = oo has positive ^ - m e a s u r e for almost all

neG rt , fc .
Davies (1979,1982) has recently shown, using the continuum hypothesis,
that these results fail for sets that are merely 'essentially s-dimensionaF. He
constructs a set that cannot be expressed as a countable union of sets of
dimension less than 2, but with projection onto almost every line of
Lebesgue measure zero.
6.4 Projection properties of sets of integral dimension
This section, which in a sense follows on from Chapter 3, concerns
the projections of an s-set E when s is an integer. We restrict our proofs to
the case where £ is a linearly measurable subset of the plane; analysis of the
higher-dimensional analogues is much more complicated.
There is a stark contrast between the projection behaviour of regular and
irregular sets of integral dimension. A regular 1-set in IR2 projects to a set of
positive 1-dimensional measure in almost all directions, whereas an
irregular 1-set projects to a set of zero 1-dimensional measure in almost all
directions.
Regular sets are easy to deal with. As before, proj e denotes orthogonal
projection onto the line L0 that makes angle 9 with some axis.
Theorem 6.10
Let Ebea regular 1-set in U2. Then ^fl(projeE)
value of 6.

> 0 for all but at most one

Proof By Theorem 3.25 a regular 1-set comprises a measurable subset of a
countable union of rectifiable curves and a set of measure zero, so it is
enough to prove the result if E is a 1-set contained in a rectifiable curve F.
Let x be a point of E that is a regular point of both E and F. Then, given
e > 0, we may find r such that both
JP1(EnBr(x))>(l-e2)2r
implying
and hence

and 3tf\TnBr(x))<{\ +e)2r,
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Since TnBr(x) consists of, at most, a countable number of disjoint arcs,
and since F is rectifiable, we may choose an arc F o <= TnBr(x) such that
where y and z are the endpoints of F o . Let Le be a line making an angle of <>
/
with [y,z], where cos <>
/ > 2e. Then, projecting onto Le and using Lemma
6.1,
> |}> - z| cos cf> > \y-z\cos<\> - 3tf\T0\E)>\y-z|(cos<£

- 2e) > 0 .

7l

Thus J^ (proj d£)>0, except for a set of directions 0 contained in an
interval of length 2sin" 1 2e for all s > 0, that is, except for, at most, one
direction.
•
It is possible to prove results of a more quantitative nature than the
above. For example, the Jf ^measure of a regular 1-set E in U2 may be
found by integrating the number of points in EnL over all lines L in the
plane, where the set of lines is endowed with a suitable invariant measure.
Ideas such as this form the basis of integral geometry; the interested reader
should consult Santalo (1976) or Federer (1969) for further details.
We turn to the projection of irregular 1-sets in the plane. Gillis
(1934a, 1936a) showed that at almost all x in an irregular 1-set E,
Urn <£l (proj<,(£ n Br(x))/J^\E n Br(x)) = 0 for almost all 0, but Besicovitch
(1939) proved the natural result that JS^proj^) = 0 for almost all 0. The
starting point of the proof is the fact that an irregular 1-set has tangents
almost nowhere (Corollary 3.30). Throughout the proof /'s and J's will
denote intervals of directions in [0, n). Following Besicovitch we start with
three definitions.
A direction 9 is a condensation direction of the first kind at the point xeE if
Le(x\ the line through x in direction 6, intersects E infinitely often in every
neighbourhood of x.
Given xeE and positive numbers p, s and m we define a subset
T(x, p, e, m) of [0, n) by taking 0e T(x, p, e, m) if and only if there exists r with
0 < r < p and some open interval / with 9el a [0, TC) and |/| < e for which
(6.9)
(Cr(x, /) denotes the double sector consisting of the points of Br(x) that lie
on L0(x) for some 9el.) Observe that if E is irregular, Jf1(EnCr(x,I)) is
continuous in r, from which it is easy to see that T(x,p9e,m) is a Lebesgue
measurable subset of [0,7c).
A direction 9 is a condensation direction of the second kind at the point
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OeT, where

7=0 0
p>0

0

nx,P,*,m\

(6.10)

£>O 0<m<oo

A point x is called a point of radiation ofE if almost all 9 in [0, TT) (in the
sense of Lebesgue measure) are condensation directions of E at x.
The crux of the proof of Besicovitch's theorem on the projection of
irregular sets is contained in the next lemma, which depends on an
ingenious application of Lebesgue's density theorem.
Lemma 6.11
Let Ebea closed irregular l-set in the plane. Then almost all points ofE are
points of radiation.
Proof. We know from Corollary 3.30 that for Jif1-almost all xeE and for
any interval / cz [0, n\
T

Fix x as such a point; we show that x is a point of radiation of E.
First note that the set S of condensation directions of the first kind at x is
a Lebesgue-measurable subset of [0, n). For if S(r) is the set of 9 for which
L0(x) n Br(x) contains points of E other than x, then S(r) is the union of the
closed sets {9 : there exists yeL0 with S < \x — y\ < r) over positive rational
values of <5, making S(r) a Borel set. But S = f)jL x S(l/j), so S is also a Borel
set and is thus Lebesgue measurable.
We aim to show that if p,e and m are positive, then 9eT(x,p,e,m) for
almost all 9£S. Let 0e[O, n) be a direction at which the Lebesgue density of
5, lim JSP^S n [ 0 - r, 9 + r])/2r, is zero. (In this context JS?1 is Lebesgue
r->0

measure on [0, n).) By Lebesgue's theorem, Theorem 1.13, this is true for
almost all 9$S. Then, for all sufficiently small intervals / with 9el c= [0, n),

^(Sn/xBj.

(6.12)

Let / be any such interval with 0 < | / | < a. As S(r) \ S as r-> 0, there exists
Pi<p such that if r < p x , then
^

(6.13)

Using (6.11) choose r< pt such that
(6.14)
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(6.15)

then, by definition, Oe T(x9 p, e, m). Otherwise, by (6.13) and the definition of
Lebesgue measure, there exists a countable collection of disjoint intervals
{/J such that
5(r)n/cM/.

(6.16)

and
oo

I/I

(6.17)

I

Let Q be the set of indices i for which
JTHEn Cr(x,I,))>mr |/ f |.

(6.18)

By (6.17),

But the points of EnCr(x,I) all lie on lines Le(x) with 9eS(r)r\I, so by
(6.16),
Q (E n Cr(x, /,)) = £ n Cr(x, S{r) nI)^En

Cr(x, I).

1=1

Hence
00

r(x,

/)) - ^ i > ^ ,

(6.20)

by (6.19) and (6.14). It follows using (6.18) that by a process of expanding
and combining the intervals {/JI€Q we may obtain a disjoint collection of
open intervals {Jj}f with

and
jel(EnCr(x9Jj)) = mr\Jj\ 0 = 1,2,...);

(6.21)

since (6.15) is assumed not to hold, this may be done in such a way that
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JczL From (6.20) and (6.21),

If 0'eJ, then 0'eJj for some j9 so, by (6.21), 0'eT(x,p,£,m). Thus
J c= T(x, p, e, m) n /, so

This holds for all sufficiently small intervals / containing 0, so we have
shown that for almost all 0£S, either 9e T(x, p, s, m), or the lower Lebesgue
density of T(x, p, £, m) at 0 is at least l/(20m). It follows from the Lebesgue
density theorem, Theorem 1.13, that the Lebesgue density of T(x,p,e,m) is
zero at almost all points of its complement, so almost all 6 not in S belong to
This is true for all values of p, £ and m so, as the intersections in (6.10) may
be taken to be countable (since 7(x, p, £, m) decreases as p and £ decrease
and as m increases), we conclude that almost all 0 not in S are in T. This
completes the proof of the lemma. •
By a simple modification to the second paragraph of the proof, Lemma
6.11 holds for any irregular 1-set E, though we do not need to use this.
It is not known whether Lemma 6.11 can be strengthened to show that
almost all points of E are points of radiation of the second kind (that is, have
almost all directions as condensation directions of the second kind).
Now consider the product measure Jtf1 x j£?* on E x [0, n) defined by the
requirement that (jf * x &l)(A x B) = #\A)&\B) for Borel sets A and B.
Let Gj and G2 be the subsets given by
G, = {(x, 6) :6 is a condensation direction of the ith kind of E
atx} 0 = 1,2).
Lemma 6.12
IfE is a closed irregular Uset, then Gx and G2 are Borel subsets ofE x [0, n)
and are thus (Jf 1 x S£ ^-measurable.

Proof, (a) For 0 < r < p write
GrtP = {(x90):xeE and
r<\x-y\<p
for some yeEnLe(x)}.
Then Grp is closed since E is closed. Since Grp increases as r decreases, and
decreases as p decreases,

is a Borel set.
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(b) As E is irregular, / ( £ n C r ( x , / ) ) is continuous in x,r and /. Thus if
T'(x,p,e,m) is defined in the same way as T(x,p,e,m) but with strict
inequality in (6.9), then {(x,9):9eT'(x,p,e,m)}
is open in E x [0, TC). But

G2= 0 0

Pl {(x,9):9sT'(x,p,e,m)}.

p>0e>0 0<m<oo

(We may write T' instead of There since T(x9p,e,m) is monotonic in m.)
These intersections may be taken over rational values of p9e and m, so G2 is
a Borel set.
•
We can now deduce the projection theorem.
Theorem 6.13
Let E be an irregular 1-set in U2. Then
^ ( p r o j ^ ) = 0 for almost all 0e[O, n).
Proof. First suppose that E is compact. By Lemma 6.12 the set G = Gx u G2
is a (Jfl x immeasurable subset of E x [0,7r) and by Lemma 6.11

&1{6:(x90)eG}=n
for almost all xeE. The conditions for Fubini's theorem hold and we
conclude that for S£x-almost all 9e [0, n) we have (x, 0)e G for Jtf ^almost all
x in E. Let 0 be such a direction so that 9 is a condensation direction for
almost all x, and let L^ be the line through the origin perpendicular to 9 (so
that <>
/ = 9 + \n (mod 7r)). We claim that the projection of E onto this line
has zero Lebesgue measure.
Let E = EQ U E1 U E2, where Jf H^o) = 0 and where E{ are the points of £
for which 9 is a condensation direction of the ith kind for i = 1,2. Then
(a) By Lemma 6.1 J^Hproj^o) = 0.
(b) To deal with Ex we use Theorem 5.8 on the Cartesian product of sets. If
xeEl9 then L0(x) intersects E in infinitely many points, i.e. J^°(L0(x)nE)
= oo. Regarding U2 as the product L^ x Le and applying Theorem 5.8 with
s = 1 and t = 0,
oo >3tf1(
for arbitrarily large c, giving Jf^fproj^i^) = ^(proj^i^) = 0.
(c) Let m be any positive number and let TT be the class of subintervals of L^
given by
Then using (6.9) and the definition of E2 and noting that if 9el, then Cr(x, /)
may be enclosed in a rectangle of width less than | / \r with one pair of sides in
direction 9, it follows that if is a Vitali cover for proj^£2. By Vitali's
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theorem, Theorem 1.10(b), given e > 0, there exist disjoint intervals { J j of
if such that

Hence, as 1/m and e may be chosen arbitrarily small,
Taking (a)-(c) together, ^ ( p r o j ^ E ) = 0, and this is true for almost all <j>.
Finally, if E is any measurable 1-set, we may, using the regularity of 3tfl,
write E = FvG, where F is compact and Jtfl(G)<8. We have shown
J^HproJaF) = o for almost all 0, so JSP 1 (proj,E) = J8P1(projaG) < JT^G) < 5
by Lemma 6.1. But 5 may be chosen arbitrarily small, so 2tf* (proj^is) = 0 for
D
almost all 0e[O, n).
The next corollary provides a very useful test for an irregular 1-set.
Corollary 6.14
A 1-set E in U2 is irregular ifand only ifit has projections ofLebesgue measure
zero in two distinct directions.
Proof If E is irregular, then we may certainly find two directions in which
the projections have J^-measure zero, by Theorem 6.13. On the other
hand, if E has a regular part of positive linear measure, then it projects to a
set of positive i f ^measure by Theorem 6.10.
•
In view of Theorem 6.13, one is prompted to ask whether a 1-set can
project to a set of measure zero in all directions. The following construction
of Besicovitch (1928a, Chapter 3) shows this is possible, Morgan (1935)
describes another such construction.
Theorem 6.15
There exists a 1-set in U2 (with positive Jt?1-measure) with projection on every
line of JS?1-measure zero.
Proof. Let k > 2 be an integer, and let r be the smallest integer such that
1/k > 2n/r. Let </> be the angle In/r. Suppose that P is a parallelogram with
side lengths a and a/2k and internal angles \(% ± </>)• We describe a sequence
of operations that replace P by subsets made up of many smaller
parallelograms similar to P.
First inscribe 2fe parallelograms inside P, each similar to P with shorter
sides of lengths a/(2k)2 equally spaced on the longer sides of P and with
longer sides, of lengths a/2k9 making angles \(n - <f>) with the longer sides of
P. Do exactly the same thing with each of these new parallelograms to get
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Fig. 6.1
P

(2k)2 parallelograms, each similar to P but oriented at angle 0 to P and with
side lengths a/(2k)2 and a/(2fc)\ see Figure 6.1. Let Px denote the union of
these parallelograms and let T denote the operation on the parallelogram P
that replaces P by the subset P1. We note that the sum of the lengths of the
longer sides of the parallelograms forming Px is a, and that
where the angle 0 is measured from the direction of the base line of P.
We now perform operation T on each of the parallelograms forming Px
to produce a subset P2 made up of (2k)4 parallelograms, each similar to P
and oriented at angle 2<f> to P, and with longer sides of lengths a/(2k)4. By
construction, S£ Hproj^) < a/k if $ < 0 < 20, so as P2 c Pt this is true for
We continue in this way, performing operation T on the parallelograms
comprising Pj_ x to get Pj9 a union of parallelograms, each oriented at angle
j<f> to P, for; = 2 , . . ., r. Since <£ = 2n/r, the (2k)2r parallelograms making up
Pr are homothetic (similar and similarly situated) to P. The base lengths of
the parallelograms sum to a and, further, S£ 1(projePr) <tf/fcfor 0 < 6 < 2n.
Denote by Tk the operation on P that replaces P by the subset Pr
constructed in this way.
We next define an associated operation Uk which replaces a line segment
5 0 of length a by a large collection of parallel line segments. As before let r be
the smallest integer such that 1/fc > 2n/r = 0, and erect a parallelogram P
with sides a and a/2k and internal angles ^(7r ± </>) on the segment So as base.
Perform the operation Tk on P to get a set Pr = Q, say, and let S be the set of
base lines of the parallelograms that form Q. From the corresponding
properties of the parallelograms it follows that S consists of (2k)2r line
segments of total length a, and that S projects to a set of measure, at most,
a/k in all direction. Let Uk be the operation that replaces the segment So by
the set of segments 5.
Finally, let {kj} be a sequence of integers tending to infinity. Take a unit
segment of the plane and perform operation Ukl on it to get a set 5X
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consisting of line segments, with Qt as the set formed by the corresponding
parallelograms. Continue in this way to obtain line segment sets Sj and
corresponding parallelogram sets Qj9 where Sj is the aggregate of the line
segments obtained by performing the operation Uk. on each line segment in
Let £ = f]f=1Qj. Then E has the required properties: certainly
^ ( p r o j f E ) = 0 for all 0, since ^(proj^Q,) < 1/kj for all 0. To see that the
Borel set £ is a 1-set, we first note that since E may be covered by m
parallelograms, each of diameter, at most, 2/m for arbitrarily large values of
m, J f 1 ( £ ) < 2 . If {Vt} is a cover of E by open convex sets, then, by a
compactness argument, Q} c \Jt V{ for s o m e / By construction, the sum of
the base lengths of the parallelograms of Qj that intersect Vt can be, at most,
3|K,|f so i < £ | V ; | . It follows that \<3tf\E)
and £ is a 1-set. (In fact
•
j r 1 ( £ ) = 2-*.)
Gillis (19366) shows that the set described in Theorem 6.15 also projects
to a set of (angular) measure zero from every point in the plane.
We have already seen an irregular 1-set that projects to the unit interval
in at least two directions (Theorem 3.32). Marstrand (1954a) showed that an
irregular 1-set could have ^ ( p r o j ^ E ) > 0 for a set of 9 of dimension 1,
improving an earlier result of Gillis (1934a). Such a set will be described in
Theorem 8.17.
Theorems 6.16 and 6.17 below are the natural generalizations of
Theorems 6.10 and 6.13 to higher dimensions:
Theorem 6.16
Let Ebea regular k-set in Un, where k is an integer. Then <£k(projn£) > Ofor
almost all Tie Gnk.
Theorem 6.17
Let E be an irregular k-set in Un, where k is an integer. Then S£*(projn£) = 0
for almost all UeGnk.
These two theorems are proved (for general Hausdorff measures) by
Federer (1947) in his mammoth paper. Much of the work on the structure of
5-sets in n-dimensions depends on these projection results, and a simpler
proof would be a very useful addition to the literature.
6.5 Further variants
We describe briefly some variations on the ideas that we have
described in this chapter.
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First, recall the idea of projective transformation. Given any line L in the
plane, we mayfinda projective bijection i//L of the plane extended by the line
at infinity that maps the points at infinity onto L. The mapping \j/L
transforms lines to lines, and, except at points mapped onto the line at
infinity, is locally analytic. Thus if projx denotes projection from the point x
(i.e. the mapping that takes y to the point of intersection of the half-line from
x through y with the unit circle centre x), we may transform Theorems 6.8,
6.10 and 6.13 under \//L to get results on projections from the points of the
line L. For example, transforming Theorem 6.8(a) we see that if £ is a plane
Souslin set with dim E = s < 1, then dim (projx£) = 5 (as a subset of the unit
circle) for almost all xeL for each line L, and thus (taking a complete set of
parallel lines) for almost all xeIR2.
Marstrand (1954a, Section 6) investigated the intersection of a set with
the lines through its points in a way that exhibits the local structure of s-sets.
He proved that if £ is a plane s-set with 5 > 1, then almost every line through
almost every point of £ intersects £ in a set of dimension s — 1 and finite
Jfs~ ^measure. Mattila (1975b) generalized this to higher dimensions in a
natural way and in a later paper (1981) couched some of these results in
terms of capacities.
One may also consider the intersection of s-sets with curves rather than
straight lines. For example, if / is a Lipschitz function so that f~1(x)
is a curve or surface, it is possible to obtain inequalities of the form

see Federer (1969), and also Mattila (1984a, 1984ft) for capacity analogues.
If F is a curve and £ is a plane s-set with s > 1, then dim (En a(T)) = s — 1
for a set of rigid motions a of positive measure. Mattila (1984a) also
describes higher-dimensional analogues and shows how, at least in
dimension, such results fail for intersections with congruent copies of
irregular sets. On the other hand, if £ itself is rectifiable, we are led to the
results of classical integral geometry described in Federer (1969) or Santalo
(1976). Mattila (1982) also studies theseideas when £ is a self-similar set (see
Section 8.3). In this very special case the dimension of intersection of £ with
curves or surfaces behaves with surprising consistency.
Exercises on Chapter 6
6.1

6.2

Prove that capacities are subadditive, that is, Ct(E u E') < Ct(E) + Ct(E')
for E, E' a U". Give an example to show that equality need not hold even if
E and E' are disjoint Borel sets, so that Ct is not a Borel measure.
Let F be a rectifiable curve in IR2. Let n(t,6) denote the number of
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intersections of F with the line in direction 0 at distance t from the origin.
Obtain Poincare's formula of integral geometry, that

6.3

,L

n(t,S)dtdO.

Divide the unit square into k2 smaller squares of side \/k(k > 3) in the
obvious way. Shade one square in each column of the array so that the
centres of the squares are not collinear. Construct a set £ by a Cantor-type
process by repeatedly replacing each shaded square by a similar copy of
the whole figure and taking the limit set. Show that £ is an irregular 1-set.

7
Besicovitch and Kakeya sets

7.1 Introduction
The Kakeya problem has an interesting history. In 1917 Besicovitch was working on problems on Riemann integration, and was
confronted with the following question: if / is a Riemann integrable
function defined on the plane, is it always possible to find a pair of
orthogonal coordinate axes with respect to which \f(x,y)dx exists as a
Riemann integral for all y, and with the resulting function of y also Riemann
integrable ? Besicovitch noticed that if he could construct a compact set F of
plane Lebesgue measure zero containing a line segment in every direction,
this would lead to a counter-example: For assume, by translating F if
necessary, that F contains no segment parallel to and rational distance from
either of afixedpair of axes. Let / be the characteristic function of the set Fo
consisting of those points of F with at least one rational coordinate. As F
contains a segment in every direction on which both F o and its complement
are dense, there is a segment in each direction on which / is not Riemann
integrable. On the other hand, the set of points of discontinuity of F is of
plane measure zero, so / is Riemann integrable over the plane by the wellknown criterion of Lebesgue.
Besicovitch (1919) succeeded in constructing a set, known as a 'Besicovitch set', with the required properties. Owing to the unstable situation in
Russia at the time, his paper received limited circulation, and the
construction was later republished in Mathematische Zeitschrift (1928).
At about the same time, Kakeya (1917) and Fujiwara & Kakeya (1917)
mentioned the problem of finding the area of the smallest convex set inside
which a unit segment can be reversed, that is, manoeuvred to lie in its
original position but rotated through 180° without leaving the set. They
conjectured that the equilateral triangle of unit height was the smallest such
set, and recorded an observation of Kubota, that if the convexity condition
was dropped, then a smaller set was possible, namely a three-cusped
hypercycloid. The conjecture in the convex case was proved by Pal (1921)
who reiterated the more interesting question without the convexity
assumption. This became known as the Kakeya problem.
Shortly after Besicovitch's departure from Russia in 1924, it was realized
that a simple modification to the Besicovitch set yielded a solution to the
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Kakeya problem of arbitrarily small measure (Besicovitch (1928) and
Perron (1928)) and the problem was solved in an unexpected manner.
Perhaps the most significant subsequent development was again due to
Besicovitch (1964a) who found a fundamental relationship between
Besicovitch sets and the geometric measure theory described so far in this
book. Using the techniques of polar reciprocity he demonstrated that the
existence of Besicovitch sets follows as a simple dual result to the projection
theorems for irregular linearly measurable sets. It seems surprising that this
dual relationship had not been noticed before by Besicovitch (who had been
interested in both subjects for years) or by other researchers.
Numerous papers have appeared describing variants on these problems.
For example, plane sets of measure zero containing copies of all polygons or
circles of all radii have been constructed, and the possibility of higherdimensional analogues has been considered. Recently, such ideas have been
used to answer hitherto difficult questions of harmonic analysis.
It is worth mentioning that in 1958 the Kakeya problem was selected by
the Mathematical Association of America to be the subject of the first of
their films. Any opportunity of seeing this charming film, narrated by
Besicovitch himself, should not be missed.
7.2 Construction of Besicovitch and Kakeya sets
This section describes the construction of a Besicovitch set, that is,
a set of measure zero containing a line segment in every direction.
Besicovitch's original construction (1919, 1928) has been simplified considerably (Perron (1928), van Alphen (1942), Rademacher (1962),
Schoenberg (19626), Besicovitch (1963c), Cunningham (1971) and Fisher
(1973)). The basic idea behind all the constructions is to form a 'Perron tree',
a figure obtained by splitting an equilateral triangle of unit height into
many smaller triangles of the same height by dividing up the base, and then
sliding these elementary triangles varying distances along the base line L
(see Figure 7.2). Such afigurecertainly contains line segments of unit length
in all directions at angles at least 60° to L. The difficulty is to show that a set
of arbitrarily small measure may be obtained in this way.
Lemma 7.1
Let 7\ and T2 be adjacent triangles with bases on a line L, with base lengths b
and heights h. Take\ < a < 1. Then ifT2 is slid a distance 2(1 — (x)b along L to
overlap 7\, the resultingfigureS consists of a triangle T homothetic (that is,
similar and similarly situated) to triangle 7 \ u T 2 with J?2(T) =
a2 if 2 (7\ u T2), and two auxiliary triangles. The reduction in area effected by
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by S is given by

2

<£ (JX u T2) - &2(S) = JSP2(7\ u T2)(l - a)(3a - 1).
(5£2 is plane area or Lebesgue measure.)
Proof. The situation is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The difference in area
between the two figures is very easily found using elementary geometry.
(Note that the calculation is affine invariant.)
•
Fig. 7.1

2(\-a)b

Theorem 7.2
Let T be a triangle with base on a line L. Divide the base of T into 2* equal
segments and join each point of division to the opposite vertex to form 2*
elementary triangles 7\,..., T2k. By choosing k large enough it is possible to
translate the elementary triangles along L to positions such that the area of
the resulting (closed) figure S is as small as desired. Further, ifV is an open set
containing T, this may be achieved with S c V.
Proof. This construction involves repeated applications of the previous
Lemma for a fixed value of a to be specified later. We first work with
consecutive pairs of elementary triangles. For each i (1 < i < 2k~l) move T2i
along L relative to T2i_x to get a figure S} consisting of a triangle T\
(homothetic to T2i_ x u T2i) and two auxiliary triangles. By Lemma 7.1 this
may be done so that S£2(T\) = <x2&2(T2i_ t u T2i) and with a reduction in
area (comparing Sf with T2i_ 1 u T2i) of (1 - a)(3a - 1) i f 2(T2i_ x u T2i). For
the second stage of the construction we work with consecutive Sj. For 1 < i
< 2k~2 translate S\t relative to S\(_ j to get Sf. Since one side of T\{_ t is
parallel and equal to the opposite side of T\{ we may, by Lemma 7.1, do this
so that Sf includes a triangle Tf with S£2(Tf) = *\<£2(Tl2i_ x) + if 2 (T^)]
and so that the overlap of Tx2i_ x and T\{ results in a reduction in area of at
least
- a)(3a -
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Continue in this way; at the (r + l)th stage we obtain Srt + 1 by moving Sr2i
relative to Sr2i_ t (1 < i < 2k~r) so that the overlap of triangles T2i_ t and T2i
results in an area reduction of at least (1 — a)(3a — l)a 2r times the total area
of the elementary triangles moved to form Sr2i_ l and Sr2i. We end up with a
single figure S\ which we take for S. The stages of construction in the case of
k = 3 are shown in Figure 7.2.
Comparing the areas of (JfSJ for successive values of r, we see that
T) - (1 - a)(3a - 1)(1 + a2 + • • • + a2(k"
(3a-l)(l-a2*)N
By choosing a close enough to 1 (to make (3a — 1)/(1 + a) close to 1) and
then taking k large enough, we can make i f 2(S) as small as required.
Finally, if the base length of T isfc,then fixing 7\ and locating the other
elementary triangles relative to Tx, no triangle will have been moved by a
distance of more than b during the construction. Thus by dividing the
original triangle into subtriangles of base lengths, at most, e, and
performing the operation described above on each of these subtriangles, we
may obtain a figure of arbitrarily small area by moving none of the
elementary triangles more than e. If e is chosen small enough, thisfigurewill
be contained in the open set V.
•
Fig. 7.2
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An interesting problem is to determine the smallest area, Am, that can be
obtained by sliding triangles along the base line when T is divided into m
elementary triangles. Schoenberg (1962a, 19625) has shown that Am =
0(l/logm), but it is not even known if Am decreases monotonically in m.
However, all we need for the above proof to work is that lim Am = 0. We
m->0

use Theorem 7.2 to construct a Besicovitch set.
Theorem 7.3
There exists a plane set of Lebesgue measure zero which contains a unit
segment in every direction.
Proof We construct a set F of measure zero containing unit segments in all
directions in a 60° sector. Taking the union of F with congruent copies of F
rotated through 60° and 120° then gives a set with the required properties.
The construction consists of repeated applications of Theorem 7.2. Let S t
be an equilateral triangle of unit height based on a line L. Let Vl be an open
set containing 5X such that 5£2\yx)<2^\Sx)
(where the bar denotes
closure). By Theorem 7.2 we may divide up Sx into a number of elementary
triangles of unit height and with bases on L, and translate the elementary
triangles along L to form a closed figure S2 contained in Vt with J£?2(S2)
< 2 ~ 2 . Since S2 is a finite union of triangles, we may find an open set V2
such that 5 2 c V2 c V1 and S£2\y2) < 2&2(S2). Similarly, we may split up
each elementary triangle of S2 into further elementary triangles which may
be moved along L in such a way that the resulting figure S3 is contained in
V2 with J$?2(S3) < 2 " 3 . We enclose S 3 in an open set V3 with i? 2 (F 3 ) <
2S£2(S3), and continue in the same way. We obtain a sequence of figures
{ S j , each a finite union of elementary triangles based on Land of unit
height, and a sequence of open sets {Kj such that for each i,
and
Let F be the closed set F=f)j°=lVi. We claim that F has the desired
properties. Certainly, i f 2(F) = 0. By construction, each Si9 and thus each Vi9
contains a unit segment in any direction making an angle of 60° or more
with L. We must show that this is also true of F. Let 9 be some such
direction, and for each i let M, be a unit segment in direction 9 with Mt <= Vi:
By a standard compactness argument we may assume, taking a subsequence if necessary, that {A/,} converges in the obvious sense to M, a unit
segment in direction 9. Since {V(} is a decreasing sequence, M. <= J7. if i > j ,
so as Vj is closed, MczVj for each / Thus M c = P ) ^ 1 F j = F , as
required.
•
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Various other methods of constructing Besicovitch sets have been found :
Kahane (1969) noticed that such a set could be obtained by joining the
points of a Cantor set in the x-axis to the points of a parallel Cantor-like set,
see also Kinney (1970) and Alexander (1975). A further method, using
duality, will be described in Section 7.3.
The same sort of construction may be used to form a Nikodym set; that is,
a subset F of the unit square with JS?2(F) = 1 such that for each xeF there is
a line through x intersecting F in the single point x (we say each point of F is
linearly accessible'). Nikodym's (1927) complicated construction, which
answered a question of Banach, was simplified by Davies (1952a) who
showed that it was even possible to find such a set with uncountably many
such lines through each point of the set. (These constructions are also
described in de Guzman (1975, 1979, 1981), Casas (1978) and Casas & de
Guzman (1981).) Davies (1952a) uses similar ideas to obtain the following
surprising result, quoted here without proof.
Theorem 7.4
Given any plane set G of finite <£2-measure, there exists a set F consisting of a
union of straight lines such that GaF and 5£2{G) = &2(F).
Larman (1971a) also uses such techniques in the construction of his
'impossible set'. He exhibits a compact set F made up of a disjoint union of
closed line segments in Un(n > 3) such that S£n(F) > 0 but S£n(G) = 0, where
G is the union of the corresponding open segments. Thus the measure of F is
concentrated in the endpoints of the segments. (Such constructions are
impossible in U2.)
Next, we use Theorem 7.2 to solve the Kakeya problem. We require the
following easy lemma.
Lemma 7.5
Let L x and L2be parallel lines in the plane. Then, given e > 0, there is a set E
containing L x and L2 with S£2(E) < e such that a unit segment may be moved
continuously from Lx to L2 without leaving E.
Proof Let xx and x 2 be points on Lx and L 2 . Let E be the set consisting of
L l 9 L 2 , the segment M joining x x and x 2 and the unit sectors centred at xf
lying between Lt and M (i = 1,2), see Figure 7.3. It is very easy to see that the
total area of E can be made as small as desired by taking x1 and x 2
sufficiently far apart. Further, a unit segment may be moved from Lt to L 2
by a rotation in the first sector, a translation along M, and a rotation in the
second sector.
•
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Fig. 7.3

Theorem 7.6
Given s > 0, there exists a set E with S£2(E) < e inside which a unit segment
may be moved continuously to lie in its original position but rotated through
180°.
Proof. We construct a set Eo with ^2(E0) < j e inside which it is possible to
manoeuvre a unit segment to a position at an angle of 60° with its original
direction. Taking three copies of this construction we can then obtain a set
E as required. (We may need Lemma 7.5 if translations are needed between
the three component sets.)
If T is an equilateral triangle of unit height based on the line L, we may
divide T into m = 2k elementary triangles and slide them along L to
positions T[,...9 7 ^ in such a way that J ^ 2 ( ( J 7 ^ ) < e / 6 (see Theorem 7.2).
Let £ x = ( J 7 r i - N o t e t h a t f o r e a c h U o n e s i d e o f Tt i s parallel to the
opposite side of T'i+1. Therefore, by Lemma 7.5 we may, for each i, add a set
of measure, at most e/6m to Ex to allow a unit segment to be moved from
T[ to Tri+ i. This gives a set Eo of measure, at most, \e + \(m - l)e/m < \z
inside which a unit segment may be rotated through 60°, as required.
•
7.3 The dual approach
This section relates Besicovitch sets to the theory of linearly
measurable sets described in Chapters 3 and 6. The basic idea is to
parametrize lines by points in such a way that the projection of a set of
points E in some direction is geometrically similar to the intersection of the
lines parametrized by E with some fixed line. Then we may examine the set
formed as the union of the lines (the 'line set') by projecting E in various
directions.
Besicovitch (1964a) used the technique of polar reciprocity in this way.
Let L(x) be the line at distance l/|x| from the origin and perpendicular to
the radius vector x\ thus L(x) is the polar line to x with respect to the unit
circle C. Points at infinity represent lines through the origin in the natural
way. The fundamental property of polar reciprocity is that xeL(y) if and
only if yeL(x). It is easy to see that if proj^ denotes projection onto the line L0
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through the origin in direction 0, then, for any set £, the intersection of the
line set {L(x) :xeE} with L0 is simply the geometric inverse of the set proje£
with respect to C. Hence the projection theorems of Chapter 6 may be used
to study intersection properties of sets of lines.
For technical reasons we introduce an alternative form of duality,
though the fundamental ideas are the same. For the time being we work in
the plane, with (x, y\ etc. denoting Cartesian coordinates.
If (a, b)eU2 let L(a, b) denote the set of points on the line y = a + bx. If E is
a subset of R2 let L(£) be the line set \J(atb)eEL(a9 b). If c is a constant and Lc
is the line x = c, then
L(a9b)r^Lc = (c,a + be) = (c,(a,fc)(l,c)),
where '•' denotes the usual scalar product in U2. Thus if £ c l R 2 ,
L(E)nLc=

{(c,(a,b)'(Uc)):(a,b)eE}9

so that the set L(E)nLc is geometrically similar to proofs with a ratio of
similitude of (1 + c2)*, where c = tan 9. (As usual, proj^ denotes projection
onto the line L0 through the origin at an angle 9 to the x-axis.) In particular,
<£l(L(E)nLc) = 0 o<£Hproj.E) = 0.

(7.1)

Further, considering projections onto the y-axis, we see that if (a, b)eU2,
then projw/2(a, b) — b is simply the gradient of the line L(a, b). Thus if £ is any
set of points and beprojn/2E, then L(E) contains a line of gradient b.
The following theorem gives the fundamental relationship between
linearly measurable sets and line sets.
Theorem 7.7
Let Ebea 1-set in R2. Then L(E) is an 5£2-measurable subset ofU2. IfE is
irregular then S£\l\E)) = 0, and if E is regular then &2(UE)) > 0.
Proof. The only slight awkwardness is checking the measurability of L(E\
though, as usual, this presents no serious difficulty (see the comment of
Croft (1965) in his review of Besicovitch's paper).
It is easy to see that L(E) is open if E is an open set and is closed if £ is
closed. Hence if £ is a G^-set (a countable intersection of open sets) or an Faset (a countable union of closed sets), then L(£) is of the same type.
Suppose Jf x (£) = 0. By the regularity of Jf1 (Theorem 1.6) we mayfinda
Gj-set £ 0 with £ c £ 0 and J^X{EO) = 0. By Lemma 6.1 &l{$ro)e(E0)) = 0
for all 9, so by (7.1), S£l (L(£o) n Lc) = 0 for all c. But L(£ o ) is a G r set and so
is plane measurable. Fubini's theorem is valid so ££2(L(£0)) = 0, giving that
L(£) cz L(£ o ) is immeasurable with J^2(L(£)) = 0.
Now let £ be any 1-set. By regularity, £ = £ 0 u £, where £ 0 is an F^-set
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and Jf1(F) = 0. Thus L(E) = L(£ 0 )uL(F) is i f 2-measurable, as the union
of two measurable sets.
If £ is an irregular 1 -set, then 5£* (projflE) = 0 for almost all 0, by Theorem
6.13. By the duality principle (7.1), &\L{E)nLc) = 0 for almost all c. As
L(E) is jS?2-measurable, Fubini's theorem implies that $e2(L(E)) = 0.
If £ is a regular 1-set, then by Theorem 6.10, ^1(projeE) > 0 for almost
for almost all c, by (7.1). In this case the
all 0, so ^l(L(E)nLc)>0
measurability of L(£), together with Fubini's theorem, gives that

0.

•

Besicovitch (1964a) further showed that if £ is a regular 1-set, then L(E)
has infinite plane measure, provided the multiplicity of the covering by the
line set is taken into account. However, Da vies (1965) was able to construct
a regular 1-set E with JS?2(L(£))< oo, showing that the multiplicity
assumption is crucial. (Although these papers represent lines by polar
reciprocity, the different parametrizations are equivalent under a locally
real-analytic bijection, so that the regularity of the sets is independent of the
parametrization used.)
We now give a simple construction of a Besicovitch set using duality.
This strengthens Theorem 7.3, since we obtain a set of measure zero
containing a complete line (rather than just a segment) in every direction.
Theorem 7.8
There exists a subset of the plane ofLebesgue measure zero containing a line
in every direction.
Proof. Let £ be an irregular 1-set in R2 such that the projection of E onto
the y-axis, projff/2£, contains the segment — 1 <y < 1 . For example, E
might be the set of Theorem 3.32, together with its reflection in the x-axis.
Consider the line set L(E); by Theorem 7.7 J^2(L(£)) = 0. On the other
hand, the remarks prior to Theorem 7.7 imply that L(E) contains lines of all
gradients between — 1 and 1. Taking the union of L(E) with a congruent
copy rotated through \n we get a subset of R2 with the required
properties.
•
Our next application of duality, due to Davies (1971), shows that
Besicovitch sets are necessarily quite large.
Theorem 7.9
Let F be a subset of the plane containing a line in every direction. Then F has
Hausdorff dimension 2.
Proof. Every set is contained in a G^-set of the same dimension, so we lose
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no generality in assuming F to be Gd. Thus the set E = {(a, b) :L(a, b) c F}
= f]^=l{(a9b):L(a,b)nBr(0)czFnBr(0)}
is also G8 and so is Borel
measurable. Since F contains lines in every direction, proj w/2 E is the entire
y-axis and 3tfl(E) = oo by Lemma 6.1. By the projection theorem, Theorem
6.8(a), it follows that dim(projtf £) = 1 for almost all 0, so, by the duality
principle, dim ( L ( £ ) n L c ) = 1 for almost all c. By Theorem 5.8, dimL(£)
= 2, so as L(E)c F, dimF = 2.
•
A slight modification of the above proof shows that if F contains a
segment in every direction, then dim F = 2 (see Davies (1971)). In fact, an
even stronger result is true, namely that if dim F < 2 then F intersects all lines
in almost all directions in a set of 1-dimensional measure zero. This can be
shown using the same basic idea, but employing Marstrand's variation of
the projection theorem mentioned at the end of Section 6.3. (This technique
is used in higher dimensions by Falconer (1980&).)
Another curve-packing problem was considered by Besicovitch & Rado
(1968) (in Besicovitch's last paper) and by Kinney (1968), who gave direct
constructions of plane sets of measure zero containing circles of every
radius. It was Davies (1972) who realized that this problem lends itself to the
dual approach.
Theorem 7.10
There exists a subset of the plane of zero Lebesgue measure which contains a
circle of every radius.
Proof Let £ be a bounded irregular 1-set, such as that described in
Theorem 3.32, with projection onto the x-axis, pro)0E9 containing the
interval 0 < x < 1. Define a mapping i//: R2 -• R2 by
For each x with 0 < x < 1 there exists y such that (x, y)e E. Thus for any such
value of x we may find a point of the form (x(l + y2)*, y) in ij/(E)9 that is, a
point (a,b)ei//(E) such that a2 - x2b2 = x 2 or x = |a|(l + ft2)"*. But this is
precisely the perpendicular distance of the line L(a, b) from the origin, so we
conclude that the line set L(ij/(E)) contains lines at all distances between 0
and 1 from the origin. Further, since ^ is a real-analytic mapping, \j/(E) is an
irregular 1-set (i// maps rectifiable curves to rectifiable curves), so, by
Theorem 7.7, ^2(L(i//(E))) = 0. Now let F be the set obtained by inverting
L(ij/(E)) with respect to the origin (in other words, F is the image of L(\//(E))
under the transformation given in polar coordinates by (r,0)->(l/r,0)).
Inversion maps sets of measure zero to sets of measure zero, and also
transforms straight lines at distance x from the origin to circles of radius
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l/(2x) through the origin. Thus F has measure zero and contains circles of
all radii greater than j . By taking a countable union of sets similar to F with
similarity ratios tending to zero, we obtain a set with the required
properties.
•
In the light of this construction it is natural to ask whether or not it is
possible for a plane set of measure zero to contain circles with centres at
every point. This interesting and difficult problem is as yet unsolved.
Davies's theorem, Theorem 7.4, has a surprising dual. Essentially, we
may find a set that has any desired projection or 'shadow' in each direction.
This generalizes a result of Talagrand (1980).
Theorem 7.11
Let G0 be a subset of R for each 0e[O,n) and suppose that the set
{(0>y) -y^Go) *5 plane Lebesgue measurable. Then there exists a set E c U2
such that for almost all 0 we have {uO:ueG0} a pro)0E and &1(G0) =
$£ 1(proja£), where 0 is the unit vector in direction 0.
Proof Let
G = {(c,y):(\ +c2Y±yeG(h

where c = tan0}.

(7.2)

By Theorem 7.4 we may find a line set, L(£), say, containing G and with
S£\G) = S£\UE)\ As G is plane measurable, it follows from Fubini's
theorem that &l{GnLc) = Sel(L(E)nLc) for almost all c, with GnLc
c= L(E)nLc. By the duality principle, the set L(E)nLc is similar to proje£,
where c = tan 0, with a ratio of similitude of (1 4- c2)*. Thus by (7.2) pro)0E
and G0 differ by measure zero for almost all 0.
•
Finally, we use duality to investigate the possibility of higherdimensional analogues of Besicovitch sets.
Theorem 7.12
A subset ofR3 of ^-measure zero cannot contain a translate of every plane.
Proof After suitable parametrization of the planes in U3, the proof is very
similar to that of Theorem 7.9. For (a, b, c)eU3 let II(a,ft,c) denote the set of
let Il(E)
points on the plane z = a + bx + cy, and if EaU3
— U(a,&,c)e£n(tf,ft,c). If d9 e are constants and Lde is the line x = d,y = e,
then

where ' ' i s the scalar product in U3. Hence, if E c R 3 ,
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so that U(E)nLde is- geometrically similar to proje£, the projection of E
onto the line in the direction 0 of (l,d,e). Thus
if HU(E)nLdte) = O o i f HproJeE) = 0.

(7.3)

3

Now suppose that the set F a R contains a translate of every plane.
Without loss of generality we may assume that F is a Grset, in which case it
is easy to see that the set E = {(a,b, c) :U(a,b, c) c F) is a Borel set. If F
contains planes perpendicular to all unit vectors and II is the plane x = 0,
then proj n £ is the whole of II, so, by Lemma 6.1,3tf2(E) = oo. By Theorem
for
6.9(b), if 1 (proj tf £)>0 for almost all 0, and so ^1(U(E)nLde)>0
almost all (d, e)eR29 by (7.3). Just as in Theorem 7.9, the measurability of £
implies that II(£) is j£?3-measurable, so, by Fubini's theorem, &3(T1(E))
> 0. As Tl(E) c F, the set F must have positive measure.
•
It is not hard to modify the above proof to show that any subset of R3 of
measure zero intersects all planes perpendicular to almost all directions (in
the sense of spherical measure) in sets of plane measure zero.
The existence of higher-dimensional analogues of Besicovitch sets is a
question of considerable interest. We call a subset of Un an (n, fe)-Besicovitch
set if it is of n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero, but nevertheless
contains a translate of every /c-dimensional subspace of Un. We showed in
Theorem 7.8 that (2,1)-Besicovitch sets exist, and for any n the Cartesian
product of such a set with Rn~2 is an (n, 1)-Besicovitch set. Marstrand
(1979b) proved that (3,2)-sets could not exist by a direct covering method
and, simultaneously, Falconer (1980a) showed, using Fourier transforms,
that there are no (n, k)-Besicovitch sets if k > \n. Oberlin & Stein (1982) also
mention the (n, n — 1) case in connection with functional analysis. Theorem
7.12 generalizes easily enough to show that (n,n — 1)-Besicovitch sets
cannot exist, but the use of duality in the general (n,k) case is more
awkward. Falconer (1980b) proved that (n,fc)-Besicovitchsets cannot exist
if2<fc<n — 1 by using a form of duality, together with the projection
theorems, with the projections factorized by a common intermediate space.
We state here the most general form of this result:
Theorem 7.13
Suppose 2 < k < n — 1, and let Fbea subset ofUn ofn-dimensional Lebesgue
measure zero. Then, for almost all k-dimensional subspaces IlofUn (in the
sense of the usual invariant measure on the Grassmann manifold Gnk)9 every
translate of II intersects F in a set of k-dimensional measure zero.
1A Generalizations
This section surveys some of the many generalizations and
variations that have been inspired by the Besicovitch and Kakeya
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constructions. (Some of this material is also discussed in Croft (unpublished
mineographed notes), Davies (1971), Cunningham (1974) and Taylor
(1975).)
A general form of problem is: given a collection of geometricfigures,is it
possible to find a plane set of measure zero containing a translate, or even
just a congruent copy, of everyfigurein the collection? The Besicovitch set
provides an answer in the case of translates of all straight lines.
Kinney (1968) observed that, since the Cantor set E is of Lebesgue
measure zero and contains all distances in the range (0,1), the 'Cantor
tartan' (E x [0, l ] ) n ( [ 0 , 1 ] x E) is of plane measure zero and contains a
congruent copy of every rectangle with sides of less than unit length. Taking
a countable union of similar sets gives a set of measure zero containing
copies of all rectangles. Ward (1970a, 1970ft) constructed sets of measure
zero containing congruent copies of all polygons; indeed, he produced a set
of Hausdorff dimension 2 — 1/n that contained a congruent copy of every n~
sided polygon. Davies (1971) then modified Besicovitch's original construction to give a set of measure zero containing a translate of every
polygonal arc, necessarily of dimension 2, by Theorem 7.9. Marstrand
(1972) proved the strongest results of this type in a very general paper
applicable to any topological measure space. He showed, among other
things, that there exists a set of measure zero containing a translate of every
countable union of straight lines, and also that there is a set of Hausdorff
dimension as small as 1 containing a congruent copy of every such union.
Another natural problem to consider is that of packing copies of curved
arcs into sets of measure zero. We have already seen (Theorem 7.10 and
associated remarks) that there exist sets of measure zero containing circles
of all radii, and we have mentioned the unsolved problem for circles of all
centres. Other obvious questions are whether a set of measure zero can
contain copies of all ellipses, conies, or plane curves of degree k for each
k> 1. Whilst it seems to be generally believed that such sets cannot exist,
these problems are of considerable difficulty, not least because of the nonlinearities involved, and nothing has yet been proved. Some relatively weak
results on the dimensions of such sets and on packing higher-dimensional
surfaces in Un for n > 3 are given by Falconer (1982). Other such packing
results, usually in three or more dimensions, can be deduced from maximal
theorems in harmonic analysis, see Section 7.5.
Undoubtedly the most significant development in this area is due to
Marstrand (1979a) who solved the 'worm' problem ('what are the minimal
comfortable living quarters for a unit worm?') by showing that for any
subset F of Rn of ^-dimensional measure zero (n > 2) there is some smooth
(C00) curve of unit length which has no congruent copy contained in F.
Indeed, there is such a curve that cannot be transformed into a subset of F
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by any invertible real-analytic mapping defined on a domain containing the
curve. The complicated proof uses the idea of the entropy of a totally
bounded metric space, that is, an estimate of the number of sets of diameter
s required to cover the space for small e.
Brief mention should also be made of the opposite type of packing
problem: do there exist sets of positive measure containing no congruent or
similar copy of certain specified sets? The best-known result of this type,
due to Steinhaus (1920), is that any subset of the line of positive measure
contains all distances in the range (0, c) for some positive c. (See Exercise 1.7;
Besicovitch & Miller (1948), Besicovitch (1948), Eggleston (1949) and
Besicovitch & Taylor (1952) give various generalizations.) This property is
shared by the Cantor set of measure zero. The Steinhaus result follows from
the Lebesgue density theorem, Theorem 1.13, which also implies that any
subset of the line of positive length contains a similar copy of anyfiniteset of
points. Erdos has posed the intriguing question of whether this remains true
for a countable (convergent) sequence of points and Falconer (1984) gives a
partial solution. Several other variations on this theme are examined by
Davies, Marstrand & Taylor (1960) and Darst & Goflfman (1970).
The problem of finding the smallest convex set containing copies of all
figures of certain types really belongs to convexity rather than to geometric
measure theory. We merely point out that in the paper by Pal (1921), which
stimulated much of the research described in this chapter, it was shown that
the equilateral triangle was the smallest plane convex set containing a unit
segment in every direction; the analogous problem in higher dimensions
remains unsolved. Related 'convexity' problems are considered by
Eggleston (1957), Besicovitch (19656) and Wetzel (1973), among others.
We return to the Kakeya problem of manoeuvring a unit segment
through 180° inside a set that is as small as possible. The ultimate solution
was provided by Cunningham (1971) who constructed a simply connected
Kakeya set of arbitrarily small measure contained in the unit disc. The same
paper considers the minimal starshaped Kakeya set, and shows that the
lower bound for its area lies between 7c/108 and (5 — 2y/2)n/249 superseding earlier estimates of Walker (1952), Blank (1963) and Cunningham &
Schoenberg (1965). (A set is starshaped if it has a point joined to all other
points of the set by line segments contained in the set.) The minimal convex
Kakeya set is again the equilateral triangle of unit height (Pal (1921)), with
the 3-dimensional analogue unknown.
Cunningham (1974) considers a trio of problems worthy of mention.
First he finds the area of the smallest subset of a spherical surface inside
which an arc of a great circle can be reversed. The minimal area (previously
established as zero for arcs smaller than a semicircle by Wilker (1971))
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depends on the angle subtended by the arc. The second problem discussed
in the paper involves finding small (plane) sets inside which a circular arc of
fixed angle but variable radius can be contracted to a point. In
Cunningham's final variation a 'bird' is defined as a central line segment
(the 'body') with a further segment (the 'wings') attached non-rigidly at each
end. It is shown that it is possible to move the bird continuously across any
bounded set E in such a way that the body passes over all of E whilst the
wings remain in a set of arbitrarily small measure. This problem has
applications in harmonic analysis, and is closely related to the work of
Davies (1952a) on linearly accessible sets.
7.5 Relationship with harmonic analysis
This chapter would not be complete without some mention of its
relationship to harmonic analysis. On the one hand it is sometimes possible
to obtain packing results from more general norm bounds for certain
integrals. On the other, the Kakeya construction has been used to provide
counter-examples to some major conjectures in harmonic analysis. We use
the phrase 'harmonic analysis' loosely, to describe a vast area of mathematics including Fourier analysis and the theories of differentiation,
maximal operators and multipliers. We can do no more than give a small
number of examples to illustrate the relationship.
In our first example we deduce Theorem 7.12, on the non-existence of
higher-dimensional Besicovitch sets from a functional-analytic inequality.
Suppose f(x) is a measurable function defined on R3. Write ||/|| p
= [J R 3|/| p dx] 1/p in the usual way, where 1 < p < oo. Let F(t,0) denote the
integral of F over the plane perpendicular to the unit vector 0 and distance t
from the origin; F(t, 0) exists for almost all t for all 0 by a simple application
of Fubini's theorem. It is not hard to show, by integrating the Fourier
transform of F with respect to t over all unit vectors 0 and using the fact that
the transform of an integrable function is bounded, that

1

esssup|F(r,0)|d0<c(||/|| 1 +1|/|| 2 )

(7.4)

for some constant c independent of F. (See Falconer (1980a) or Oberlin &
Stein (1982).)
Now suppose E is a set of measure zero, and write Fo(0) for the
supremum of the plane outer measure of the intersection of E with the
planes perpendicular to 0. Routine methods show that F o is measurable
with respect to spherical measure. By the regularity of Lebesgue measure we
may find an open set V containing E and of measure less than e, thus if /
is the characteristic function of V, then 11/11! = ||/|| 2 <e. As V is open,
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Fo(0) <esssupF(t,0), so, by (7.4),
t

J'

|Vo(0)d0<2ec.

Since e is arbitrary and Fo(0) is non-negative, we conclude that Fo(0) = 0 for
almost all 0, in other words all planes in almost all directions intersect E in
sets of plane measure zero.
This sort of argument may be used the other way round. We know
(Theorem 7.3) that there exists a plane set of measure zero containing a line
in every direction, so if an estimate such as (7.4) were to hold for functions
on R2 (with 0 now denoting a unit vector in the plane), a similar argument to
the above would lead to a contradiction. Hence the Besicovitch set provides
a counter-example to the plausible conjecture that (7.4) is valid for plane
functions.
As stated in Theorem 7.13 and the preceding remarks, (n, fc)-Besicovitch
sets do not exist if k > 1. It is of interest that the method outlined above may
be adapted to show this if k > \n, but not otherwise (see Falconer (1980a)).
This suggests, perhaps, that if 2 < k < \n the non-existence of (n, k)Besicovitch sets is an intrinsically geometric property, rather than a
consequence of a more general functional-analytic result.
We move on to spherical averages and questions of packing spheres. If/
is a measurable function on Un let Fr(x) denote the average o f / over the
spherical surface of centre x and radius r, that is, the integral o f / over this
surface divided by the (n — l)-dimensional surface area of the sphere. Let
F(x) = supFr(x).

(7.5)

r>0

Stein (1976) proved that

ll*1 P <c||/||,,

(7.6)

provided that n/(n - 1) < p and n > 3. (If, instead, we had defined Fr(x) to be
the average o f / over the ball of centre x and radius r, then F(x) would be the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and (7.6) the classical maximal
inequality, holding for all n and 1 < p < oo, see de Guzman (1975).)
We use exactly the same argument as above, but starting with (7.6) rather
than (7.4), to deduce that if n > 3 and E is any subset of R" of zero ndimensional Lebesgue measure, then, for almost all xeR n , all spheres with x
as centre intersect E in sets of (n — l)-dimensional surface measure zero.
If (7.6) were proved for n = 2 and some value of p this would imply that a
plane set of measure zero could not contain a circle centred at every point,
solving the problem mentioned earlier. On the other hand, if such a packing
of circles of null measure were constructed, this would imply that (7.6) fails
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to hold for all p rather than just for p < 2, which is all that is known at
present in U2.
The proof of (7.6) depends crucially on the non-vanishing of the
curvature of the sphere. Similar results hold for averages over other 'wellcurved' surfaces (see Stein & Wainger (1978)), with consequent packing
results, but fail, for example, for the surface of a cube.
Many generalizations of Lebesgue's density theorem concern averages
over sets other than balls. One plausible conjecture (certainly true for
continuous functions) might be that if / is a 'reasonable' function on the
plane, then
r i
r
inf < 2
/dj£? 2 :R is a rectangle centred at
x

with 0 < | K | < / 4

(7.7)

converges to / ( x ) as r tends to 0 for almost all x, with a similar result for the
supremum. However, a consequence of the existence of Nikodym sets
(discussed after Theorem 7.3) is that such results are not even true for
characteristic function of sets. (We say that the class of all rectangles does
not form a differentiation basis.) For let £ be a Nikodym set, that is, a subset
of the unit square of measure 1 with each of its points on some line
intersecting £ in a single point. By regularity we may find a closed subset F
of £ with the same accessibility property and with S£2(F) > 0. Let / be the
characteristic function of F. As the complement of F is open, it is easy to see
that, by taking thin rectangles with major axes along the 'exceptional lines',
the infimum (7.7) tends to zero as r tends to 0 for all x in F.
The Besicovitch set has provided an important and surprising counterexample in the theory of Fourier multipliers. Let T be the linear
transformation on the space of pth power integrable functions on R2
defined in Fourier transform notation by
where XB is the characteristic function of the unit disc. It was known that
\\Tf\\p<c\\f\\p

(7.8)

for p = 2, and was widely expected that such an inequality would also hold
for all f < p < 4. However, Fefferman (1971) used the Besicovitch set in an
ingenious way to demonstrate that (7.8) fails if p =fc 2. The interested reader
is referred to Fefferman's clearly written paper for further details.
A similar sort of procedure was followed by Mitjagin & Nikisin (1973) to
obtain, for p < 2, a pth power integrable function / on the unit square with
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its partial Fourier sums unbounded almost everywhere, that is, with
Em | £ akj exp (2ni(xk + yj)) | = oo
r->oo

k2+j2<r

for almost all (x,y)eU2, where {akj} are the 2-dimensional Fourier
coefficients of/. This is in sharp contrast to the 1-dimensional case where
the Carleson-Hunt theorem states that if/ is pth power integrable for some
p with 1 < p < oo, then the Fourier series of/ converges point wise almost
everywhere.
Finally, we mention an application to functional analysis: T is a
hypernormal operator on a Hilbert space (that is, with T*T - TT* > 0
and no non-trivial reducing space of T normal), if and only if the spectrum
of T has positive measure in all neighbourhoods of all its points. Putnam
(1974) thus uses the Nikodym set to prove a positive result rather than just
to provide a counter-example.
To explore the relevant areas of harmonic analysis more deeply, the
reader is referred to the survey article by Stein & Wainger (1978), the
Americal Mathematical Society conference proceedings on harmonic
analysis, edited by Wainger & Weiss (1979), and the books by de Guzman
(1975,1981). It seems certain that geometric measure theory and harmonic
analysis will continue to influence each other greatly.

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

7.5

Exercises on Chapter 7
Show that there exists a subset E of Un(n > 2) inside which a unit segment
may be manoeuvred to lie in any direction, with 5£n{E) arbitrarily small.
Let S be a Borel subset of [0, n). Let F be a subset of U2 containing a line in
every direction in S. Use duality to show that dim F > 1 + dim S.
Show that there exists a subset of U2 of J&?2-measure zero that contains a
different straight line passing through every point on the x-axis.
Show that if £ is a Borel subset of U2 with dim E > 1, then the set of polar
lines of the points of E (with respect to any fixed circle) cover a set of
infinite plane Lebesgue measure.
If / is a plane measurable function let Fr(x) denote the average of / over
the circumference of the circle of centre x and radius r. It may be shown
(Wainger (1979)) that if £ is the Cantor set,
HsupF 1+r (x)|| 2 <c||/(x)|| 2
reE

for some constant c. Deduce that it is not possible for a plane set of
Lebesgue measure zero to contain a circle centred at each point of R2 with
radius 1 + r for some reE.

8
Miscellaneous examples of fractal
sets
8.1 Introduction
This chapter surveys examples of sets of fractional dimension
which result from particular constructions or occur in other branches of
mathematics or physics and relates them to earlier parts of the book. The
topics have been chosen very much at the author's whim rather than
because they represent the most important occurrences of fractal sets. In
each section selected results of interest are proved and others are cited. It is
hoped that this approach will encourage the reader to follow up some of
these topics in greater depth elsewhere. Most of the examples come from
areas of mathematics which have a vast literature; therefore in this chapter
references are given only to the principal sources and to recent papers and
books which contain further surveys and references.
8.2 Curves of fractional dimension
In this section we work in the (x,y)-coordinate plane and
investigate the Hausdorff dimension of F, the set of points (x,/(x)) forming
the graph of a function / defined, say, on the unit interval.
If/ is a function of bounded variation, that is, if £m_ |/(x f ) — f{x{_ x )| is
bounded for all dissections 0 = x o < x 1 < - < x m = l, then we are effectively back in the situation of Section 3.2; T is a rectifiable curve and so a
regular 1-set. However, if / is a sufficiently irregular, though continuous,
function it is possible for Y to have dimension greater than 1. In such cases it
can be hard to calculate the Hausdorff dimension and measure of T from a
knowledge of / . However, if / satisfies a Lipschitz condition it is easy to
obtain an upper bound.
Theorem 8.1
Suppose that
\f(x + h)-f(x)\<ch2-s

(8.1)

for all x and all h with 0<h<hQ9 where c and ho are positive constants. Then
JT(r)<oo.
Proof. Let / be any interval on the x-axis of length h< h0. It follows from
(8.1), by taking a column of squares above /, that the part of T given by
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{(x,/(x)):xe/} may be covered by, at most, h~lch2~s + 1 squares of side h.
Thus, dividing [0,1] into m equal parts of length h = 1/m < /i 0, we see that
for a sequence of values of h tending to 0. Thus J^S(T)
< oo.
•

<c21+s/2

The easiest way to obtain a function whose graph has afinestructure is to
add together a sequence of functions which oscillate increasingly rapidly.
Thus if YJ °° I at I < °° anc* ^i ~* °°' the function defined by the trigonometric
series

f(x)=fjaisin(Xix)

(8.2)

i=l

might be expected to have a graph of dimension greater than 1 if the at and
X{ are chosen suitably. Perhaps the best-known example of this type is the
function

/(x)=£^- 2)i sinU f x),

(8.3)

where 1 < s < 2 and X > 1, constructed by Weierstrass to be continuous but
nowhere differentiable. It seems likely that the Weierstrass function has
graph of dimension s, but this does not appear to have been proved
rigorously. (The dimension cannot exceed 5, see Exercise 8.3.) A variant of
the Weierstrass function

/(*)= £ A(s"2)I(l-cos/llx)
i=

— oo

was introduced by Mandelbrot (1977). This function has the scaling
property that /(Ax) = X2 ~sf(x) for all x; again the dimension of the graph
ought to be s. Berry & Lewis (1980) give computer realizations of such
functions and cite references to various physical applications.
For ease of calculation it is convenient to replace the sine functions in
(8.2) by periodic functions of a slightly different form. Let g be the 'zig-zag'
function of period 4 defined on R by

U-4

(3<x<4),

where k is an integer and 0 < x < 4. (Note in particular that g has derivative
equal to 1 in modulus at all non-integral x.) Then we study the functions
f(x)=

Jfl f flf(V)

(8.4)
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instead of (8.2). Besicovitch & Ursell (1937) have established the Hausdorff
dimension of the graphs of certain functions of this type:
Theorem 8.2
Let T be the graph of the function
(8.5)
for xe[O, 1] where 1 < s < 2 . Suppose that {2J is a sequence of positive
numbers with Xi+JXt increasing to infinity and logA l+1 /log>i f -»l. Then
dim F = s.
Proof. If
(8.6)
then

+

h)-f(x)\

s-2

h))k+l

provided that k is large enough. Thus, by (8.6),
if h is sufficiently small. We conclude from Theorem 8.1 that J^S(T) < oo.
The lower estimate of the dimension of F is rather more awkward to
obtain. Let S be a square with sides of length h and parallel to the
coordinate axes. Let / be the interval of projection of S onto the x-axis. We
show that the Lebesgue measure of the set E — {x :(x9f(x))eS} cannot be
too big.
Define the partial sums

We assume throughout that we are dealing with values of k large enough to
ensure that Xk+l> 2Xk > 2, that
(8.7)
k+l

and that (for non-exceptional x)

1/iWI =

(8.8)
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First suppose that the square S has side h = Xkl for some such k. Let m be
the integer such that
Certainly, m > 1. On the other hand, since Ai+ JX{ is increasing,
/i
\(m-l)(2-s)
/i
2
\ 2 ~
I Ak+l\
1 2 - s ^ / A fc + m - l . . . . A * + l Aj \
A
I "~5
I
fc ^ | 1
~1
k]
A
\ ^fc /
\Ak + m-2
k
)

s

_ ] 2 - s ^ ->
— ^k + m - l < ^ k >

so that
/;

\(m-l)(2-s)

(Ak+l \
\

jjs-l

A

/

i

/

^ k . . . . A 2 j,

\Ak-l

k /

Hence, on taking logarithms,
m<afc,

;

A

\s-l

l

\
/

/ ;

\(k-l)(s-l)

/ Afc+1 \
\

; s - l

A

k /

(8.10)

where a is independent of k.
If m = 1, then by (8.7) (*,/(*)) can lie in S only if (x,/ k (x)) lies in the
rectangle S t obtained by extending 5 a distance 2lsk~+\ <2h above and
below. The derivative f'k(x) changes ^ign, at most, once in the interval /. On
each section on which f'k(x) is of constant sign \f'k(x)\ >\lsk~l so (x,fk(x))
can lie in S 1 for x in an interval of length, at most, 2/1^ ~s times the height of
St. Thus
1

(8.11)

If m > 1 we can divide / into, at most, two parts, on each of which fk(x) is
of constant sign. The height of Sx is h + 4Xsk~\ < 5Xsk~\ by (8.9), so in each
part we need only consider x belonging to a subinterval of length
2X\ ~s'5Xsk~+\ when seeking points of E. We divide each of these subintervals
further into parts on which fk+l(x) is also of constant sign. In this way we
obtain, at most, 2X\ ~s'5Xsk~¥\ 'jXk + x + 1 < 6(Xk + JXk)s~l new intervals from
each of the old.
If m > 2 we repeat the process to obtain from each of the last set of
intervals, at most, 6(Xk+2/Xk+lf~1 intervals on each of which f'k + 2(x) is
also of constant sign. Proceeding in this way we eventually see that E is
covered by, at most,

intervals on each of which ffk+m_l(x) is of constant sign. By (8.7) it follows
that on each such interval, (x9f(x))eS only if (x,/ fc+m _ 1 (x))eS 2 , where S2 is
the rectangle formed by extending S a distance 2 / l j ^ above and below. The
height of S 2 is h + 42J+J, < 5/i, so, by considering the gradient of fk+m-1
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on each such interval and using (8.8) and (8.9), we have

Thus there exist constants b and c such that S£X(E) < cbkh5 if h = Xkl.
Now suppose that S is a square of side h where Xk^ < /* < Acf~~ *. It follows
from above that if t < s,
Ak+l

Hence
£l(E)^cJt9

(8.12)

+f)/2

since /l£
increases faster than Xk+1 and A^" increases faster than bk
for large fe, in view of the stated growth conditions on Xk.
If { U <} is any cover of F enclose each Ui in a square St of side equal to | Ut |.
Writing Et = {x:(x,/(x))e5.}, we must have that [0, 1] c (J f £.. Thus

by (8.12). Hence
dimT = s.
D

f)/2

e^

7t

( r ) > c f 1 > 0 if t<s,

and we conclude that

Note that an identical argument shows that, with the same conditions on
the Xi9 the dimension of the graph of

is s, where the 0. are fixed 'phases'.
Besicovitch & Ursell (1937) use a very similar method to show
that if in (8.5) Ai+ x = X* for all i, where fi = (s- 1)(2 - r)/(2 - s)(t - 1) where
1 < t < s, then dim F = t. Some further computations are given by Love &
Young (1937) and Kline (1945).
Various other definitions of the 'dimension' of curves have been
introduced and compared with Hausdorff dimension. For example, one
might consider the lower or upper limit of £ m !/(*,) - / ( * ; - i)T as the
maximum interval length of the dissection tends to zero (see Ville (1936)).
Alternatively, if T(x9x + h) denotes the part of F corresponding to the
interval [x,x + /t], the limits of Jf s (F(x,x + h))/hs as h-+0 have some
interesting properties (Besicovitch (1964b, 1965a, 1967)).
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8.3 Self-similar sets

Many of the classical fractal sets are 'self-similar', built up of pieces
geometrically similar to the entire set but on a smaller scale. The simplest
example is the Cantor set (see Section 1.4). Here E n [0,3] and E n [f, 1] are
similar to E but scaled by a factor j ; £ n [ 0 , ^ ] , E n [ § , j ] , £ n [ § , | ] and
En [§, 1] are similar to E with a scale factor ^, and so on. Two examples in
the plane are depicted in Figures 8.1 and 8.2; Figure 8.1 shows the familiar
Koch or snowflake curve. Computer realizations of many other beautiful
self-similar sets are pictured in the books by Mandelbrot (1977, 1982) and
in the paper by Dekking (1982), and Stepney (1984) gives a computer
program for drawing such sets.
Examples of self-similar sets have been known throughout the century,
but only recently have attempts been made to put their theory on a
systematic basis. Dekking (1982) describes a general method of doing this
using endomorphisms of words in free groups. Here, however, we give a
Fig. 8.1

Koch curve - dim = log 4/log 3

Fig. 8.2

(a)

(b)

a< 1
I

dim = s where
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version of Hutchinson's (1981) elegant treatment (see also Moran (1946)
and Marion (1979)).
A mapping ij/ :Rw->R" is called a contraction if |^(x) - ij/(y)\ <c\x - y\
for all x,yeRn9 where c<\. Clearly, any contraction is a continuous
mapping. We call the infimum value of c for which this inequality holds for
all x, y the ratio of the contraction. A contraction that transforms every
subset of Un to a geometrically similar set is called a similitude. Thus a
similitude is a composition of a dilation, a rotation, a translation and
perhaps a reflection; the ratio is then simply the scale factor of the
similitude.
For the purposes of this section we call a set £ c R" invariant for a set of
contractions ^i,.-,^m if £ = [j'lij/ /£). If in addition the contractions are
similitudes and for some s we have J f s ( £ ) > 0 but Jfs(il/i(E)nil/J(E)) = O
for j ^=7, then £ is self-similar. (This measure condition ensures that the selfsimilar features of £ are not lost by overlaps.) We show that for any finite
set of contractions there exists a unique non-empty compact invariant set
£, and that for a set of similitudes satisfying an 'open set condition' the set E
is a self-similar s-set for a value of s calculable from the contraction ratios.
To fix ideas, the Cantor set is the unique compact set invariant under the
similitudes of the real line
If {\//j} f is a set of contractions, let \\t denote the transformation of subsets
of R" defined by

We denote the iterates of ^ by i//°(F) = F and \jjk+ l(F) = i/^*(F))for k > 0.
Note that the work of this section is equally valid for contractions defined
on a compact subset of Rn.
Theorem 8.3
Given a set of contractions {i//j}™ on R" with contraction ratios r^ < 1 there
exists a unique non-empty compact set E such that

£ = <A(£)=O<A,-(£).

(8-13)

Further, if F is any non-empty compact subset of Un the iterates i//k(F)
converge to E in the Hausdorff metric as k-+oo.
Proof Let # be the class of all non-empty compact subsets of R". By the
completeness section of the proof of the Blaschke selection theorem,
Theorem 3.16, # becomes a complete metric space when endowed with the
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Hausdorff metric S. If Fl9F2eV9 then from the definition of d,

<(maxrj)S(Fl9F2).
(As the if/j are contractions it follows that if Ft is contained in the ^-parallel
body of F 2 , then ij/jiFJ is contained in the r^-parallel body of ^(F2 ).) Since
max r. < 1, \jj is a contraction mapping on #. By the contraction mapping
j

theorem for complete metric spaces there is a unique EeW with \//(E) = E
D
and, moreover, S(il/k(F), E) -» 0 as k -• oo for any Fe#.
It may be shown that the invariant set E is the closure of the set of fixed
points of the mappings ^ J 1 o ^ j 2 ° - o ^ J k taken for all finite sequences
( W e adopt the convention that (IAI
Suppose now that 5 is the number such that
m

Raising this to thefcthpower we obtain the useful identity
j l . J k

where the sum is over allfe-tuples{j1...jk} with 1 <jt <m. For any such
sequence and any set F write
F

h...h=ll'ho--o*l'jk(F)'
The following lemma may be thought of as an analogue of Theorem 8.3
for measures, indeed Hutchinson (1981) gives a proof using the contraction
mapping theorem.
Lemma 8.4
There exists a Borel measure \i with support contained in E such that
n(Mn) = 1 and such that for any measurable set F9

£j
Proof Choose xeE and write xjx

(8.15)
jk

= ^J1 °...°^ Jk (x). For

fe=l,2,...
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define a positive linear functional on the space & of continuous functions
on E by
^jk).

(8.16)

, then/is uniformly continuous on E, so we may, given e > 0, find p
such that / varies by less than e over each Ejl h wheneverfe> p (recall that
\EJlmmmJk\ ^(maxr^lEI). Since xh

heEh

jp

if k > p it follows from (8.16)

and (8.14) that |<£*(/) - 4>r(f)\ <e if kyk' > p. By the general principle of
convergence {<t>k(f)}k is convergent for each / and the limit defines a
positive linear functional on $F. By the Riesz representation theorem,
Theorem 6.2, there exists a Borel measure \i such that

r lt

lim^(/)

J ~
for fe&. Putting /

(8.17)

*->00

= 1 it is clear from (8.16) that fi(Un) = 1. For any feF

=1^ Z (
Lettingfe-• oo we get

if / e ^ " , using (8.17). By the usual approximation process using the
monotone convergence theorem this also holds for all non-negative
functions / , so (8.15) follows.
Finally, if / is any continuous function vanishing on £, we have
0 k (/) = o for all k by (8.16), so j / d/x = 0 by (8.17). Thus \i is supported by E.

•

It follows that, writing
the measure /Ajtm jk has support contained in Ejt

jk.

Also, from (8.15),

We say that the open set condition holds for the contractions {^} 7 if there
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exists a bounded open set V such that
*(V)= \J1>j(V)czV

(8.19)

with this union disjoint. Then transforming by iltJl%mmJk9

again with a disjoint union. Thus the sets { Vjt jk} (with k arbitrary) form a
net in the sense that any pair of sets from the collection are either disjoint or
else have one included in the other.
If (8.19) holds then EaV (the bar denoting closure), indeed
k
E= f]ip
] (Vl

(8.20)

kk = 00

since {^k(V)}k is a decreasing sequence of compact sets convergent to E in
the Hausdorff metric by Theorem 8.3, which is impossible if E has points
outside V. Taking images under ^ j , 0 - 0 ^ we have Eh jha Vh jk. (Of
course, since the ij/j are continuous ^ ( F ) a ij/j(V) etc.)
We now assume that the {ij/j} are similitudes. We show that if the open set
condition holds, then the invariant set E is self-similar and the Hausdorff
dimension and similarly dimension of E are equal. The similarity dimension,
which has the advantage of being easily calculable, is the unique positive
number s for which

The open set condition ensures that the sets i/^(£) cannot overlap too much.
Lemma 8.5
Let {Vt} be a collection of disjoint open subsets of Un such that each Vi
contains a ball of radius cxp and is contained in a ball of radius c2p. Then any
ball B of radius p intersects, at most, (1 4- 2c2)nc\n of the sets Vt.
Proof If V- meets B, then V{ is contained in a ball concentric with B and of
radius (1 + 2c 2)p. If q of the {FJ meet B, then summing the volumes of
the corresponding interior balls, q(c1p)n <(1 + 2c2)npn, giving the stated
•
bound for q.
Theorem 8.6
Suppose the open set condition holds for the similitudes ij/j with ratios
rj(l<j<m).
Then the associated compact invariant set E is an s-set,
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where s is determined by
I > ; = i;

(8.21)

i

in particular 0 < Jf S(E) < oo.
Proof. Iterating (8.13) E= {Jh...JkEh..Jk.

j l - j k

j \

By (8.14)

•jk

^ ^1 <(maxr/|£|-^Oask^ooweconcludethat^s(£)^|£|s< oo.
j

The lower bound is obtained using the two lemmas. Suppose that the
open set V for which (8.19) holds contains a ball of radius cx and is
contained in a ball of radius c2. Take any p > 0. For each infinite sequence
Vi J2»• • •} w*th 1 ^ 7, < m> curtail the sequence at the least value of k > 1 for
which
(mmrj)p<rji...rjk<p
(8.22)
and let £f denote the set offinitesequences obtained in this way. It follows
from the net property of the open sets that { Vjt jk :jx ...jke£f}isa. disjoint
collection. Each such Vjx jk contains a ball of radius clrjr. .rjk and hence
one of radius c^min r})p, by (8.22), and similarly is contained in a ball of
radius c2rjl.. .rjk and so in a ball of radius c2p. By Lemma 8.5 any ball B of
radius p intersects, at most, q = (1 + 2c2)nc^n(mm rj)~n sets of the collection

{^...h'-h-he?}Also ^ , . . J k W = l and support(^ J ^
j
VjlmmJk for any {jl9...Jk}. Iterating (8.18) as appropriate we see that

w
so that H>(B) <YJ(rji"-rjJs^iji...jk^n^
here the sum is over those sequences {jx,...,jk} in Sf for which Vjltmjk intersects B. Thus, using (8.22),
fi(B)<qps = q2~s\B\s for any ball with |JB|<|7|. But, given any cover
{Ut} of £, we may cover E by balls {Bt} with \B{\ < 2| Ut\9 so
1 = ii{E)<"Lii{Bi)<q2-s"L\Bi\s<qi:\Ui\s.

We may choose {t/J to make I | Ut\s arbitrarily close to Jf S(E), so Jf s(£)
•
> ^f"x > 0, as required.
Corollary 8.7
//"t/ie open set condition holds, then J^S{I/Jt(E)ni/jj(E)) = 0 (i±j)9 so, in
particular, E is self-similar.
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Proof. Using the fact that the ijjj are similitudes

7=1

J=l

S

As 0 < J f (E) < oo this can only happen if ^ s ( ^ f ( £ ) n ^ ( £ ) ) = 0 (/
using (8.13) and the additive properties of Jf s .
This technique may be used to estimate Hausdorff dimensions if the ij/j
are contractions rather than similarities. We give one useful case here (see
also Exercise 8.5).
Theorem 8.8
Let {tyj}™ be contractions on U for which the open set condition (8.19) holds
with V an open interval Suppose that for each j ,
qj\x-y\

<\i/,j(x)-

tj(y)\ <rj\x-y\

(8.23)
m

for all x,yeV. Then s < dim is < t , where s and t are defined by J^ QSj =
Proof The method of Theorem 8.6 gives the upper bound. To obtain the
lower bound we proceed as there, but instead of using Lemma 8.5 we use the
fact that if {Vt} are a collection of disjoint intervals, each of length at least
2c {p, then any interval B of length 2p intersects, at most, cj~l + 2 of the

Vt.

•

When the i/zj are merely contractions, it is usually possible to obtain
better estimates for d i m £ by working with the mappings {^Jlm,mjk} for k
larger than 1 and replacing (8.23) by tighter estimates.
The methods of Section 1.5 may also be used to estimate the dimensions
of such sets.
Mandelbrot (1982) has introduced the notion of the generator of a selfsimilar set which conveniently specifies a set of similitudes. A generator
consists of a number of straight-line segments and two points specially
identified. We associate with each line segment the similitude which maps
the two special points onto the endpoints of the segment. Using the
generator a sequence of sets approximating to the self-similar set may be
built up by iterating the process of replacing each line segment by a similar
copy of the generator. The sequences of sets obtained in this way are the sets
^*(G), where G is the generator. Note that in U2 the similitudes are defined
only to within a reflection, but the orientations may be prescribed by
showing the first iteration. The dimension of the set may easily be calculated
from the generator using Theorem 8.6. The idea is best illustrated by
examples. Figures 8.1(&) and 8.2(b) show the generators and the first few
stages of approximation for the curves in Figures 8.1 (a) and S.2(a).
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As a variant, one may introduce an element of randomness into these
constructions. It is possible to develop a theory if the i/jj are selected at
random according to a certain probability distribution at each step of the
iterated process. In this case the sets obtained will not themselves be selfsimilar, but will be statistically self-similar in the sense that the sets will have
the same probability distribution as their component subsets. Under
reasonable conditions such sets achieve, with probability 1, a particular
dimension which may be expressed in terms of the expected values of the
ratios of the \//j.
8.4 Osculatory and Apollonian packings
If V is a bounded open subset of R n, an osculatory packing of V is a
sequence of closed balls {Bt} f such that, for each;, Bj is the largest ball (or
one of the largest) contained inV\[jkl~1Bi. The most interesting case, called
the Apollonian packing, is obtained if V is the interior of a curvilinear
triangle in U2 (see Figure 8.3 for the first few stages of this packing).
Of particular interest is the Hausdorff dimension of the closed set
E = V\\Jf Bi9 known as the residual set of the packing. It is obvious that
1 < dim E < 2 for the Apollonian packing, but it is surprisingly difficult to
Fig. 8.3
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show that these inequalities are strict, let alone to obtain good estimates for
dim£. Hirst (1967) was the first to obtain non-trivial estimates, and we
outline his arguments here, with some refinements due to Boyd (19736). We
omit the details of some of the tedious but straightforward algebraic
computations.
The following formulae for the inradius and circumradius of a curvilinear
triangle may be proved using elementary trigonometry. The expression for
the inradius, known as Soddy's formula, is proved in Coxeter (1961, p. 12)
and was expressed in rhyme by the physicist Soddy (1936).
Lemma 8.9
Let T be a curvilinear triangle formed by externally touching circles of radii
a, b and c. The inradius r and circumradius p of T are given by

Let T be any curvilinear triangle, with sides of radii a, b and c and with B
in its inscribed disc. Let Tt, T2 and T3 be the three curvilinear triangles that
remain on removing B from T. Suppose that T, 7} have circumradii p,pj.
Lemma 8.10

7/s>log3/log(l+2-3-±) = 1.4311..., then ps>p\ +ps2 +ps3.
Proof. Applying Lemma 8.9 to T and 7\ we get, after some calculation,
(where the sides common to T and Tx have radii b and c) with similar
formulae for T2 and T3. Hence
+ (1+(a"1+*>-»-*]
with p = (b~1c~l + a~1c~1 + b~ lc~ J )~*. The expression in square brackets is homogeneous in a, b and c, so in order to show that it is bounded
above by 1 for any a, b and c we may assume that p = 1. This is a problem in
optimization under constraint and it is not difficult to obtain the desired
bound provided that s>log3/log(l + 2-3"*), see Hirst (1967).
•
Now let T be an equilateral curvilinear triangle with sides of unit radius.
Removing the closed inscribed disc B from T we are left with three
curvilinear triangles Tl9T2 and T3. Removing the inscribed discs Bl9B2
and B3 of these three triangles leaves nine curvilinear triangles
Tjlh(l <jl9 j2 < 3) with inscribed discs Bjij2. We proceed in this way, at
each stage removing the inscribed disc Bh jk from Th jk to give the
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curvilinear triangles Th jkl, Th h2,Tjx jk3. (We allocate the indices 1,2,3
consistently to indicate the position of the triangles relative to Bji jk.)
Observe that the interiors of the curvilinear triangles thus obtained form a
net of sets. The collection of discs {Bjlmtjk} for all finite sequences
j = Uu-'-Jk} with 1 ^Ji ^ 3 gives the Apollonian packing of T.
Theorem 8.11
/ / E is the residual set for the Apollonian packing then dim E < log 3/
log(l +2-3"*) = 1.4311....
Proof. Given 8 > 0 we may choose k large enough to ensure that | Tj | < 8
for all sequences j of length k. Since E a (Jj Tj, where the union is over all
such fc-tuples,

*W*

I IV..,-Js<2s £ Pi,...*,
j l - j k

j l - j k

where pj is the circumradius of Tj. If s>log3/log(l +2-3"*), then by
repeated applications of Lemma 8.10
j l - j k

j \ - j k - l

j \

where p = 3 " * is the circumradius of T Thus
giving J H £ ) < ( 2 - 3 - * ) s .
•

< (2 • 3 " ^)s for all 8 > 0,

^

To obtain a lower bound for the dimension of the residual set we estimate
the inradii r^ of the curvilinear triangles Tj. Denote the curvatures (that is,
the reciprocals of the radii) of the sides of Tj by 0Lv^vyv again with a
consistent convention for orientation, and let
tfj = (0jyj+aj7j + ajj3j)*.

(8-24)

We may, in principle at least, calculate these radii and curvatures by
repeated applications of Soddy's formula. Let Ml9M2 and M 3 be the
matrices
1
1
1
2

0 0 o1
1 0 1
0 1 1 , M2
0 0 1

1
0
0
0

1
1
1
2

0
0
1
0

1
0
1
1

3

1
0
0
0

0 1 1
1 1 1
0 1 0
0 2 I

By Lemma 8.9 it follows that the row vectors (aj,/?j,yj,0"j) are related by
(ajp,i?jp,yjp,(7jp) = (aj,^j,7j,(Tj)Mp

(p= 1,2,3),

where jp denotes the sequence {j1,... Jk, p). (It is easy to check that (8.24)
then holds with j replaced by \p) Hence, iterating,
fi2...AfJk,

(8.25)
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enabling us to find the radius of Bi as
fi

l

i

l

/jlMj2...MJk(l9

1, 1,2)',

(8.26)

where the prime denotes the transpose of a vector.
Thus the rates at which the radii of the packing circles tend to zero
depend directly on the behaviour of the matrix products MjiMJ2...Mjk as
k-+ao. The matrices in this product may be regarded as selected at random
from Ml9M2 and M 3 with equal probability and the information we
require is then contained in the probability distribution of the entries in the
matrix product for large k. A theory of products of random matrices is being
developed, see Kingman (1973, 1976), and we indicate a method of
estimating d i m £ from below using these ideas rather than the more
complex but computationally more efficient methods of Hirst (1967) and
Boyd (1973a). It may be shown using a modification of the proof of
Kingman (1976), Theorem 2.2, that there is a number X such that the fcth
root of every entry of the matrix MhMJ2. ..Mjk converges to X as k -» oo for
almost every sequence {jl9j29-~} (1 < A < 3 ) with the natural product
measure on sets of infinite sequences. The important thing is that with the
matrices Mx, M2 and M 3 as given, 1 < X < 3. Thus for any e > 0 we may find
m large enough to ensure that for a proportion 1 — e of all sequences
{Ji9'--Jm} of length m all entries of Mjl...Mjnt are less than (X + e)m. Of
course, this fact may be verified by direct calculation. For a given e, let <%
denote the set of m-term sequences with this property.
Lemma 8.12
Suppose t < (log 3 + m~l log(l - s))/log(X + e). Let <? be afinite set of finite
sequences such that the triangles {Tj :\eSf} cover the residual set E. Then
(8.27)
where c is a positive constant.
Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma on the assumption that each
sequence in 9* has a multiple of m terms. For, replacing each 7} by Ty, where
j ' consists of the first mq terms of j where q is the quotient on dividing the
number of terms in j by m, increases each term of the sum in (8.27) by a
factor of, at most, 5mt, using (8.26). By the net property of the triangles we
may further assume that {Tjijey7} is a disjoint collection except for
common vertices. Let j , , j 2 , . . . , j ^ be one of the longest sequences in 5^, where
each j f is an m-tuple. Then, since the triangles cover E, the sequence
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be in y for every m-tuple j . But if je^r, then, by (8.26),

Thus with t as stated,

so replacing the triangles 7] l i t j j by the single triangle Tu iql does not
increase the sum in (8.27). We may repeat this process until we reach the
single triangle T when (8.27) is obvious. Hence (8.27) holds for any cover of
£ by a subcollection of the curvilinear triangles.
•
Lemma 8.13
Let { V(} be a finite set of open discs with Ea (J. Vt. Then there is a finite set of
sequences Sf such that E <= (J j e y T j and

IIW£4-'£rj.

(8.28)

i
use
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that each Vt overlaps T and also that none
of the discs contains any other. We consider each disc Vt in turn. Let k be the
greatest integer such that Vi meets just one triangle Tj with the sequence j
containing k terms. We examine two cases separately.
(a) If Vt meets TluTl2 and T j3 , then Vt must meet at least three of the four
circles forming the boundaries of these triangles, so the radius of Vt is at least
the inradius of the curvilinear triangle formed by these three circles. Thus
ilJ^minlr^r^r^} >£/•,,

(8.29)

noting that the radii of the sides of Tj are greater than ^ and using Lemma
8.9, and we put j in £f.
(b) Suppose Vi meets just two of the triangles 7 ^ , Tj2 and 7j 3 , without loss
of generality TjX and T j2 . Let w be the point common to 7^ and T j2 . If
w£Vi, then, just as in (a),
ilK^r^r,

(8.30)
1

and we put j in Sf. Otherwise, weVt. Write B° = B j l , B = B j l 2 ,
B2 = B j l 2 2 , B3 = B ji222?
Let m be the least integer such that Bm meets
m+1
Vt. Then B
cz V{ so, using Lemma 8.9 as before,
(8.31)
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Let j ' e ^ , where j ' = J1222.. .2 is the sequence corresponding to Bm. By a
symmetrical argument applied to the balls of the form 2?j211 # j we find a
sequence j " corresponding to a triangle contained in Tj2 which we also put
in Sf. Then En V. cz 7),u T r .
We observe that with this construction Ecz (Jj e ^Tj, with each En Vt
covered by one or two of the triangles {7] :je^}. Combining (8.29)-(8.31)
we get (8.28). •
Theorem 8.14
For the Apollonian packing of the curvilinear equilateral triangle, dim E > 1,
where E is the residual set of the packing.

Proof. Choose e and m above so that t = (log3 + m~1 log(1 — e))/
log(>l + fi)>l. Then, combining Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13, we see that
Y,i\ Vi\' ^ 4~'c for any finite cover of E by open discs {Vt}. If {L/J is any
cover of £ by arbitrary sets we deduce that £.| C/.|* > 2"r4"rc by enclosing
each Ut in an open disc V( and using the compactness of E. Thus
•
Jf f (£) > 0, as required.
Of course, it follows that dim E > log 3/log X, where A is the limiting
number associated with the matrix products.
Hirst (1967) shows that dim E> 1.001 by estimating the effects of the
products of just four matrices Mji... Mj4 in a rather more careful way than
above. Boyd (1973a) has developed numerical methods tofinddim E to any
desired accuracy, and it is now known that 1.300 < dim E < 1.315. Larman
(1967ft) adopts a very different method to prove that the dimension of the
residual set of any packing of a region by discs is at least 1.03.
Note that the Apollonian packings of any (concave-sided) curvilinear
triangles are equivalent under a Mobius transformation of the form
z->(az + b)/(cz + d) in complex notation. This is because such mappings,
which may be chosen to map any curvilinear triangle onto any other, have
the property of transforming circles to circles or, exceptionally, to straight
lines. In particular, it follows from Lemma 1.8 that the residual sets of the
Apollonian packings of all curvilinear triangles are of equal dimension.
Further, we mayfindMobius transformations \j/1, ^2> ^3 which map T onto
Tl9 T2 and T3 respectively, using our earlier notation. Then the residual set
£ is a compact set such that E={jj=l il/j(E). Thus although the \//j are just
non-expansive rather than contractive, ideas from Section 8.3 may
nevertheless be adapted to the study of Apollonian packings. A generalization of this problem is to find the Hausdorff dimension of the set of limit
points of all mappings of the form \j/ho...o\j/jk9 where the ij/j. are chosen
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from a given set of Mobius transformations, see Patterson (1976), Sullivan
(1979) and Mandelbrot (1983).
An important number associated with any osculatory packing {£•} is the
exponent of the packing e defined as the infimum value of t for which
]T"°_ | Bt \* < oo. It turns out that for the Apollonian packing the exponent e
equals the dimension of the residual set E. It is relatively easy to show that
dim E < e (see Exercise 8.6; Larman (1966) gives a more general result.) The
opposite inequality proved by Boyd (1973ft) is much harder. Careful
consideration of the matrix products is required to show that if t < e there
exists a constant c such that if the curvilinear triangles {7] : j e y } cover £,
then y
r\> c. The result then follows from Lemma 8.13.
Eggleston (1953a) studies the residual set resulting from packing an
equilateral triangle with smaller equilateral triangles of opposite orientation. The configuration indicated in Figure 8.4 leaves a residual set of
dimension log 3/log 2, which is the smallest value obtainable for any such
packing (see Exercise 8.7).
Fig. 8.4

8.5 An example from number theory
Hausdorff measures have found many applications in the theory of
numbers, particularly in Diophantine approximation. Typically, 'the set of
numbers approximable to a specified accuracy by rationals cannot have too
large Hausdorff dimension'. Here we consider particular results of this type
which provide an instructive example in connection with the projection
theorems of Chapter 6.
As is usual in number theory we let || x || denote the distance of the real
number x from the nearest integer. We require both the one- and twodimensional versions of the following theorem.
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Theorem 8.15
Take a > 0 and a sequence of positive integers nl9n2,...
nj+l>nj.

such that
(8.32)

(a) Let F be the set of real x such that
\\njx\\ <nj*

(/ = 1,2,...).

(8.33)

Then dimF = 1/(1 + a).
(b) Let E be the set of(x,y)eR2 such that
\\njXh\\njy\\<n7"

(/=U,...).

Then dim E = 2/(1 +a).
Proof (a) Writing
F

J=
i=

U D»71-ni1-*9inf1+nT1-al

(8.34)

-oo

then
F=C]Fj.

(8.35)

First note that the intersection of F with any interval / may be covered by,
at most, |/| rij + 2 intervals of length 2n r* " a , for every j . Since these lengths
tend to 0 as j tends to infinity, the set F n / has finite Jf 1/(1+a)-measure, so
dim F < 1/(1 + a).
To find a lower bound for the dimension, we take s < 1/(1 + a) and show,
by modifying F slightly tofitTheorem 1.15, that Jf%F)>0. We may
assume that nj+1nJ'1~cl>2 for all;, that n* > 4 and that nx > 4; if this is not
so we may ignore small values of j and renumber, using (8.32). Let
1

nri-_2]>nj+1nri-«>2,

(8.36)

where [ ] denotes 'greatest integer not more than'. Observe that we may
find c>0 such that
m1...mj_1nJ*^>c

(j>2).

(8.37)

For, on replacing j byj + 1, the left-hand side of this inequality increases by
a factor
- s ( l +<z)ws(l +a) > w l
n
j j+l
j
—nj+
> n J [ ]

w
m n

by (8.36) and (8.32), and this is greater than 1 if j is large enough, since
l - s ( l + a)>0 4
Each interval of Fj contains either mj9 ntj + 1 or nij + 2 complete intervals
of Fj+l depending on the overlaps at either end. To allow for these end
effects we reduce F to F' as follows. Let F'o be the unit interval. Ifj > 0 and
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F'j has been specified, define F'j+l by choosing exactly ntj consecutive
complete intervals of Fj+ x from each interval of Fj. Let F' = f]JL0Fj so
that F'cFn [0,1].
We now construct a subset E of [0, 1] by the Cantor-like process
described prior to Theorem 1.15. Let Eo = [0, 1] and let El9E2,... be
formed in the manner described there with each interval of ^containing mj
intervals of Ej+1, so that (1.23) becomes
mj\J\s = \I\s

(8.38)

for a typical interval J of EJ+1 and an interval / of Ej. By Theorem 1.15 the
dimension of the set E= f]^=0Ej is 5.
There is a natural bijection i// from F'toE: if xeF' lies in the kjth interval
of Fj (counting from the left), then i//(x) is the unique point that is in the kjth
interval of Ej for all j . Suppose that x and y are distinct points of F'. Let j be
the least integer such that x and y lie in different intervals of F'j+ x; say that y
lies in an interval k to the right of the one containing x. Then
\y-x\>kn7+\-2nj+1r>\knj+\.

(8.39)

On the other hand, the points i//(x) and \jj(y) of E lie in the same interval / of
Ej but with \j/(y) in the interval of Ej+ x lying k to the right of that of
Thus
< 2kcxnj 1~amJ
where cx =c~1/s, iterating (8.38) and using (8.37) and (8.36). Combining
with (8.39)
We conclude from Lemma 1.8 that s = dim E < dim F' < dim F. This holds
for all 5 < 1/(1 + a).
(b) One way of proving (b) would be to modify the proofs of Theorem 1.15
and (a) to two dimensions. Alternatively, the set E = F x F has dimension at
least 2/(1 + a), using Corollary 5.10 on Cartesian product sets together with
part (a). On the other hand, If S is any square of unit side, we may cover
EnS by (n, + 2)2 squares of diameter 2±njl~a for each j (taking squares
from FjxFj).
Thus dim(£nS), and hence dim£, is, at most,
•
2/(1+a).
Observe that the x satisfying (8.33) are those numbers 'closely approximable' in the sense that |x — Pj/rij\ <n]~1~a for some rational number Pj/nj
for all j .
If inequality (8.33) is required to hold'for infinitely m a n y / rather than
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'for ally',the corresponding result is harder to prove. In this case the
intersection (8.35) is replaced by an upper limit. We state without proof the
1-dimensional version of Jarnik's theorem. Proofs, all rather technical, are
given by Jarnik (1931), Besicovitch (1934b), Eggleston (1952) and Kaufman
(1970, 1981), see also Good (1941) for an interesting relationship with
continued fractions. Part (b) gives some indication of how rapidly the
solutions increase.
Theorem 8.16
Take P>1.
(a) The set of real numbers xfor which the inequality
IInx|| <n-t
holds for infinitely many n has Hausdorff dimension 2/(1 + /?).
a rapidly increasing sequence of integers, mj+1 >mj,
(b) Let ml,m2,...be
say. Then the set of real xfor which
IInx|| < n m j l ~ p

and n <m}

holds for some nfor infinitely many j has Hausdorff dimension 2/(1 4- /?)•
We now consider the projections of the plane set E of Theorem 8.15(b)
onto lines. It turns out that the set of exceptional directions for the
projections is as large as can possibly occur. (Compare Theorem 6.8.)
Theorem 8.17
Let nl,n2...be a rapidly increasing sequence of positive integers, nj+1 > nj,
say. For s < 1 let E be the set of(x,y)eM2 with - 1 < x , y < 1 such that
WnjxlWnjyW^n]-2'*

0=1,2,...).

Then dim E = s, and the set of directions
{0 :dim (pro)0E) < s}

(8.40)

has Hausdorff dimension at least s.
Proof It is immediate from Theorem 8.15(b) that d i m £ = s.
For S > 0 let
A8 •= {a: || na \\ < nnj 2/s

for some n with

1 < n <ttj~s for infinitely many j}.
Taking m} = n)~5 and p = 2/s(l - S) - 1 in Theorem 8.16(b) gives
dim Ab = s(l - d).

(8.41)

2

For aeU, let i/ffl:(R ->IR be the linear mapping defined by
ta(x,y) = ax + y.

(8.42)

If aeAs, then for arbitraily large;, there exist integers n and b such that
l<n<n]~^

(8.43)
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and
\na-b\<nnj2ls
so that
\a-b/n\<nj2ls.

(8.44)

If u,v are integers with |w|, \v\ <np then, in coordinate notation, write
(M, V)

= (qn9 - qb) + {r,v + qb\

where u = qn + r with q, r chosen so that 0 < r < n. If a' = bjn,

Since (r, i; -f gfc) takes, at most, cnra^ distinct values as (w, i;) varies, where
c = 3(l +1/?|), the same is true of \l/a>(u,v) and thus of ij/a,(un71,vn]'1). But
every point of E has both coordinates within nj 2/s of (unjx, yn^rl)forsome
pair of integers u and y, so it follows that i//a>(E) may be covered by cnrij
intervals of length 2{\a'\ + \)nJ2ls. But by (8.44) | ^ ( x , y ) - ^ ( x , y ) |
< «r 2/s if |x|, | j | < 1 so i//a(E) may be covered by cnrij intervals of length
2(\a'\ + 2)nJ2ls. We may do this for arbitraily large j so jT(^ a (E)) = 0,
provided that nn y nr 2t/s ^0 as 7 ^ 00. This is so if r > (1 - ^<5)s by (8.43).
Thus we have shown that dim (\j/a(E)) < s if aeAd for any (5 > 0, that is, if
aeA= \Jd>0Aj. By (8.41) dim A =s. From the definition of \j/a, if a = cot 0
the sets \pa(E) and proje(£) are geometrically similar and so have the same
Hausdodf dimension. We conclude that dim(proj0(£)) < 5 for a set of 6 of
dimension at least s.
•
The above example and its extensions to higher dimensions are due to
Kaufman & Mattila (1975) and supersede those of Marstrand (1954a) and
Kaufman (1969). By results of Mattila (1975) on the maximum dimension of
the exceptional set of directions, the set (8.40) has dimension exactly s.
Number-theoretic examples such as these generally seem to exhibit the
worst possible behaviour from the projection point of view.
Further applications of Hausdorff measure to number theory may be
found in Eggleston (1952), Baker & Schmidt (1970), Rogers (1970) and
Baker (1978). For wider accounts of Diophantine approximation see Baker
(1975) or Schmidt (1980).
8.6 Some applications to convexity
This section describes some of the ways in which sets of Hausdorff
measure arise in the geometry of convex sets. Thefirsttwo results show that
the irregularities of a convex surface cannot be too great. The third result is
an application of one of the projection theorems.
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If K is a (compact) convex body in IR3 we say x is a singular point of dK,
the surface of K, if K supports more than one tangent plane at x. The
following theorem, which generalizes to higher dimensions, is due to
Anderson & Klee (1952); Besicovitch (1963a) gives an alternative proof.
Theorem 8.18
Let K be a convex body in U3. Then the set of singular points of dK is
contained in a countable union ofrectifiable curves and so is ofa-finite Jtf1measure.
Proof Let n be a plane that misses K, and let / .11 -• dK be the 'nearest
point' mapping. Thus if x e l l , then f(x) is the point of K for which
|/(x) — x| is least; since K is convex this point is unique. If x,j>ell, then the
angles < xf{x)f(y) and < yf{y)f(x) of the (possibly skew) quadrilateral
must
be at least \n, since the segment [/(*),/()>)] is
*>f(x\f(y\y
contained in K and contains candidates for 'nearest points' to x and y. Thus
/ is distance-decreasing, i.e.
\f{x)-f(y)\<\x-y\

(x^elT).

(8.45)

Let dKn denote the image of II under / , that is, roughly speaking, those
points of dK on the same side of K as IT. If z is a singular point of dKn, then
it is easy to see that f~1(z) contains a straight-line segment. Indeed, if z is a
singular point of conical type (with z the vertex of a circular cone containing
K\ then f~1(z) contains a disc. Let {Lt}f be the countable collection of
segments lying in II which have endpoints with rational coordinates with
respect to some fixed pair of axes in IT. If z is a singular point of dKn, then
/ ~ l(z) contains a segment which must cut Lt for some i. Thus the singular
points of dKn are contained in (Jj/(L|). But using (8.45) we see that the
subset f(Lt) of dK is either a rectifiable curve, or a single point (see Section
3.2). Thus the singular points of dKn lie in a countable collection of
rectifiable curves and so are of (T-finite Jf ^measure.
Finally, if IT v,..., IT4 are planes containing the faces of a tetrahedron that
encloses K, every singular point of dK is a singular point of dKu. for some
j(l<j<4).
Thus the singular points of dK form a a-finite regular

1-set.

•

Incidentally, it is easy to see from the proof that the set of conical
singularities of a convex body is, at most, countable. (If z is a conical
singularity of dK, then f~1(z) contains a disc, but the plane IT can only
contain countably many disjoint discs.)
Klee (1957) asked how large the set of directions of straight-line segments
lying in a convex surface could be. McMinn (1960) solved this problem in
three dimensions and here we give a simplified version of Besicovitch's
(19636) proof.
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Theorem 8.19
Let Kbe a convex body inU3. Then the set of directions of the line segments
contained in dK has a-finite Jf1-measure. {The directions are regarded as a
subset of the unit sphere.)
Proof. Let II t and II 2 be parallel planes which intersect dK in the convex
curves Ti and F 2 . We first prove that the Jtf ^measure of the (compact) set
of directions of the segments in dK which cut both F x and F 2 is (T-finite.
Define a function/*! :T1 -> F 2 as follows: Let x e F 1 . For every plane II with
Fx and F 2 on the same side, which touches Fj at x and also touches F 2 ,
II n F 2 is either a single point or a straight-line segment. The aggregate of
these points or segments over all such II is a single point or a closed subarc
of F 2 . Let / j (x) be either this point or the midpoint of the arc. Clearly, fl is a
monotonic function and so is of bounded variation. Consequently, the
function gl:Vl-+U3 given by the vector difference gl(x)= / x (x) - x is also
of bounded variation. Projecting orthogonally onto n l 5 proj n °gi'.
Fx —• rii is of bounded variation, so that proj n (g^T^)) is a set of finite
Jf ^measure by Exercise 3.1. But proj n ( 0 ^ ) ) is the set of direction
cosines of the segments {{x.f^x^'.xeT^},
so the set of direction of such
segments has finite Jf1-measure.
We define f2: F 2 -> F t in exactly the same way and deduce that the set of
directions of the segments {[/2(y)9y] •> ;e r 2 } also has finite ^-measure.
If [x, y~\ is a segment in dK with xe F x and ye F 2 , that is not of the form
[x, /i(x)] or \_f2iy\y\ one or other of two possibilities must occur which
we consider in turn. First x can lie on a straight line segment Lx in Tx
and y o n a parallel segment L 2 in F 2 . The set of directions of the segments
clearly has finite Jf^-measure. Since a convex curve
{[x,y] :xeLl,yeL2}
can contain only countably many straight-line segments there are, at most,
countably many such pairs of line segments. The second possibility is for x
and y to be, singular points of f x and F 2 (that is, points supporting more
than one tangent). This can occur for at most countably many [x, y]. Thus
the set of directions of both types of 'exceptional' segments [x,y] has
(T-finite Jf ^measure. Taking all cases together we conclude that the
set of directions of boundary segments cutting both I \ and F 2 has
(T-finite Jf1 -measure.
Finally, taking all planes parallel to, and at rational distances from, the
three coordinate planes, we obtain a countable collection of pairs of parallel
planes such that every segment in dK intersects some pair of planes in the
collection. Thus the set of directions of boundary segments lies in a
countable collection of (T-finite sets and so is (T-finite.
Q
Ewald, Larman & Rogers (1970) completed the investigation of the
higher-dimensional analogues of this theorem by showing that if K is a
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convex body in Rn the measure of the set of orientations (in the Gn k sense) of
the /c-dimensional balls lying in the boundary of K has cr-finite Jfk{n~k~1]measure.
A related problem, concerning the measure of the points on the surface of
a convex body that lie in some boundary segment (or, more generally, kdimensional ball) is discussed by Burton (1979). Larman (19716) considers
the measure of the union of the relative boundaries of the faces of a convex
body.
A well-known result of Klee (1959) states that if K is a convex body in R 3
with every plane section a polygon, then K must be a polytope, that is, the
convex hull of a finite set of points. It was conjectured that if K is a convex
body with almost every section in almost every direction a polygon, then K
has, at most, countably many extreme points (boundary points not lying in
the interior of any segment in K). This conjecture was disproved by Dalla &
Larman (1980) who showed that the set of extreme points could have
Hausdorff dimension as large as 1. We do not repeat their intricate
construction here, but simply deduce from the projection theorems that this
is the worst case that can occur.
Theorem 8.20
Let Kbea convex body in R 3 with almost every plane section a polygon. Then
the set E of extreme points of K has Hausdorff dimension at most 1.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Mattila's refinement of the projection
theorems applied to the Borel set E (see the penultimate paragraph of
Section 6.3). If dim E > 1 and 0 < t < dim E — 1, then, for almost all unit
vectors 0,
for a set of u on Le of positive J^ 1-measure, where proj e denotes projection
onto L , the line through the origin in direction 0. For such 0 and w, the
plane proj" 1 ^ intersects E in an infinite set. Any extreme point of K is
certainly an extreme point of the plane convex set Knproj" 1 !/ , so these
plane sections cannot be polygonal.
•
8.7 Attractors in dynamical systems
At the time of writing, one of the growth areas in mathematics and
mathematical physics is the study of 'chaos' and 'strange attractors' in
dynamical systems. We attempt to compress some of the basic ideas of how
such attractors arise into a few pages.
Let / be a mapping of a metric space (usually a subset of Un, n > 1) into
itself. We are interested in the behaviour of the sequences of points or orbits
{/mW}m= i f° r various initial points x, particularly for large values of m.
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(As usual, fm denotes the mth iterate of/.) For example, the sequences may
be periodic or may converge to a periodic orbit. Alternatively, {fm(x}} may
appear to wander about the metric space almost at random. One is rapidly
led to study invariant sets, that is, sets E for wliich / ( £ ) c E. Then if xe E the
iterates fm(x) remain trapped in E for all m. I f / is continuous the closure of
an invariant set is invariant, and a major problem is to find the closed
invariant sets of a given function / In cases of particular interest an
invariant set may exhibit a fine structure. Perhaps the simplest example is
the function / : R - » R defined by / ( x ) = | ( l - \2x - 1|) for which the
Cantor set is invariant, see Exercise 8.8. Some remarkable sets known as
Julia sets and defined by the requirement that / ( £ ) = E, where / is the
transformation of the complex plane z-+z2 — fi, are illustrated by
Mandelbrot (1982, Section 19) for various values of the parameter //.
However, the invariant sets of greatest practical importance have some
sort of stability associated with them, otherwise they are unlikely to be
observed in physical situations or in computer realizations. These sets are
known as attr actors. Various definitions of attractors have been given;
essentially an attractor of a mapping / is a closed set E such that f(E) cz E
and such that if xe V9 then the distance from fm(x) to E tends to 0 as m -> oo,
where V is a 'large' set containing E9 for example an open neighbourhood of
E. One usually also demands that E is minimal in some sense, perhaps by
requiring that the orbit {/ m (x)} be dense in E for some x. If E has a fine
structure, or if there is sensitive dependence on the initial conditions (so that
two nearby points may not remain close under iterates of / ) , E may be
referred to as a strange attractor. Much work remains to be done to
determine which functions give rise to strange attractors, why such
attractors occur and what their structure is. The subject has become
extremely complex with bifurcation theory, ergodic theory, differential
topology and functional analysis all playing important roles. For an
excellent survey article on mappings in 1 and 2 dimensions see Whitley
(1983).
Considerable progress has been made recently for mappings of a real
interval, largely by Feigenbaum (1978, 1979) and Jonker & Rand (1981a,
19816). Here we examine in detail one such function studied by
Grassberger (1981), which, though apparently rather contrived, is easy to
analyse and is of importance in a more general context.
Consider the functional equation, known as the renormalization
equation,
g(g(xM)=-g(x)/<x,

(8.46)

together with the normalization condition that g(0) = 1. It may be shown
with considerable difficulty (see Campanino & Epstein (1981) and Lanford
(1982)) that this equation is satisfied by an even, real-analytic function g on
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[ - 1 , 1 ] for a value of a = 2.50290.... (Whilst this solution is locally
unique, it is not known if (8.46) has a solution for any other values of a.) The
function g is given to four decimal places on [ — 1, 1] by
g(x) = 1 - 1.5276x2 + 0.1048x4 + 0.0267 x 6
- 0.0035x8 + 0.0008x10 + 0.0003x12

(8.47)

and its graph is shown in Figure 8.5. We use ideas from Section 8.3 to
estimate the dimension of an attractor of g.
Theorem 8.21
The function g has a unique (unstable) periodic orbit of period 2* for each
k>0, and a closed invariant attractor E with 0.5345 < dim E < 0.5544. / /
x e [ — 1,1], then either gm(x) is a periodic point for m sufficiently large (this
happens only for countably many x) or else the distance from gm(x) to E tends
to 0 as m-» oo. IfxeE the orbit {gm(x)} J° is dense in E.
Proof. Iterating (8.46) and using the evenness of g
(8.48)
Writing xm = gm(0) we see that x2k = ( - I/a)* (k > 0), and by calculation
that
x t = l,

x2=-0.3995,

x 3 = 0.7589,

x 4 = 0.1596.

Let V be the open interval (x29x1) and define mappings ^r 19 0 2 on V by
^1(x)=--x,
a

il/2(x) = g~1(—*\
a

V

(8.49)

/.

where g'1 is always taken to mean the positive value. We note that
so the open set condition holds for the contractions ip 1 and i//2 (see Section
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8.3). By Theorems 8.3 and 8.8 there is a unique compact set E such that
), with s<dim £<f, where
with the infs. and sups, over xe F Since the extreme values of g\ and thus of
(g~l)\ are attained at the ends of the interval Fwe get
a- s + ( a | ^ ( x 1 ) | ) - s = l = a - | + (a|flf'(x3)|)-1,
so, calculating the derivatives, 0.5345 < dim E < 0.5544.
It remains to examine the limit behaviour of the iterates of the points.
Since g[ — 1,1] <= Fwe may work entirely in V. Rewriting (8.46) we see that
g( - (l/a)x) =g(- (l/a)#(x)) (noting that g( - (l/a)x) > 0), resulting in the
functional identities
valid on [ — 1, 1]. Thus writing ^jlj2m,jk

for ^jls^j2c---°^jk

we have

0 ° ^ U . . . l = 022. . . 2 ° ^
o

9 ^ll...l2h...jk

= ^22...2lJt..Jk

(2</</c+l).

(8.51)

Since g(V)cV it follows that
0W*(F))cz^(F),
k

(8.52)

where, as in Section 8.3, \jj {V) = \Jjl...jk*l'jl...jk(V)> Thus any point in \jjk{V)
is trapped in i//k(V) under iterates of g. Further, we see from (8.51) that if
xe\jjk(V), then gm(x) visits each of the 2k (disjoint) sets ^h...jk{V) in turn as m
increases.
Let xf = 0.5493... be the uniquefixedpoint of g in [ - 1,1]. By (8.48) the
points (— l/(x)kxf and thus gm(( — \/a)kxf) are periodic with period,
at most, 2*. However, by the above remark gm(( — \/oL)kxf) lies in a
different \jjh Jk(V) for every 2k consecutive values of m (note that
( - ^loi)kxfs\jjxl A(V\ giving an orbit of period 2*.
Now let xe F be a point such that gm(x) never hits one of these periodic
orbits. We show that gm(x) must converge to E. We already know that once
inside ij/k(V) the iterates gm(x) are trapped there (8.52). We show that under
iteration the points of \jjk(V) eventually pass into ^ fc+1 (F)for each k.
Suppose that gm(x)e\//k(V) for some k > 0, say that gm(x) = $il...ik(y\ where
ye V. The point y cannot be thefixedpoint xf9 otherwise g (x) would have
period 2k, by (8.51). Thus either ye\_x29x^']u\_x39x1] or else
ye[x 4 ,x f )u(x f ,x 3 ]. In the latter case, since g'(x) < — 1 oil g~l [x 4 ,x 3 ] =
[ — x 2 ,x 3 ], the iterates of y move away from the unstable fixed point xf
until / ( ^ ) G [ X 2 , X 4 ] U [ X 3 , X 1 ] for some r. Hence in either case we may
find r > 0 such that gr{y)e\jjj(V) for j=\ or 2. Iterating (8.51),
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so we

conclude that

Hence any point x of F that does not end up in a periodic orbit eventually
enters \jj\V) for all k. By (8.20) E = 0 * % *A*(F)> s o t h e distance from gm(x)
to E must tend to zero.
If xeE, then for any k the iterates #w(x) visit each of the 2* sets \jjh mmmjk(V)
in turn, from which it follows that the orbit {gm(x}} is dense in E.
•
Note that dim£ may be found to any desired degree of accuracy
by estimating the derivatives of &jlm.jk for large enough k. In fact,
dim E = 0.538
Ruelle (1983) has recently shown that the attractors of
such mappings are actually s-sets, where s is a real number which may be
specified in terms of the 'pressure' of the mapping.
The mapping g described above is, in a sense, characteristic of a much
larger class of mappings of [ — 1,1] which exhibit chaotic behaviour. Let /
be any smooth (say twice differentiate) mapping of [ — 1,1] into itself such
that/has a unique maximum at 0, with/(0) = l,/"(0) <0,/'(x) > 0 for x<0
and/'(x) < 0 for x > 0. Let/ A be the mapping of [ — 1,1] given by/A (x) =
Xf(x), where 0 < A < 1. Then for small X the mapping fk has a single
stablefixedpoint (stable in the sense that nearby points converge to it under
iterations of / A ). On increasing X it may be shown that on reaching a value
Xx thisfixedpoint becomes unstable and gives way to a stable pair of points
of period 2. Increasing X further to X2 this cycle bifurcates into a stable cycle
of period 4, at X3 a cycle of period 8 appears and so on. (See May (1976),
Hofstadter (1981) or Feigenbaum (1981) for a more detailed description of
this process, with particular reference to the logistic mapping' /(x) =
l - 2 x 2 , equivalent to the mapping / ( x ) = 4 x ( l - x ) on [0, 1] after a
coordinate transformation.) Feigenbaum (1978,1979,1981) has discovered
some remarkable properties of the sequence {Xj}; he shows that Xj increases
to a critical value X^ a s j - * oo in such a way that (Xj+ { — Xj)/(Xj+2 — Xj+l)
-> <5, where d = 4.669... is a universal constant, that is, does not depend on
the exact form of the function / . The behaviour of the iterates of / ^ is
known to be qualitatively similar to that of the function g studied above:
/ ^ always has a single unstable orbit of period 2* for each k and an
invariant set of Cantor-like character that attracts almost all points of the
interval. On letting X increase beyond X^ stable periodic orbits again
prevail, and these bifurcate in a similar way as X approaches a second
critical value corresponding to the accumulation of cycles of period 3-2 ; ,
and so on.
Feigenbaum shows, by investigating the periodic points of / asy-> oo,
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that for any function / of the type under consideration,
satisfies the functional equation (8.46), where a = 2.5029... is the number
for which a solution of the equation is known to exist. (A linear scaling of
coordinates allows the assumption g(0) = 1.) Thus as far as the limit
behaviour of / ^ as m-»oo is concerned, the iterates of / ^ might be
expected to behave in a similar manner to those of g, not only in a
qualitative manner but also, in some ways, in a quantitative manner. In
particular it might be hoped that the Hausdorff dimension of the attractor
of /Aoo is always the same as that of g. Grassberger (1981) presents some
computational evidence that this is indeed the case, that at the first
accumulation of bifurcation points A^, the strange attractor known to be
present has dimension 0.538
Of course, similar problems occur in higher dimensions, and the analysis
becomes considerably harder. A transformation of (R2 due to Smale (1967),
known as the 'horseshoe diffeomorphism' illustrates how strange attractors
can occur as a result of'folding and contraction'. The mapping / on the unit
square 5 is defined to be qualitatively as indicated in Figure 8.6(a), where
f(a) = a', etc., with the upper and lower halves of the square mapped onto
the two arms of the horseshoe. Thefirstfew iterates of fm(S) are indicated in
Figure S.6(b) and it is clear that the iterates of all points of S converge to the
Cantor-like set f)%=ofm(S). By defining / in a suitable manner it is
Fig. 8.6

f(S)

P(S)
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possible to obtain an attractor of any dimension between 1 and 2. Because
of the width-contracting effect of / the attractor is stable under perturbations of / .
A mapping of IR2 that is harder to analyse is the Henon-Pomeau
mapping given in coordinate form by
f(x,y) = (y+l-ax2,bx),
where a and b are constants. This mapping has a Jacobian of — b at all (x, y\
so contracts areas at a uniform rate. It has attracted much attention since,
to within a linear change of coordinates, it is the most general quadratic
mapping of U2 with this property. It is related to the 1-dimensional
(quadratic) logistic mapping and its attractor might be expected to have a
fine structure for certain (a, b). However, for values of a and b which are
known to yield an invariant set of fractional dimension, it turns out that this
set is not an attractor. Henon & Pomeau (1976) investigate some of the
orbits for a = 1.4 and b — 0.3. For a more recent analysis see Simo (1979)
and also the article by Whitley (1983).
We have so far considered only discrete dynamical systems, but very
similar ideas hold for continuous systems or flows, that is, for solution
curves of systems of differential equations. Write ft(x) for the position
reached by the point x at time t. Then

/,,(/,,(*)) = /,1+(2(x),
assuming that the flow is autonomous (that is, derived from timeindependent differential equations). Again, one seeks closed invariant sets
(for which ft(E) c E for all t > 0) that are attractors in the sense that
ft(x) visits every neighbourhood of any point of £ for arbitrarily large t, for
a large set of x.
A simple modification of Smale's horseshoe mapping provides one
example of how strange attractors can occur for flows. Let ft be a flow inside
a ring V of square section that proceeds round the inside of the ring at a
constant rate, taking unit time to complete a circuit of the ring. Let IT be a
plane transverse to the ring and suppose that ft is defined so that / t (x)
= /(x) if xeS= VnTl, where / is the horseshoe mapping on S. (It is
straightforward to define a flow on V with this property.) Then if E is the
attractor for the flow, EnTl= P|^ = 0 / m (S) is the attractor for the
horseshoe mapping. To find the remainder of the attractor we simply follow
this set around the ring to get E = (J t 1 =0 /i( 0m=o/m(5))- Thus the attractor
is locally a product of the horseshoe attractor and a line segment, so has, by
a minor variation of the work of Section 5.3, dimension equal to
1 + dim C\Q fm(S). Alternatively, the attractor may be thought of locally as
the product of a 1-dimensional Cantor set and a plane surface.
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In practice, the dynamics of flows of differential equations can be
exceedingly complex and this sort of simplistic approach does not carry
very far. Perhaps the system of differential equations most examined in the
search for strange attractors are the equations proposed by Lorenz (1963)
to model aspects of the weather
x = a(y - x),

1

y = rx - y - xz\

z = xy-bz,

(8.53)

)

where a,r and b are constants. A thorough account of the attractors
and bifurcations of these equations is given in the book by Sparrow
(1982). Chaotic behaviour occurs for certain values of the parameters,
a = 10, r = 28, b = f being the case usually selected for study.
Temam (1983) examines the Navier-Stokes equation of fluid dynamics.
In particular, he estimates the Hausdorff dimension of an attractor, as well
as the dimension of the singularities of weak solutions as a subset of spacetime.
Recently, attempts have been made to express the dimension of
attractors of dynamical systems in terms of constants of the motion, in
particular in terms of the Lyapunov characteristic exponents of the orbits.
(The Lyapunov exponents are the long-term orbit averages of the
eigenvalues of the localized expansion matrices.) For a survey of these ideas,
together with some examples, see Frederickson, Kaplan, Yorke & Yorke
(1983).
For further discussion of attractors and their relationship with problems
of turbulence, etc., see the volumes of conference proceedings: Temam
(1976), Bernard & Rajiu (1977), Haken (1982), Guckenheimer & Holmes
(1983) and Barenblatt, Iooss & Joseph (1983). A vast amount of work
remains to be done on attractors, indeed many of the results that have been
claimed have still to be put on a rigorous foundation.
8.8 Brownian motion
In 1827 the botanist R. Brown observed that minute particles
suspended in a liquid were in constant motion and described highly
irregular paths. This was later explained as resulting from molecular
bombardment of the particle. A similar phenomenon was noticed in smoke
particles in air. In 1905 Einstein published a mathematical study of this
motion, which eventually led to Perrin's Nobel prize-winning calculation of
Avogardro's number.
A rigorous probabilistic model of Brownian motion was proposed by
Wiener (1923). He constructed the 'Wiener process' which exhibits random
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behaviour very similar to that of Brownian motion. Here we outline the
details of this model and give Taylor's (1953) proof that Brownian paths
have Hausdorff dimension 2 with probability one.
If n > 1, let Q denote the class of all continuous paths co :[0, oo)-> Un
which have a>(0) as the origin. We think of co(t) as the position at time t of a
particle describing the path co. It may be shown that there exists a
probability measure p (with p(Q) = 1) defined on a large system of subsets of
Q such that:
(a) the paths have independent increments, that is, co(t2) — co(t1) and
cw(t4) — co(t3) are independent if tt <t2 <t3<t4
(b) co(t + h) — co(t) has Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance h
for all t. In particular, the distribution of the path increments is stationary
(co(t + h) — co(t) does not depend on t\ is isotropic (independent of
direction), and is such that
n/2
= ch--nil
\

Jo
Jo

r II - 1 exp(-r 2 /2/i)dr,

(8.54)

where c is a normalization constant chosen to ensure that p(Q) = 1.
The probability measure p may be constructed so that a large class
of sets of paths are measurable, including all subsets of Q of the form
{(o: (o(ti)eB((i = 1,2,...,fc)},where the B{ are Borel subsets of R". It is quite
complicated to establish the existence and uniqueness of such a process, the
interested reader is referred, for example, to Hida (1980). In fact, the
measure p may be defined on the class of all (not necessarily continuous)
functions co: [0, oo) -> R", and it follows from the other conditions that the
paths are continuous with probability one.
It is easy to see that projecting a Brownian process in Un onto a subspace
gives a lower-dimensional Brownian process.
The importance of the Brownian probability distribution is that it is the
essentially unique distribution for which the paths have stationary,
independent, isotropic increments of finite variance. These are conditions
which are likely to apply in any physical situation.
Brownian motion may be thought of as the limiting case of a random
walk as the step length tends to zero. The process is statistically self-similar
in the sense that the paths co(t) and co(y2t)/y have the same probability
distribution for any y > 0.
Lemma 8.22

IfO < X < \, then for almost all coed there exists ho>0 such that
\<0(t + h)-G>(t)\<\h\>
forO<t<l

and\h\<h0.
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Proof. Let; and m be positive integers. Then (8.54) implies that
p{co :\(o(2-jm) - co(2-j(m - 1))| > 2~jx}
=

c2jnl2

r"-1exp(-r2/2)dr

=c

after a substitution and some sweeping estimates valid if X < j9 where cx and
c2 are independent of j and m. Hence,
for some j , m with 7 > k and 1 < m < 2j}

Thus, for almost all coeQ,
|co(2^m)-co(2^(m-l))|<2- J ' ; i

for m = l,2,...,2^'

(8.55)

for ally sufficiently large. We may express any interval (t9t + fr)<z(0,1)
as a countable union of contiguous binary intervals of the form
(2~j(m — l),2"Jm) with 2~j <h and with, at most, two intervals of each
length. (Take all binary subintervals of (t, t + h) not contained in any other
such intervals.) Then if h is small enough and k is the least integer with
"y — k ^- L

using (8.55) and the triangle inequality, together with the continuity of (o(t).
This is true for 0 < t < t + h < 1 if h is sufficiently small, for almost all coeQ
for any X < \, so the conclusion of the lemma follows.
•
Theorem 8.23
Brownian paths in Rn(n > 2) have Hausdorffdimension 2 with probability one.
Proof, (a) We use a potential-theoretic method to show that dim co > 2 for
almost all paths co. Fix 1 < 5 < 2. Using (8.54) we get

L

dp(co)

=ch-»'2r

Jo
on substituting for r2/h in the integrand, where cx is independent of h and t.
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Thus
mi

ri

r

dp(co)dtdu

Then measurability properties of Brownian motion ensure that
\co(t) — co(u)\~s is measurable with respect to the product measure on
[0,1] x [0,1] x Q, so we conclude, using Fubini's theorem, that

rr

dtdu

-<

00

JoJo

for almost all coeQ.
There is a natural mass distribution nm on the path co, given by ^(E) =
l
& {t :0 < t < 1 and co(t)eE}. Thus for almost all coeQ the s-energy Is{fi J is
finite, so, by Corollary 6.6(a), s < dim (co [0,1]) < dim co. This is true for all
s < 2, so dim co > 2 for almost all coeQ.
(b) We use a variant of the method of Theorem 8.1 to obtain an upper bound
for the dimension of the paths. Take s > 2. Lemma 8,22 implies that for
almost all coeQ we may find h0 > 0 such that
\co(t + h)-co(t)\<\h\1/s

if

\h\<h0

and

0 < f < t + /z<l.

For such a path co the subarc co[t, t + K] may be enclosed in a ball of radius
h1/s Hh<h0. Consequently, if m is an integer with 1/m < h0, we may enclose
co[0, 1] = [J^iCoW- 1)M j/w»] in m balls, each of radius m"1/s. Thus
^ J ( ^ [ 0 , 1 ] ) <m2 s (m" 1/s ) s = 2 s if S > 2m" 1/s . Letting m-> oo we conclude
that Jfs(cy [0,1]) < 2 s if s > 2, so in fact, by (1.14), J^s(co[091]) = 0 and thus

jfs(co)=0.

•

Taylor (1953) also shows that ^fs(a>) = 0 for almost all paths in Un. More
delicate calculations carried out by Ray (1963) and Taylor (1964) show that
with probability one the Brownian paths have positive but finite Hausdorff
measure with respect to the measure function
h(t) = t2 log - log log log (In the definition of Hausdorff measure | Ut\s is replaced by h(U^ and this
allows a finer definition of dimension, see Section 1.2.)
Similar questions have been asked about the almost sure Hausdorff
dimension of double, triple and multiple points of Brownian paths. The
theory has also been extended to more general Levy stable processes. See
Rogers (1970, p. 133), Pruitt & Taylor (1969), Taylor (1973), Pruitt (1975),
Adler (1981) and Mandelbrot (1982, Section 39) for further discussion of
some of these topics and for numerous further references.
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8.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we have given accounts of a few of the situations in
which fractal sets occur and to which the ideas discussed earlier in the book
may be applied. Mandelbrot's (1975, 1977, 1982) essays provide a vast
panorama of other such sets, many of which have not yet been subjected to
rigorous mathematical analysis. These essays contain very complete
references to further topics, as does thefinalchapter of Roger's (1970) book
on applications of Hausdorff measure.
Although much of the work that has been described in this book is not
particularly recent, the subject contains many unsolved problems, some old
and some new. The theory and applications of the geometry of fractal sets
promises to be an active area of research for many years to come. In words
from Besicovitch's film on the Kakeya problem, 'may the efforts of those
who research into these matters be crowned with success'.
Exercises on Chapter 8
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Show that Theorem 8.1 remains true if c in (8.1) is allowed to depend on x.
Prove that the graph of a continuously differentiable function on U is a 1 set.
Show that the graph of the Weierstrass function (8.3) has dimension, at
most, s.
Let / : [0,1] - IR have graph T. Show that if X™= t \f{xt) - f(xt_ x )| s < cfor
all dissections 0 < x 0 < • • • < xm < 1, then Jf *(F) < co.
Suppose that the open set condition (8.19) holds for the contractions {i/j}™
on U". Suppose further that for each; and all x,y
qj\x-y\ <\il/j(x)- il/j(y)\ <rj\x-y\.

If £ is the invariant set associated with these contractions adapt the proof
of Theorem 8.6 to show that s' < dim E < t, where s' = s -

and where £*<?• = 1 = IT/j'
8.6

8.7

8.8

Let {J5J J0 be an osculatory packing of an open set F c R " . Show that
V <= (J.]}[, where B\ is the ball concentric with B{ but with twice the radius.
Deduce that the Hausdorff dimension of the residual set is, at most, equal
to the exponent of the packing.
Show that the residual set of the packing of equilateral triangles shown in
Figure 8.4 is an s-set for s = log 3/log 2. (Note that the residual set is selfsimilar.)
Showthatthemapping/:R->IRgivenby/(x) = f(l - \2x- l|)has0asa
fixed point and the Cantor set E as an invariant set. Show that if xe£\{0},
then the iterates fm(x) are dense in E, and that if x$E, then fm(x) -• - oo
as m -• oo. (You may find it helpful to consider base three expansions.)
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Entries in bold type refer to definitions

almost all, 20, 83
Apollonian packing, 125-31
arcwise connected, 34, 53
attractor, 138-45
ball, 20
Besicovitch set, 95-112
bifurcation theory, 139
binary cubes, half open, 64
Blaschke selection theore, 36-7, 119
Borel-measurable function, 22
Borel set, 5, 6, 7, 12, 65
bounded variation, 29, 53, 113
Brownian motion, 145-8
Cantor set, 14, 15, 27, 107, 108, 118, 139,
149
capacity, 76-7, 74-84, 93
Caratheodory's lemma, 5
Cartesian product, 64, 70-4
chain connected, 34
circle-pair, 40, 40-5
common region, 41
comparable net measure, 64-74, 78
condensation direction, 85-6
cone, 26
continuity of measures, 2
continua, 28, 28-46, 53
continuum hypothesis, 84
contraction, 119, 119-25, 149
convexity, 13, 108, 135-8
coordinate block, 12
countably rectifiable, 51
covering theorems, 10-12, 18-19
curve, 28, 28-45, 53, 94, 136
curve, dimension of, 113-17
parameterized by arc-length, 29
rectifiable, 29, 94
self-intersecting, 29
curve packing, 104-8, 110-11
cylinder set, 74
decomposition theorem, 26
de Gorgi perimeter, 53
density 12, 20-7, 40-6, 55-6, 62
density, angular, 26
hemispherical, 63
Lebesgue, 14
lower, 20, 25-6, 44-5, 63
lower angular, 26, 56-7, 59-63
upper, 20, 25-6
upper angular, 26, 26-7, 47-9, 58

upper convex, 21, 23-5, 61-2
density boundary, 53
diameter, 7
Diophantine approximation, 131-5
duality, 101-6
dynamical system, 138-145
<$-cover, 7
^-parallel body, 36-7, 53
elementary triangle, 97
ergodic theory, 139
essentially s-dimensional, 84
exceptional set, 83, 134-5
exponent of packing, 131, 149
extreme point, 138
V , 5, 8, 102
finite measure, subsets of, 67-70
Fourier multiplier, 109, 111
Fourier series, 111-12
Fourier transforms, 79-83, 106, 109
fractal xi
Fubini's theorem, 70, 102-3, 109
functional, positive linear, 76, 121
functional analysis, 106, 109, 139
G^-set, 5, 8, 102
generator, 124
Grassmann manifold, 83, 106
harmonic analysis, 12, 96, 107, 109-12
Hausdorff dimension, 7, 7-10
Hausdorff measure, 7, 7-10
Hausdorff measure, calculation of, 14-19
spherical, 7
HausdorfT metric, 37, 39, 53, 119-20
Hausdorff outer measure, 7, 7-10
Henon-Pomeau mapping, 144
horseshoe diffeomorphism, 143-4
hypernormal operator, 112
impossible set, 100
increasing sets lemma, 66-7
independent increments, 146
integral geometry, 53, 85, 93, 94
intersection, 93
invariant set, 119, 119-25, 139
irregular point, 20
irregular set, 21, 26, 55-6, 59-63
irregular 1-set 40-6, 47-50, 85-92, 94,
102-5
isodiametric inequality, 13
isotropic process, 146

Index
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Jarnik's theorem, 134
Jordan curve, 28
Kakeya set, 95-112
Koch curve, 118
Lebesgue density, 14, 86
Lebesgue density theorem, 13-14, 19, 27,
30, 53, 86-8, 111
Lebesgue-Frechet area, 52
Lebesgue measure, 12, 12-14
Lebesgue outer measure, 12
length, 28
Levy process, 148
limit, lower, 1
upper, 1
linearly accessible set, 100, 109
linearly measurable set, 8, 28-53, 84-92,
101-5
Lipschitz mapping, 10, 51, 113
Lipschitz set, 33
logistic mapping, 142
Lorenz equations, 145
Lyapunov exponents, 145
mass distribution, 76, 77-80
maximal operator, 109, 110
measure, 1, 1-6
measurable function, 22
measurable set, 3, 21
metric outer measure, 5, 6, 7, 12, 18, 65
minimal surface, 52-3
Mobius transformation, 130
Navier-Stokes equation, 145
n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, 12-14
net, 14, 64, 122-3, 127
net interval, 16
net measure, 64-5, 64-74
Nikodymset, 100, 111, 112
number theory, 131-5
open set condition, 121, 119-25, 140-1
orbit, 138
orthogonal projection, 75-94
osculatory packing, 125-31, 149
outer measure, 3
outer measurable, 3
Perron tree, 96-9
PlanchereFs theorem, 79-80
Plateau problem, 53
Poincare's formula, 94
polar reciprocity, 96, 101, 112
positively separated, 5
potential theory, 74-84, 147-8
projection, 52, 75, 75-94, 101-6, 134-5,
138
projective transformation, 93

radiation, point of, 86, 88
ratio of a contraction, 119
rectifiable curve, 29, 29-34
regular outer measure, 4, 8-9, 12, 65
regular point, 20, 51
regular set, 20, 26
regular 1-set, 28, 31, 33, 36, 40-6, 51, 84-5,
92, 102-3
Reisz representation theorem, 76, 121
residual set, 125, 125-31, 149
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, 80
sector, 26, 58, 85
self-similar set, 93,119, 118-25
semicontinuity theorem, Gojab's, 36-40, 52
Vitushkin's, 52
semidisjoint, 10, 40 *
sigma-field (<7-fleld), 1
sigma-field generated by 1
sigma-finite (c-finite) measure 20, 67, 70
singular point, 135
similarity dimension, 122
similitude, 119, 122-4
Soddy's formula, 126
Souslin set, 6, 67, 69-70, 78-9, 81-4
spherical sector, 26, 58
s-set, 8, 20
s-set (s < 1), 54-7, 63, 80-4
(5>1), 57-63,80-4
stationary process, 146
statistically self-similar, 125, 146
Steinhaus' theorem, 19, 108
support, 76, 80
surface, 52
f-capacity, 76
f-energy, 76, 83
f-potential, 76
tangent, 31, 31-3, 36, 46-51, 57-9
tangent, weak, 51, 58, 58-9, 61 -2
totally disconnected, 45, 45-6, 53, 54
tree, 38, 53
upper semicontinuous function, 22
variations, 52
Vitali class, 11
Vitali covering theorem, 10-13, 18, 19
volume, 12
weak tangent, 51, 58
Weierstrass function 114, 149
Wiener process, 145-8
worm problem, 107
y-set, 33, 45
Z-set 40, 40-6

